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Abstract 
The information presented in this report is the result of engineering studies 
performed by the Boeing Vertol Company for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, Ames Research Center under Contract No. NAS 2-
10689, Task I -Selection of Rotor System; Task II - Detailed Study; and 
Task III - Development Plan. 
This report includes the trade-off study results and the rationale for the 
final selection of an existing modern four-bladed rotor system that can be 
adapted for installation on the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) and 
the results of the detailed integration studies, parameter change studies, and 
instrumentation studies; and, the recommended plan for the development and 
qualification of the rotor system and its parameter variants, its integration 
on the RSRA, and support of ground and flight test programs. 
The rotor system selected is a modern existing rotor system with performance, 
flying qualities and dynamic characteristics consistent with current rotor tech-
nology. The flight envelope of the rotor, installed on the RSRA, is sufficient 
to conduct evaluation of rotor design lift coefficient vs. gross weight and 
advance ratio envelopes within engine, transmission, and control limits of the 
RSRA. In addition, the rotor system is adaptable to systematically vary key 
rotor parameters for comparative flight testing. The detailed study further 
evaluates the feasibility of installing the selected rotor system on the RSRA, 
parameter change capability, and examines the benefits of flight research with 
the rotor and its parameter variants. The development plan includes a Work 
Breakdown Structure (WBS), a draft statement of work, data requirements, 
a program schedule, and a planning price summary. 
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1 .0 Introduction 
The NASA RSRA Is presently equipped with a Sikorsky S-61 rotor, a five-
bladed rotor that represents twenty-five year old technology. This rotor 
system will soon enter a flight research program to develop a data base for 
correlation with analytical predictive computer codes. Replacement of the 
rotor with a four"bladed state-of-the-art type, to allow utilization of more 
current technology, is desirable. This pre-design effort will define a modern 
four-bladed rotor for eventual acquisition and flight research on the RSRA 
that will: 
(1) quantify the capabilities of a state-of-the-art rotor system, 
(2) quantify the contributions of individual key rotor system parameters 
to these capabilities I and 
(3) develop the necessary data base for correlation with analytical 
predictive computer codes. 
Brief tradeoff studies were conducted to evaluate candidate rotor systems 
which satisfy the requirement for an existing modern four-bladed rotor for 
integration and evaluation on the NASA Rotor Systems Research Aircraft 
(RSRA). The Boeing Vertol rotor systems evaluated were as follows: 
a. YUH-61A, UTTAS hingeless rotor system 
b. Model 347 articulated rotor system which incorporates the CH-47C 
rotor blade (347/C rotor system) 
c. Model 347 articulated rotor with CH-47D advanced composite blades 
(347/0 rotor system) 
Figure 1.0-' delineates the rotor system selection criteria (evaluation para .. 
meters and weighting factors established for each). The IIBest Rotor System lt 
was selected by evaluating each candidate with respect to each parameter, 
scoring each with a rating factor from 0 to 1 (1 being the best possible) 
multiplying by the weighting factor and adding up all the scores. 
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The selected rotcr system must be a modern existing system with perform-
ance, flying qualities and dynamic characteristics consistent with current 
rotor technology. The flight envelope of the rotor, installed on the RSRA, 
must be sufficient to conduct evaluation of rotor design 11ft coefficient vs. 
gross weight and advance ratio envelopes within engine, transmission, and 
control limits of the RSRA. In addition, the rotor system must be adaptable 
to systematically vary key rotor parameters for comparative flight testing. 
Cost and schedule preliminary estimates were made considering the following: 
a. Design 
b. Tooling 
c. FabricatIon of RSRA/rotor system modification components and 
blades 
d. Testing (Bench) 
e. Instrumentation 
f. I nstatlation 
g. Assumed Parameter Variation Components (Design, Tooling, fabrica-
tion, bench testing, instrumentation and installation) 
h. Support of all ground and flight testing 
Predesign studies were performed to examine the requirements for integration 
of the 347/0 rotor system on the RSRA in sufficient depth to define the 
modifications required to both the rotor and the RSRA including the blade 
severance system. Design and technIcal analyses were performed in suffI-
cient depth to ensure physical, structural, dynamic and system compatibllity. 
Parameter change studIes were conducted to examIne the variability of key 
rotor parameters, to select the parameters to be varied, to determine the 
techniques for providing the variability and to analyze the modifications 
required to provide the parameter changes. These studies were of suffi-
cient depth to define both the modifications to the rotor system and the 
technical risks involved. 
Studies were conducted to define rotor blade Instrumentation requirements 
necessary to measure blade airloads and dynamic and structural responses. 
3 
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Preliminary estimates were made to determine the cost required to implement 
the 347/0 rotor system on the RSRA and to implement proposed parameter 
variations to be tested In accordance with the following plan: 
1. Preliminary design with a government Preliminary Design Review 
(POR). 
2. Detail design with a government Critical Design Review (COR), 
including tool design. 
3. FabricatIon including all modifIcations to the 347/0 rotor system 
and the RSRA for the basic rotor installatIon and parameter varia-
tIons. 
4. Safety of flight qualification of all hardware, based on a contractor-
prepared, government-approved plan. 
S. InstrumentatIon 
S. Installation and integration on the RSRA under NASA inspection, 
includIng ground runs by NASA with Boeing Vertol technical sup-
port. 
7. Flight Testing by NASA for two (2) years with Boeing-Vertol tech-
nical support. 
The Development Plan was establlshed using the program outlined under Task 
II (paragraphs 4 through 6) which includes a Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS), a draft Statement of Work, a schedule and a funding plan breaking 
down costs by WBS task. 
2.0 Summary 
The selected rotor system (347/0) offers superior performance, flying quali-
ties and dynamic characteristics. This rotor system incorporates the CH-470 
fiberglass rotor blade, the most advanced blade utilized on military and com-
mercial production helicopters, combining modern high performance airfoils 
and composite structures technology. These 347/0 features offset the some-
what better match between the 34?/C rotor system and the present RSRA 
flight envelope. 
4 
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The final total trade-off scores, summarized in table 2.0-1, for each of the 
rotor system candidates are as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
YUH-61A 
347/C 
347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
.457 
.716 
.725 
It should be noted here that wherever possible, evaluations and rating factors 
were established based on calculated parameter values in each trade study 
category. Otherwise, the evaluation and rating was subjective based on de-
sign experience. 
Kinematic and installation layouts were prepared to determine the modifications 
required to the 347/0 rotor system and the RSRA. Figure 2.0-1 (SK 28732) 
presents the final kinematic and installation details. To determine require-
ments for modification to, and new hardware for, the RSRA emergency escape 
system for blade severance, Teledyne McCormick Selph (the contractor for 
the system) was requested to submit a technical proposal and quotation. The 
proposal is presented in Appendix C. Transmission modifications required to 
run the 347/0 rotor system and parameter variants at 225 rpm were studied 
and evaluated. This speed would require a gear ratio change in the main bevel 
mesh from the present 3.40 to 3.05. 
Parameter variation studies were conducted and have resulted in the proposed 
least risk, lowest cost test program. 
Except for tip shape variations, a two phase approach is taken to the aero-
dynamic parameter variations. Phase I utilizes existing CH-47A, CH-47C 
and CH-470 blades installed on the 347 four bladed hub. For Phase II one 
set of new blades with the chord of the CH-470 blade and the twist and 
airfoil of the CH-47C blade will be fabricated. This blade will be retwisted 
during Phase II to the CH-470 twist to complete the study. As summarized 
in Table 2.0-2 these combinations of rotor configurations permit the step by 
step evaluation of the following aerodynamic parameters: 
5 
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4-Bladed Rotor System Selection 
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Candidate - Scores 
Trade Study Category (Weight) YUH-61A 347/C 347/0 
Primary Catergories 
Technical Merit (.55) .304 .420 .429 
Cost and Schedule (.45) .153 .296 .296 
Technical Merit Breakdown 
Technical Level (.20) .117 .154 .158 
Flight Envelope on RSRA (.20) .129 .168 .170 
Rotor System Adaptability to .055 .098 .101 
Parameter Variation (.15) 
Technical Level Breakdown 
Performance (.10) .085 .075 .084 
Vibration/Loads (.06) .015 .055 .051 
Flying Qualities (.04) .017 .024 .023 
Flight Enveloee Breakdown 
Performance Limits (.07) .040 .061 .057 
Load Limits (.07) .049 .055 .055 
Flying Quality Limits (.06) .043 .052 .058 
6 
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Fig. 2.0-1 (SK28732) 
7 
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TABLE 2.0-2 TECHNICAL APPROACH TO AERODYNAMIC 
PARAMETRIC VARIATIONS 
-
I I II 
S61 347/A 347/C 347/MOD I 
.0781 .0826 .0893 .1132 
18.899 (62) 18.014(59.1' 18.288 (60) 18.288 (60) 
46 ~356 (l8. 25) 58.42 (23) 64.13~ (25.25) 81.28 (32) 
5 4 4 4 
NACAOO12 NACAOO12 BV 23010-1.58 BV 23010-1.58 (MOD) (MOD) 
-8 -9 -9.14 -9.14 
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II I 
347 MOD II 347/D 
.1132 .1132 
18.288 (60) 8.288 (60) 
81.28 (28) Bl.28 (32) 
4 4 
BV 23010-1. 59 VR7/8 
r12 -12 
215.19 (706) 215.19 (706) 
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a. Baseline NACA 0012 data and effect of blade number 
b. Airfoil camber 
c. Planform (solidity or chord) 
d. Blade twist 
e. Low drag airfoils 
The following outline presents the proposed parameter variation test program: 
I. Phase I - Basic Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests 
A. CH-47A Blade Tests (347/A Rotor System) 
These tests allow for comparative evaluation of a 4-bladed 
347/A rotor system against the 5-bladed RSRA S-61 rotor 
system. 
B. CH-47C atade Tests (347/C Rotor System) 
These tests allow for evaluation of the effect of airfoil camber. 
C. CH-470 Blade Tests (Selected Rotor System - 347/0) 
These tests allow for evaluation of the effect of variations in 
solidity I airfoil and twist. 
II. Phase II - Expanded Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests 
• 
This phase will require a new set of twlstable blades to allow for 
evaluation of the effects of solidity I airfoil and twist independently I 
sorting out the parameter variations between the CH-47C and 0 
blades. (347/Mod f and 347/Mod II Rotor Systems) 
9 
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III. Phase III - Rotor Dynamic and Flying Quality Parameter Variation 
Mode 
iJ!! Flap 
3rd Flap 
iJ!i Chord 
Tests (Using CH-47C Blades) 
A. Blade Natural Frequency Tests 
By means of internal tuning weights or by external graphite 
stiffeners, these tests will allow for evaluation of the effect 
of frequency variations as follows; 
Table 2.0-3 Desired Blade Frequency Variations 
Nominal Frequency 
@ 230 RPM, 
w/O 
2.57 
4.75 
5.32 
Desired Variation 
@ 225 RPM, 
w/O 
2.40 
5.50 
S.OO 
B. Effective Flap Hinge Location Variation Tests 
By means of hub adapters, these tests will allow for evaluation 
of the effect of shifting the actual flap hinge from the present 
location (2.22%R) to 5%R. 
C. Control Phase Variation Tests 
By means of adjustments to the RSRA analogue phase mixer, 
the best phase setting for the 347/0 rotor system can be 
found with a maximum of three variations. 
o. Control System Stiffness Variation Tests 
By means of a flexible pitch link assembly, control system 
stiffness may be lowered, thereby allowing for evaluation of 
the effects of lowering blade torsional frequency. 
E. Lag Damper Variation Tests 
By means of simple modification to the hydraulic lag dampers, 
breakout force and/or damping rate may be modified to obtain 
the optimum values for the 347/0 rotor system on the RSRA4 
10 
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F. Pitch-Flap Coupling (~) Variation Tests 
By means of varying the pitch link to pitch arm attachment 
location, 15° positive ~ may be added and tested. 
IV. Phase IV - Blade Tip Shape Variation Tests 
The CH-47C blades from Phase III will be modified by removing the 
outboard 10%, 91.44 cm (36 inches) and prepared to adapt the fol-
lowing tip configurations for test: 
A. Set No. 1 - Constant chord with airfoil transition from V23010-
1.58 to V13006-0.7. 
B. Set No. 2 - 3:1 chordwise taper with same airfoil transition. 
C. Set No. 3 - Same as Set No. 2 with 15° sweep. 
o. Set No.4 - Same as Set No.2 with 25° sweep. 
The Development Plan for the 347/0 - RSRA Program offers a unique Work 
Breakdown Structure which has been developed specifically for this type of 
program. That is, a program where the contractor will design, qualify, fab-
ricate and install a rotor system and parameter variation hardware and sup-
port NASA conducted ground and flight testing of that rotor system and its 
parameter varients. 
3.0 Trade-Off Analysis and Rotor System Selection 
3.1 Technical Merit (Weighting Factor = .55) 
3.1.1 Technical Level (.20) 
3.1.1.1 Performance (.10) 
3.1.1.1.1 Figure of Merit (.06) 
The hover figure of merit (FM) for each candidate rotor system is shown in 
figure 3.1.1.1.-1. YUH-61A and 347/C rotor system performance is based on 
flight test data and the 347/0 rotor system FM is based on theory. The FM 
for the 3-bladed CH-47A rotor system is presented for reference purposes 
and is indicative of the technology level of the 1950's. 
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The rating factor assigned to each candidate was predicated on the relation-
ship of its maximum FM to a minimum value of 0.6, reflecting the lowest FM 
at the estimated minimum flying weight; and, a maximum value of 0.76 which 
reflects the highest FM demonstrated on current production aircraft. The 
YUH-61A and 347/0 rotor systems show FMls of .721 with the 347/C, slightly 
less, with an FM of .711. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System -
347/C Rotor System .. 
34710 Rotor System .. 
.045 
.042 
.045 
3.1.1.1.2 Rotor Lift to Effective Drag Ratio (L/D
e
) (.04) 
Rotor LIDe as a function of advance ratio at a CT/a = 0.06 is presented for 
each of the candidate rotor systems in figure 3.1.1.1-2. Data was calculated 
using flight test results with theoretical corrections to the CH-47C and 0 data 
to reflect 4 .. bladed performance. Rating factors were assigned to each rotor 
system with the minimum rating (0) based on LIDelS which reflect minimum 
power speed performance and the maximum rating (1) based on an LID e = 
7.25, Indicative of the highest demonstrated value for a modern 4-bladed 
rotor system. As shown, the maximum LIDe for each candidate varied 
slightly with the' highest being the YUH-61A at 7.25 and the lowest, the 
347/C at 6.9. The 347/0 rotor system shows an LIDe of 7.15 • 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System -
347/C Rotor System -
34710 Rotor System -
• 040 
.034 
.038 
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3.1.1.2 Vibration/Loads (W.F. = .06) 
The three rotor configurations were compared for their fixed system rotor 
hub vibratory loads in transition 74.08 km/hr (40 knots) and at high speed 
277.80 km/hr (150 knots). The thrust was 8391.6 kg (18,500 Ibs.) in each 
case. All results obtained are exclusive of any vibration control devices, i.e. 
vibratory hub loads have not been reduced through rotating or fixed system 
vibration control devices. Computer program C-60 was used to compare 
vibratory hub loads at 4 per rev. in the fixed system. A resultant in-plane 
hub load was obtained by combining lateral and longitudinal fixed system 
4 per rev. loads. A similar combination of fixed system 4 per rev. pitch and 
roll moments was obtained. The resulting 4 per rev. vertical load, in-plane 
load, and moments for each configuration were then scored. The YUH-61A 
rotor system generally produced higher vibratory hub loads because of its 
larger effective hinge offsets. The 347/C and 347/0 rotor systems had very 
similar vibratory hub load characteristics. The results of this category of 
the tradeoff study is as follows: 
1. YUH-61A Rotor System Score = .015 
2. 347/C Rotor System Score = .055 
3. 347/0 Rotor System Score = .051 
3.1.1.3 Flying Qualities (.04) 
3.1.1.3.1 Flying Quality Boundaries (.01 ) 
3.1.1.3.1.1 Control Power vs. Roll/Pitch Rate Damping (.007) 
All three candidate rotor systems give sufficient damping in roll to satisfy the 
requirements of MI L-H-8501A. The YUH-61A hingeless rotor system gives 
almost twice as much damping as the 347/C or 0 articulated rotor systems. 
In pitch, the YUH-61A rotor system gives sufficient dampingi however, the 
347 rotor systems would depend on the damping from the horizontal stabilizer 
for satisfactory flying qualities. All three rotor systems meet control power 
requirements. The YUH-61A rotor system gives almost three times the control 
power of the 347 rotor systems. The ratio of control power to damping is a 
15 
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better measure of flying qualities. This ratio is indicative of the maneuvera-
bility of the helfcopter. The 347 rotor systems, on the RSRA, have about 15% 
more control power to inertia ratio than the S61 rotor and should be expected 
to give quite similar flying qualities. The YUH-61A rotor system gives about 
twice the control power to inertia ratio as the 561 rotor. According to refer-
ence (1), the RSRA, with the 561 rotor, "has the 'control feel' of a much 
heavier helicopterlt I which was the "unavoidable result of strengthening the 
airframe." Since more rapid response is considered desireable, the following 
scores are given: 
1. YUH-61A 
2. 347/C 
3. 347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
3.1.1.3.1.2 Control Sensitivity vs. Forward Speed (.003) 
.0056 
.0035 
.0028 
Control sensitivity is defined as the increase in rotor roll or pitch moment per 
Inch of control stick motion. Rotors ordinarfly increase their control sensi-
tivity with increasing forward speed because of the increase in local air 
velocity over the blade sections, especially on the advancing side of the disk. 
The higher the Lock number, the greater the control sensitivity Increases. 
Factors which would slow down the increase in control sensitivity with speed 
would be swept back blades and C.G.-A.C. offset, both of which were used 
on the YUH-61A rotor. The Lock numbers of the candidate rotor systems are 
as follows: 
1. YUH-61A Rotor System - 16.05 
2. 347/C Rotor System - 11.62 
3. 347/0 Rotor System - 10.80 
It is estimated that the sweepback and C.G.-A.C. offset of the YUH-61A 
blades will offset the effect of their higher Lock number, giving all candidate 
rotor systems approximately the same score as follows: 
"-
\ 
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1. YUH-61A 
2. 347/C 
3. 347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
3.1.1.3.2 Control Coupling (.008) 
3.1.1.3.2.1 High G Pullout (.002) 
0210-11723-3 
.0015 
.0015 
.0017 
In a high G pullout, the high thrust force with rearward thrust vector tilt 
gives a strong nose up moment to the fuselage. After the initial pitch-up 
acceleration, the fuselage tends to pitch faster than the rotor unless 
restrained by a large horizontal stabilizer. Typically, the rotor and the hor-
izontal stabilizer share in restraining the fuselage from pitching up. If the 
rotor cyclic controls are phased to produce maximum flapping deflection in the 
direction the stick is pushed, there would be no cross coupling problem. 
However, if the horizontal stabilizer Is taking all the pitching moment from 
the fuselage and the cyclic pitch Is precessing the rotor at constant pitch 
rate, then the phasing for the hingeless YUH-61A rotor system will be in-
correct. In this condition the maximum cyclic pitch must occur 90 degrees 
before the direction of tilt, whereas the cyclic on the YUH-61A rotor system 
is set at approximately 70° before the tilt direction. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System ... 0008 
347/C Rotor System - .0016 
347/0 Rotor System - .0016 
3.1.1.3.2.2 Pitch/Roll Acceleration (.001) 
With control phasing set properly for accelerations, the hingeless YUH-61A 
rotor or the artIculated 347/C or 0 rotor systems will be free of cross coup-
ling during acceleration in pitch or roll. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0008 
347/C Rotor System" .0008 
347/0 Rotor System - .0008 
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~ 3.1.1.3.2.3 Pitch/Roll Velocity (.001) 
If rotor controls are phased for acceleration such that there will be no cross 
coupling, then there will be coupling in the hingeless YUH-S1A rotor with 
pitch or roll velocity. 
Scores: YU H-S1 A Rotor System - .0004 
347/C Rotor System - .0008 
347/0 Rotor System - .0008 
3.1.1.3.2.4 Step, Pulse or Sinusoidal Cyclic Stick Input vs. Forward Speed 
(,001) 
According to reference (2), pilots report that when hovering, moving the 
YUH-61A cyclic stick longitudinally at a certain frequency produces almost 
pure roll motion. I n forward flight, where longitudInal control sensitIvity 
increases, this strong cross coupling would be reduced. The articulated 
rotor exhibits much less cross coupling with this type of excitation. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0002 
347/C Rotor System - .0006 
34710 Rotor System - .OOOS 
3.1.1.3.2.5 Collective Step Input (,001) 
In hover, a collective step Input to any single rotor configuration requires a 
corresponding ste,p Input to tail rotor collective to maintain heading and 
lateral cyclic to offset increased tail rotor thrust. Since the hingeless YUH-
61A rotor tilts the fuselage when lateral cyclic Is applied, there may be more 
delay until rotor tift is accomplished. 
In forward flight, a collective step input Increases flapping up in front. An 
articulated rotor with low flap hinge offset would flap up directly In front, 
requiring longitudinal cyclic, only I to correct. The hingeless rotor would 
flap up to maximum before the blades reach 1800 (at about 1600 azimuth). 
18 
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This would require lateral cyclic in addition to longitudinal cyclic to correct. 
Scores: YUH-S1A Rotor System - .0004 
347/C Rotor System -
347/0 Rotor System -
.0008 
.0008 
3.1.1.3.2.6 Stick Migration vs. Forward Speed (.002) 
Reference (2) states, II lateral cyclic control migrations during transition from 
hover occurs on many helicopters. It is particularly noticeable on hingeless 
rotor aircraft due to the necessity for maintaining roiling moment trim. II This 
problem is due to the inflow velocity distribution change with forward speed. 
Inflow velocity is minimum at the disk leading edge and maximum at the trail-
Ing edge. This velocity change would be compensated by lateral cyclic on an 
articulated rotor and by lateral plus longitudinal cyclic on a hingeless rotor. 
Coning angle also causes some difference in local inflow velocity, relative to 
blade element, which is also compensated by lateral cyclic. At higher forward 
speeds, the area of reverse flow on the retreating side of the rotor increases 
in size, requiring longitudinal cyclic compensation. For all these corrections, 
the hlngeless rotor requires a slightly different phase or direction of control 
stick motion than would be Indicated by the resulting fuselage motion. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .OOOS 
347/C Rotor System - .0014 
347/0 Rotor System - .0014 o 
3.1.1.3.3 longitudinal/lateral StabilJty (Static and Dynamic) (.009) 
Static stability in hover, in both lateral and longitudinal directions, is positive 
for both the YUH-61A and 347 rotors. The hingeless rotor is possibly more 
speed stable, statically, because as It pitches up in front with forward speed, 
the pitching moment incre~se with increase in angle of attack is greater than 
that of an articulated rotor. This moment increase phenomena is called angle 
of attack instability. 
19 
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Dynamic stability is positive if there is enough damping from the rotor and 
the horizontal stabilizer to make the oscillations due to static stability con-
verge. The hingeless rotor has much higher damping in 1"011 than the articu-
lated rotor; however, the hingeless rotor possesses the undesirable charac-
teristic of gyroscopic coupling between pitch and roll motion. In forward 
flight, the hingeless rotor possesses more lateral dynamic stability because of 
higher damping than that of the articulated rotor; however, the increased 
moment with angle of attack instability requires a larger horizontal stabilizer 
to provide satisfactory stability (static and dynamic). 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0045 
347/C Rotor System.. .0054 
347/0 Rotor System - .0054 
3.1.1.3.4 Ground Handling Qualities (.006) 
The RSRA landing gear is configured such that when the aircraft is on the 
ground, the rotor shaft is very nearly vertical. Therefore, when taxiing as 
a helicopter, the propulsive force must come from the forward component of a 
tilted rotor thrust vector. At partial thrust, the tift of the 347 rotor thrust 
vector is limited to 8 degrees. The YUH-61A rotor is limited to 2 degrees. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0012 
347/C Rotor System - .0048 
347/0 Rotor System - .0048 
3.1.1.3.5 Freedom From Coupling Between Lateral/Longitudinal Transient 
Motions (.007) 
When a helicopter rotor Is disturbed in a horizontal direction, the acceleration 
of the hub causes lead-lag motion of the blades such as to displace the com-
bined C. G. of the blade from the rotor center of rotation. Once displaced, 
the blades continue to oscillate about the lag hinge at the lag damped natural 
frequency until the energy is dissipated by lag dampers (in the case of the 
articulated rotor) 01" structural hysteresis (in the case of the hingeless rotor) 
20 
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and aerodynamic damping. The effect of this continuing lead-lag motion is an 
undesirable shaking of the pylon in a circular path, with fuselage response 
inversely proportional to fuselage effective mass at the pylon. For most heli-
copters the effective mass is smallest in the lateral direction because the roll 
inertia is much less than pitch inertia. The maximum excitation of the blades 
occurs when they are disturbed at their natural frequency in the rotating 
system, which is equivalent to rotor speed plus or minus lag natural fre-
quency. Only the difference of the two frequencies is important because it 
causes blade motion in the sequence which feeds back a force in phase with 
the exciting force (see references 3 and 4). 
The YUH-61A blades have a lag natural frequency approximately 0.7 times 
rotor speed, therefore, they are most excited by 0.3 rotor speed shaking or 
about 1.4 Hz. The 347 blades (C or 0) with their approximately 0.3 rotor 
speed natural frequency are most excited by 2.6 Hz shaking. Maneuvers are 
more likely to contain 1.4 Hz than 2.6 Hz frequency components. This indi-
cates that the YUH-61A rotor is more likely to encounter exciting transients. 
In addition, the YUH-61A rotor does not incorporate lag dampers; therefore, 
lag motions will perSist longer. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0014 
347/C Rotor System - .0028 
347/0 Rotor System - .0028 
3.1.2 Flight Envelope on RSRA (.20) 
3.1.2.1 Performance Limits (.07) 
3.1.2.1.1 Level Flight (.04) 
The flight envelopes of the candidate rotor systems installed on the RSRA are 
compared to the CH-470, CH-47C and YUH-61A flight envelopes in Figures 
3.1.2.1-1 to 3.1.2.1-3. The solid lines depict design performance envelopes 
of the respective aircraft. The CH-47C and CH-470 data reflect three-bladed 
rotor performance envelopes while the YUH-61A is a four blade configuration. 
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Predicted four bladed performance envelopes consistent with the RSRA config-
uration are shown by the dashed lines. Comparison of the solid and dashed 
lines indicates the extent to which each rotor system, installed on the RSRA, 
can be evaluated relative to their design performance. 
Rating factors used to rate the level flight envelopes of the candidate blades 
is predicated on the percentage of the actual performance envelopes which 
could be evaluated within RSRA gross weight and power available limitations. 
A rotor system whose design performance could be fully evaluated on the 
RSRA (in terms of CT/a and advance ratio) would be given a rating of 1.0. 
If RSRA power or other limitations reduce the demonstratable envelope (as 
defined by the area within the envelope) to one half of the actual rotor sys-
tem capability, a rating of .5 would be given. 
The 347/C system would allow exploration of 77% of the CH-47C envelope while 
the 347/0 rotor system would provide capability of evaluating 67% of the 
CH-470 envelope. The YUH-61A rotor system, installed on the RSRA, would 
be capable of evaluating 71% of the UTTAS envelope. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .028 
347/C Rotor System - .031 
347/0 Rotor System - .027 
3.1.2.1.2 Maneuverability (.03) 
The maneuverability of RSRA with the candidate rotors installed was rated as 
a function of load factor at the minimum flight gross weight using the stall 
boundaries defined in Figures 3.1.2.1-1 to 3.1.2.1-3. A maneuver capability 
equal to or greater than 2g (600 banked turn) at 1.1 = .3, 222 km/hr ~o 240 
km/hr (120 Kt to 130 Kt) is rated 1.0 and 19 capability is defined as O. 
The resulting maneuver capability and score for the three rotor systems is 
presented below. 
Rotor System 
YUH-61A 
347/C 
347/0 
Load Factor 
1.4 
2.02 
2.37 
25 
Score 
.012 
.030 
.030 
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3.1.2.2 Load Limits (.07) 
The 347/0 rotor system as installed on the RSRA is limited to an airspeed of 
259 km/hr (140 KTS) (TAS) at a cT/a of 0.076 due to the load limitations 
(endurance limits) of the rotor stationary control system components (See 
Reference 5). Using 333 km/hr (180 KTS) as a desirable maximum speed for 
performance testing, the 347/0 rotor system would have a rating factor of 
.78. Furthermore, blade flapping will be limited to 8 degrees due to the 
rotor shaft moment allowable at its critical section. However, the 8 degree 
flapping limitation is not considered a restriction. 
The YUH-61A rotor blade is stress limited so that the maximum steady rotor 
control moment attainable is only 0.72 times that attainable with the 347/0 
rotor. The airspeed of this rotor is limited to 328 km/hr (177 KTS). Com-
bining these limitations results in a rating factor of .70. 
The maximum steady rotor control moment attainable with the 347/C rotor is 
.87 times that attainable with the 347/D rotor. The airspeed of this rotor is 
limited to 302 km/hr (163 KTS). These limitations result in a rating factor of 
.79. 
Scores: YUH-61A 
347/C 
347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
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3.1.2.3 Flying Quality Limits (.06) 
3.1.2.3.1 C. G. Envelope vs. Control Margin (.04) 
The maximum steady rolling or pitching moment that could be exerted on the 
RSRA by the rotor, as installed, was calculated for each candidate. Since 
C. G. envelope is a direct function of rotor moment capability, the results 
are as follows: 
1. VUH-61A Rotor System 
2. 347/C Rotor System 
3. 347/0 Rotor System 
34998 N-m (25,810 Ib-ft) Score = .029 
42126 N-m (31,067 Ib-ft) Score = .028 
48432 N-m (35,717 Ib-ft) Score = .032 
3.1.2.3.2 Gust Alleviation Capability (.02) 
In forward flight, an up gust, for example, is encountered initially at the 
leading edge of the rotor disc. With this initial encounter, the blades 
respond by flapping up on the retreating side of the disk, causing a roll 
moment to be exerted on the fuselage. The greater the effective flap hinge 
offset, the greater the moment, the greater the fuselage response and also, 
the greater the swashplate tilt if no pilot input or stability augmentation 
system input. Therefore, the total response of the helicopter will be greater 
with the hingeless VUH-61A rotor due to the higher flapping stiffness of the 
rotor. I n addition, the gyroscopic effect of the hingeless rotor will introduce 
further cross coupling in the motions following the gust encounter. 
Scores: VUH-61A 
347/C 
347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
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3.1.3 Rotor System Adaptability to Parameter Variation (.15) 
3.1.3.1 Aerodynamic Parameters (AirfOils, Planform, Tip Shape and Twist) 
(.083) 
The optImum rotor system for aerodynamic parameter research Is one which 
will accommodate existing or future blades havIng basIc state-of-the-art or 
advanced configurations. The 347/0 rotor offers a modern system Incorpora-
ting an exIstIng all-composite blade having advanced aerodynamIc parameters. 
This rotor system offers direct interchangeability with CH-47A and CH-47C 
blades. Also, It is hIghly probable that the 347 rotor hub will accommodate 
future Boeing-Vertol advanced technology blades. Table 3.1.3-1 Illustrates 
the aerodynamic parameter varIatIons of the existing RSRA (S-61) rotor, the 
347/0 rotor system and the variations obtained with CH-47A and C blades. 
This basic aerodynamic parameter variation approach allows for the following 
comparative testing: 
1. 347/A vs. RSRA - Compares rotor having approximately the same 
solidity, the same airfoil, approximately the same twist; but varies 
the number of blades (4 vs. 5) 
2. 347/C vs. 347/A - Allows testing the effect of aIrfoil camber. 
3. 347/0 vs. 347/ C - Tests the effect of variations in solidity I airfoil 
and twist. 
This approach has the dIsadvantage of varying three parameters at one time 
when CH-470 blades are compared with CH-47C blades. Therefore, an expan-
sion of the test program would require one additional set of twistable blades 
to vary parameters Independently and sort out their effects. 
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Table 3.1.3-1. Aerodynamic Parameters 
RSRA 
Rotor System (5-61) 347/0* 347/A 347/C 
Diameter, m (Ft.) 18.89 (62) 18.28 (60) 18.01 (59.1) 18.28 (60) 
Blade Chord, cm (In.) 46.35 (18.25) 81.28 (32.0) 58.42 (23.0) 64.13 (25.25) 
Number of Blades 5 4 4 4 
Solidity .0781 .1132 .0826 .0893 
Rotor Speed, RPM 203 225 225 225 
Tip Speed, mps FPS 201 (660) 215 (706) 215 (706) 215 (706) 
Airfoil 0012 VR7/8 0012 BV23010-1.58 
Twist, Oeg. -8 -12 -9 -9 
*347 Hub With CH-47D Fiberglass Blades 
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In order to accomplish the same variation testing with the YUH-61A (UTTAS) 
rotor system, three additional sets of blades would be required. 
Tip shape variation testing would be equally as difficult using either a CH-47 
type or UTTAS type blade. 
Therefore, the respective scores for the 347/0 or C rotor and the UTTAS 
rotor are; 
YUH-61A 
347/C 
347/0 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
Rotor System 
3.1.3.2 Blade Natural Frequency (.023) 
.0166 
.0664 
.0664 
Flapwise and chordwise frequencies may be increased almost independently by 
bonding unidirectional graphite stiffeners on the external surfaces of the 
blades. However this technique has the disadvantage of disturbing airfoil 
contours. Furthermore, the 347/C rotor blade will require additional chord-
wise stiffening due to blade construction (separated aft fairing boxes). The 
YUH-61A hingeless blade has an effective flap hinge at approximately 15% 
span, therefore it is impractical to consider stiffening this blade in the flap-
wise mode. 
Flapwise and chordwise frequencies may be increased or decreased by adding 
tuning weights at the nodes or antinodes respectively. The 347/0 rotor 
system will be limited with regard to the amount of tuning weight added and 
spanwise location due to tension-torsion strap assembly CF limitation . 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System 
347/C Rotor System 
347/0 Rotor System 
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3.1.3.3 Effective Flap Hinge Locatfon (.012) 
To increase the effective flap hinge offset, two techniques may be considered; 
stiffening the flapwise hinge, or physically changing its locatfon. In the case 
of the 347/e or 0 rotor system, it is considered most practical to do the lat-
ter. However, this approach would be Impossible in the case of the YUH-61A 
rotor system. The YUH-61A rotor system effective hinge location may be 
increased by adding flapwise stiffening to the blade "swan-neck" or reduced 
by adding a tuning weight. This increases or decreases the frequency of the 
blade as well. It is considered that all candidates should be equally scored 
at .0072. 
3.1.3.4 Lock Number (.009) 
No component variations except those resulting from blade aerodynamic varia-
tions will be made. Therefore the same relative scoring will be applied as 
under aerodynamic parameter variations . 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System -
347 Ie Rotor System -
347/0 Rotor System -
3.1.3.5 Blade Sweep (.007) 
• 0018 
.0072 
.0072 
In the case of the YUH-51A rotor system, drag pin location variation will 
yield sweep variation. This is considered to represent moderate design and 
hardware variations. In the case of the 347/e or 0 rotor systems, blade 
sweep might be accomplished by adding a stiff spring in parallel with the 
blade lag damper. This is considered to represent complex design and hard-
ware variations. In addition the spring would effect blade frequency and 
damping. 
Scores: 
\ 
YUH-61A Rotor System -
347 Ie Rotor System -
34710 Rotor System -
.0049 
.0028 
.0028 
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3.1.3.6 Precone (.006) 
Precone is a built-in upward slope of the blade pitch axis on hingeless 
rotors. Droop is a bend in the neutral axis of the blade or root fitting just 
outboard of the pitch change bearings. Precone and droop together give 
desirable pitch-lag coupling to help suppress air resonance. The combination 
of precone and droop results in a blade neutral axis slope in the direction of 
the blade in normal one 9 cruise flight. To change precone on a hingeless 
rotor would require a completely new hub. To change droop would require 
new root fittings between the blade root and the pitch bearing. In an articu-
lated rotor droop variation may be accomplished by installing strong preloaded 
springs about the flap hinge. Reducing or increasing coning angle in this 
manner may have some effect on lateral flapping with forward speed, at a cost 
of high blade root stresses. 
Scores: YUH-6tA Rotor System - .0030 
347/C Rotor System - .0012 
347/0 Rotor System - .0012 
3.1.3.7 Control System Stiffness (.004) 
Control system stiffness will be reduced by use of a flexible pitch link. This 
concept is considered to be equally applicable to each candidate rotor system. 
The score for each In this category is .0028. 
3.1.3.8 lag Damping (.002) 
The YUH-61A rotor system does not employ a lag damper, however the system 
inherently has adequate damping from structural hysteresis and aerodynamic 
damping. To add a damping system is considered to represent complex 
design and hardware variations. The 347/e or 0 rotor systems incorporate 
hydraulic lag dampers. It is conside~ed that variations in lag damper break-
out and/or damping rate represent readily achievable design and hardware 
variations. 
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Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System - .0006 
347/C Rotor System - .0018 
347/0 Rotor System - .0018 
3.1.3.9 Controls Authority (.002) 
Controls authority may be changed by varying the actuator output crank arm 
length. This concept is considered to represent design and hardware varia-
tions of equal complexity for each candidate. Therefore, the score for each 
is .0014. 
3.1.3.10 Coupling (Delta Three) (.002) 
In the case of the 347/C or 0 rotor system, delta three (pitch-flap) coupling 
variations would be accomplished by changing the angle between the flap 
hinge axis and the pitch link attachment to the pitch arm. This concept is 
considered to represent moderately difficult design and hardware variations. 
In the case of the YUH-61A hingeless rotor system, delta three coupling 
variations would be accomplished by changing blade sweep in conjunction with 
control system stiffness changes. This concept is considered to represent 
moderate design and hardware variations. However, these changes would also 
affect torsional frequency. 
Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System -
347/C Rotor System -
347/0 Rotor System -
3.2 Cost and Schedule (.45) 
.0008 
.0012 
.0012 
Comparative preliminary estimates of costs were conducted to evaluate the 
candidate rotor systems based on total program requirements including an 
assumed parameter variation test program. The resulting relative cost ratios 
were also applied to schedule considerations. Therefore, cost and schedule 
are scored together based on the relative cost estimates. 
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Scores: YUH-61A Rotor System -
347/C Rotor System -
347/0 Rotor System -
.153 
.296 
.296 
4.0 347/0 Rotor System - RSRA Integration 
4.1 Basic 347 Rotary Wing Head (Modified) 
D210-11723-3 
The rotary wing head consists of the hub, hinge assemblies, blade retention 
and pitch varying mechanism, and the blade lead-lag damper. The compo-
nents of the rotary wing head are essentially those of the Model 347 heli-
copter forward rotor as presented in figure 4.1-1 except for the changes 
to the principal parts described below. Government furnished (GFE) 
CH-47A/B/C parts will be used as is or upgraded for use on the 347/0-RSRA 
rotor system where feasible. 
The basic 347 forward rotary wing head assembly possesses pitch-flap 
coupling (£13) of 30 degrees. This coupling will be eliminated by removing 
and replacing the 347 pitch housing assemblies with standard CH-47 pitch 
change housing assemblies as shown in figure 4.1-2 (sheets 1 and 2). 
As illustrated in figure 4.1-3, £13 coupling causes flapping due to cyclic 
inputs or flapping due to forward speed to be greater and advanced in phase 
(by about 30 degrees for 30 degrees £13), thus requiring more cyclic input 
to trim the aircraft. In addition, £13 couples lateral with longitudinal flapping 
and vice versa. Reference 6 states, liThe lateral-longitudinal coupling 
created is undesirable,· especially for single rotor aircraft, which accounts 
for the little use of Simple £13. II Therefore the 347/0 rotor system as 
installed on the RSRA will not incorporate £13. However, ~ coupling up to 
15 degrees may be investigated during Phase III of the Parameter Variation 
Test Program to analyze pitch stability improvements obtained through ~ 
versus those obtained by a horizontal stabilizer variation. 
The pitch change housing, fabricated from 7075-T13 aluminum alloy, is 
designed to permit vertical pin bearing replacement at the organizational 
34 
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Figure 4.1-1 
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Figure 4.1-2 
Sht. 1 
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Figure 4.1-2 
Sht. 2 
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maintenance level. Vertical hinge oil tanks are molded fiberglass. The 
blade lead-lag damper is provided with a wider outboard rod end to improve 
bearing life. 
The rotor hub assembly has an overhaul interval of 2400 hours. The pitch 
change bearings have a minimum B-10 life of 2400 hours and therefore are 
retired at overhaul. The horizontal hinge pin, the horizontal and vertical 
hinge pin bearings have a minimum B-10 life of 1200 hours including the 
effects of pin slope. The hub assembly design provides for horizontal and 
vertical pin bearing rotation at 1200 hour intervals, AVUM level, thereby 
establishing 2400 hour overhaul. 
4.2 CH-47D Rotor Blade Description 
A complete description of the CH-47D fiberglass rotor blade (design and 
fabrication) is presented in Appendix A. Also presented is a summary of 
the qualification testing (the verification of structural integrity, dynamic 
properties, flight safety and performance objectives). Blade structural and 
dynamic properties are presented in Appendix B. 
4.3 347/0 Rotor System Installation/RSRA Modifications 
As illustrated by figure 2.0-1, the following new components will be needed 
to adapt the 347/D rotor system to the RSRA rotor shaft: 
a. Shaft Adapter 
Material - 4340 Steel - Forged Billet Norm. 
Condo E, 33.02 cm DIA x 30.48 
12.0 in.) 
Temp. - MIL-S-5000, 
cm (13.0 in. D I A . x 
Note: This component will be machined with an internal spline 
to match the RSRA rotor shaft. 
b. Support Fitting (provides attachment lugs for connecting the B/V 
347 rotating swashplate drive scissors to the shaft adapter) 
Material - 4340 Steel Bar, MIL -5-5000, Annealed or Normalized and 
Tempered 6.35 cm x 12.7 cm x 21.59 cm (2.5 in. x 5.0 
in. x 8.5 in.) 
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c. Flanged Collar (spacer between shaft adapter and shaft extension) 
Material - 4340 Steel - Forged Billet Norm. Temp. - MIL-S-5000, 
Condo E, 33.02 cm DIA x 10.16 cm (13.0 in. DIA. x 4.0 
in. ) 
Note: 4 lugs are provided on this collar for the attachment of 
the support links to be used in the flap hinge location 
variation test (a proposed Phase III parameter variation 
test). 
d. Shaft Extension 
Material - 4340 Steel - Forged Billet Norm. Temp. - MIL-S-5000, 
Condo E, 29.21 em DIA x 33.02 cm (11.5 in. DIA. x 
13.0 in.) 
Note: This component will be machined with an external spline 
to match the BIV 347 rotor hub. 
e. Spacer (provides support for hub) 
Material - 4340 Steel - Forged Billet Norm. Temp. - MIL-S-5000, 
Condo E, 29.21 cm DIA x 3.5 cm (11.5 in. DIA. x 3.5 in.) 
The shaft adapter is mounted onto the RSRA shaft with the existing RSRA 
split hub aligning cone (PIN 56110-21059) and pressure plate (PIN 56110-
21073); and, the rotary wing head shaft nut (PIN 56110-21082) with shaft 
key (PIN 56110-21084), shaft key shims (PIN 56110-21086) and shaft nut 
bolts (PIN 56110-21085). The above hardware should be new. However, 
old parts may be reused following visual and NDT inspection in accordance 
with reference 10, page 406. 
In addition, the new components needed for the upper control system are 
delineated in the following paragraph. 
4.4 Control System Modifications 
Starting with the RSRA upper control actuators, the following components 
will be retained without modification: 
a. Control Actuators 
b. Control Links (between control actuator output cranks and station-
ary swashplate member) 
c. Stationary Swashplate Member 
40 
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d. Stationary Scissors 
e. Ball Slider 
f. Rotating Swashplate Bearing 
The Model 347 rotating swashplate and rotating drive scissors will be used 
with the following new components: 
a. Swashplate Adapter (Spacer ring between 347 rotating swashplate 
member and the existing RSRA swashplate bearing) 
Material - 4340 Steel Plate, AMS 6359 Annealed 7.62 cm x 45.2 x 
45.2 (3.0 in. x 18.0 in. x 18.0 in.) 
b. Retainer (Rotating Swashplate Bearing) 
Material - 4340 Steel Plate, AMS 6359 Annealed 3.17 em x 48.26 em 
x 48.26 cm (1.25 in. x 19.0 in. x 19.0 in.) 
c. Pitch Link Assembly (4) Required 
The pitch link assemblies are made up from existing CH-47 turn-
buckle hardware and new extensions. The pitch link extension 
material will be; 
15-5 PH Stainless Steel Forged Bar Solution Treated per AMS 
5659 6.35 cm OIA x 60.96 cm (2.5 in. OIA. x 24.0 in.). 
d. Control Bellcranks (Amplifies Control Actuator Output Stroke) (3) 
Required 
Note: These components will replace the existing bellcranks 
(PIN 72402-00413-041 & 042) to further amplify the control 
actuator output stroke. 
The control bellcrank change is based upon RSRA trim characteristics pre-
sented by figure 4.4-1 (Ref. 11). Figure 4.4-2 is presented to more clearly 
visualize these characteristics. The aft C. G. condition is considered because 
it requires more forward cyclic control. In the 259 km/hr (140 knot) case, 
the angle between the swashplate and the tip path plane (9 1/2°) is the flap-
ping due to forward velocity. For zero velocity the tip path plane would be 
parallel to the swashplate. The longitudinal flappi.ng (-2 1/2°) shown exerts 
a nose down moment on the fuselage to balance the C. G. offset and the aero-
dynamic nose up moment on the fuselage. The 347 rotor with CH-47 blades 
will exert 10% more pitching moment on the fuselage per degree of flapping. 
This means that flapping can be reduced by 10% to maintain the moment and 
the same total tip plane tilt as required to achieve the forward speed. 
41 
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Further discussion of control requirements are detailed in the Stability and 
Control Analysis (paragraph 4.10). 
Use of the 347/C (CH-47C Blades) rotor system yields similar twist, solidity 
and pitching moment per degree of flapping as that of the RSRA rotor and 
therefore similar trim. 
Even though the 347/0 rotor system results in a reduced cyclic throw that is 
less than that required for the 347/C or S-61 rotor system, and since it is 
probable that the parameter variation test program will require airspeeds 
greater than 259 km/hr (140 knots), and use of the 347/C rotor, the cyclic 
and collective pitch throws will be kept as near as possible to the original 
RSRA values by the addition of the new actuator output cranks. 
The 347/0 rotor system with the new actuator output crank will result in a 5% 
reduction in the RSRA longitudinal and lateral cyclic. The limiting factor is 
the amount of swashplate tilt permitted before there is interference with the 
transmission housing. 
follows: 
Therefore, the resulting cyclic control motions are as 
Fwd. Long. = .95(15°) = 14.25° Tot. Long. = 24.7° 
Aft Long. = .95(11°) = 10.45° 
Lateral = .95(±8°) = ±7.6° 
The new actuator output cran k changes the effective actuator stroke at the 
swashplate from the present stroke of 16.25 cm to 19.68 cm (6.4 inches to 
7.75 inches). The resulting total collective pitch range is 14.58° compared to 
the present RSRA collective range of 15.5°. This may limit airspeed with the 
347/C rotor due to forward stick control margin requirements. Also, the re-
duced collective pitch range will only slightly limit high altitude and high rate 
of climb maneuvers. 
4.5 Transmission Modifications 
The 347/0 rotor system has been designed to operate at a nominal rotor speed 
of 225 rpm. Based on the RSRA systems handbook (reference 12) the RSRA 
rotor speed (203 rpm) may be increased by changing the main bevel gear and 
pinion mesh from the existing reduction ratio of 3.40 to 3.05. 
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This would require removing and replacing the main bevel gear and its driv-
ing pinion cartridge, PIN's 56137-23053-1 and 56137-23054-1, items 10 and 20 
illustrated in figure 4.5-1. The tail rotor speed and the speeds of accessory 
equipment will be maintained by changing the gear ratio at the bevel mesh 
takeoff for the tail rotor shaft. This mesh change would require a change in 
the mesh between item 10 and 14 (P/N 56135-20871-1). 
4.6 Blade Severance System 
Teledyne McCormick Selph, the supplier of the R5RA emergency escape sys-
tem, has submitted a proposal and quote (Proposal No. B100-80-393), presen-
ted in Appendix C, to conduct design and/or design updating to fully define 
the system and modifications, development testing, hardware procurement and 
assembly, verification testing and installation on the R5RA. 
4.7 Aerodynamic Anlaysis 
The primary aerodynamic effect of installing the 347/0 rotor system on the 
R5RA will be to change the aircraft performance relative to the current test 
configuration with the 561 rotor installed. A comparison of the R5RA hover 
and forward flight performance with the 347/CH-470 and 561 rotors installed 
is presented below. 
4.7.1 Hover OGE Performance 
The R5RA hover power required at sea level/59°F with the 347/0 and 561 
rotor systems installed are presented in Figure 4.7.1-1. As shown, the 347/0 
rotor power required is less than the 561 installation at gross weight higher 
than 9070 kg (20,000 Ibs) due to improved airfoils and increased twist. At 
weights below 9070 kt (20,000 Ibs) the 347/0 power required is higher than 
the 561 rotor due to increased profile power caused by the higher blade area 
and tip speed of the 347/0 rotor. 
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FIGURE 4.5-1 RSRA MAIN TRANSMISSION 
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The R5RA Standard Day hover ceiling with T58-GE-5 engines is presented in 
Figure 4.7.1-2. At sea level, the R5RA gross weight capability is 725.6 kg 
(1,600 Ib) greater than the 561 rotor due to the lower power required of the 
347/0 rotor and increased transmission limit power available. The 30 minute 
transmission limit of 1864.25 kw (2500 hp) with the 561 rotor at 203 RPM in-
creases to 2065.59 kw (2770 hp) for the 347/0 rotor operating at 225 RPM. 
The tail rotor is assumed to operate at the same rotor speed as the 561 
installation. 
Hover power required for the 347/0 rotor is based on the B92 vortex theory 
analyses. Tail rotor power required, download and transmission and access-
ory losses are obtained from reference 11. 
4.7.2 Forward Flight Performance 
The R5RA level flight power required at sea level/59°F is presented in Fig-
ure 4.7.2-1 for gross weights of 7250 kg (16,000 Ib) and 9070 kg (20,000 lb.) 
At 7256 kg (16,000 Ib) the 347/0 rotor power required at 140 Kts is higher 
than the 561 level due to the increased solidity and tip speed. At 9070 kg 
(20,000 Ib) the 561 cruise power required is considerably higher than the 
347/0 rotor due to rotor stall associated with the lower solidity and NACA 
0012 airfoil configuration of the 561 rotor blade. The R5RA control system 
imposes a limit for the 347/0 rotor system installation of 259 km/hr (140 Kts) 
noted in this figure and is applicable at all gross weights (see paragraph 
4.8). 
At minimum power airspeeds the 347/0 power required is higher than the 561 
power level because of increased solidity and tip speed. Higher minimum 
power required will reduce the 5tandard Day one engine inoperative (OEI) 
service ceiling as shown in Figure 4.7.2-2. At 609 m (2,000 ft) the 347/0-
R5RA OEI gross weight capability will be 1496 kg (3,300 Ib) less than the 
current 561 R5RA configuration. Comparison of the Hover OGE and OEI 
ceiling capability of the two rotors indicates that the 561 maximum takeoff 
weight will be limited by hover OGE capability unless an I GE takeoff proce-
dure is used ...... \The 347/0 rotor maximum takeoff weight will be limited by OEI 
\ 
performance. 
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The 347/D-RSRA power required is derived using the Y92 trim analysis com-
puter program. Y92 is a strip analysis that utilizes two dimensional airfoil 
section data defined in the Boeing transonic wind tunnel. Nonuniform down-
wash corrections based on the Vertol B67 forward flight vortex theory are 
included in the Y92 analyses. A parasite drag of 6.52m2 (21.4 ft2) or .45 m2 
(1.5 ft2) less than the S61 value of 6.97 m (22.9 ft) defined in Reference 11 
was used, reflecting a lower hub drag for the four bladed 347/D rotor. 
4.8 Structural and Weight Analysis 
Based on reference 5, the endurance limits of the RSRA stationary control 
system components will restrict the 347/D rotor system, as installed on the 
RSRA, to an airspeed of 259.25 km/hr (140 kts.) at flight conditions similar 
to those given for the pitch link load data presented by figure 4.8-1. The 
CH-47 flight conditions presented, resulted in loading on the forward rotor 
comparable to that to be experienced by the 347/D rotor system on the RSRA 
at a gross weight of 11337.5 kg (25,000 Ib). 
In addition, rotor shaft bending limitations will restrict the 347/D rotor blades 
to ±8 degrees of flapping at a 2.2% hinge offset or ±7 degress with a 5% hinge 
offset. This is primarily due to the increase in rotor height of 35.56 cm (14 
inches). However, this restriction should not represent an important rotor 
limitation. 
With the installation of the 347/D rotor system, there will be an increase in 
the total rotor system weight of approximately 267 kg (590 Ib). This estimate 
is based upon a stated weight for the existing RSRA main rotor system of 
1046 kg (2307 lb.) per reference 12. It is assumed that this weight includes 
the swashplate assembly, Alpha - 1 linkages, pitch links and instrumentation. 
4.9 Dynamics Analysis 
4.9.1 Introduction 
Computer analyses were conducted to determine blade, hub, and control sys-
tem vibratory loads for a single rotor having a Model 347 hub and 4 CH-47D 
blades. This study was performed at the following conditions: 
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Rotor blade rotating natural frequencies, flutter, and divergence boundaries 
were calculated. In addition, the effect of increasing the blade third flap 
frequency on vibratory loads was investigated. 
Although dynamic parameter variations such as blade natural frequency are 
proposed using CH-47C blades, the quantitative effects shown here for varia-
tion of third flap frequency are expected to be similar for CH-47C and 
CH-470 blades in four bladed configurations on the 347 hub at the same flight 
conditions on the RSRA. 
4.9.2 Analysis Methodology 
The computer simulations used for this study are programmed on the Boeing 
Vertol IBM 3033 and have been used extensively for research, production 
design support, and various correlation studies. Brief descriptions of the 
applicable programs are given in the following sections. 
4.9.2.1 Blade Natural Frequency Analysis 
Blade rotating natural frequencies were computed using a Boeing Vertol pro-
gram called 0-01. This lumped mass rotating beam analysis calculates coupled 
flap/torsion and uncoupled chord modes and frequencies. The effect of con-
trol system collective pitch stiffness is included. 
4.9.2.2 Blade, Hub and Control Loads 
Blade, hub and control system loads were calculated using Boeing computer 
program C-60. This analysis considers coupled flapwise - torsion deflections 
and uncoupled chordwise motions of the rotor blades. The blade is represen-
ted by 20 lumped masses interconnected in series by elastic elements. Bound-
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ary conditions for either articulated or hingeless rotors are applied and the 
solution obtained by expanding the variables in a 10-harmonic Fourier series. 
Airload calculations include the effects of airfoil section geometry, compressi-
bility, stall, three-dimensional flow, unsteady aerodynamics and nonuniform 
inflow. Static airfoil tables are used to account for compressibility, static 
stall, and airfoil shape. The unsteady aerodynamic loads are calculated by 
modifying the static loads resulting from the airfoil tables to include Theodor-
sen's shed-wake function, dynamic stall effects based on oscillating airfoil 
data, and yawed flow across the blade. 
The nonuniform inflow calculations are based on a tip and root vortex trailed 
from each blade. Through an iterative technique, each trailed vortex is made 
compatible with the calculated blade lift distribution, and the lift distribution 
is compatible with the nonuniform downwash field. The vortex wake is 
assumed to be rigid and drift relative to the hub with a constant resultant 
velocity composed of thrust-induced uniform downwash and aircraft airspeed. 
4.9.2.3 Blade Flutter and Divergence 
Critical flutter and divergence speeds were calculated using a rotating beam 
analysis with aerodynamics called L-01. The theoretical basis of this program 
is the lumped parameter method of analysis employing finite difference equa-
tions to relate the dynamic aeroelastic quantities of adjacent rotor stations. 
Rotor natural frequencies are obtained by satisfaction of the root boundary 
conditions. A classical flutter analysis is made using the coupled flap bend-
ing and torsion modes. The analysis employs generalized coordinates and the 
Theodorsen unsteady aerodynamic theory. 
4.9.3 Baseline Rotor Loads 
Vibratory loads were calculated for the Model 347 baseline hub with four 
CH-47D blades at 225 RPM rotor speed, forward speeds of 74 km/hr (40 kt), 
148 km/hr (80 kt), 222 km/hr (120 kt), 277 km/hr (150 kt) and .1 nondimen-
sional propulsive force. The rotor was trimmed to zero longitudinal and 
lateral flapping. A vehicle gross weight of 8389 kg. (18,500 Ib) was simu-
lated. 
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4.9.3.1 Hub Vibratory Loads 
4/rev vibratory hub loads versus forward speed are presented in figures 
4.9.3-1 through 4.9.3-5. These data show the following trends: 
a. Vertical and side forces increase with increasing values of forward 
speed. 
b. Normal force and pitching moment increase up to 148 km/hr (80 
kts), decrease from 148 km/hr (80 kts) to 222 km/hr (120 kts), 
and then increase rapidly with increasing forward speed above 222 
km/hr (120 kts). 
c. Roll moment increases up to 148 km/hr (80 kts) then decreases up 
to 277 km/hr (150 kts), the maximum airspeed investigated. 
4.9.3.2 Blade Alternating Loads 
Alternating blade loads versus nondimensional blade radius at 74 km/hr (40 
kts), 148 km/hr (80 kts), 222 km/hr (120 kts), and 277 km/hr (150 kts) for-
ward speed are presented in figures 4.9.3-6 through 4.9.3-8. All blade loads 
are well below the endurance limit. These data show the following trends: 
a. Alternating flap bending, chord bending, and torsion bending mo-
ments increase with increasing forward speed. 
b. Alternating flap bending moments are maximum near .57R and 
decrease to zero at the blade tip and flap hinge location. 
c. Alternating chord bending moments are also maximum near .57R and 
,decrease to zero at the blade tip. 
d. Alternating torsion bending moments increase inversely with non-
dimensional blade radius, and are maximum near the pitch arm. 
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4.9.3.3 Control System Loads 
Steady and alternating pitch link loads versus forward speed are presented in 
figure 4.9.3-9. These data show that both the steady and alternating com-
ponents of the load increase in magnitude with increasing forward speed. 
4.9.4 Stability and Divergence 
Rotor stability and divergence was investigated for rotor speeds from 150 RPM 
to 300 RPM, including the nominal speed of 225 RPM. Blade pitch control 
flexibility was varied by ±SO percent to determine the sensitivity of this 
important parameter. For all conditions analyzed the blade was free from 
flutter and static divergence. 
4.9.5 Blade Natural Frequencies 
The natural frequency spectrum for the baseline CH-47D composite blade is 
shown in figure 4.9.5-1. The effect of adding tuning weights on the blade 
3rd flap frequency was analytically investigated using the 0-01 blade natural 
frequency computer program. In addition, the effect of this modal frequency 
placement on hub, control system, and blade loads was determined. 
4.9.5.1 Effect of Tuning Weights on Blade Frequency 
Blade tuning weights were added at .25R and .90R to determine their effect 
on the blade 3rd flap frequency. The results of this study are presented in 
Figure 4.9.5-2. These data show the following: 
a. Adding weight at .25R reduces the 3rd flap frequency. This loca-
tion is anti-nodal, but does not significantly effect the centrifugal 
stiffening becuase of its proximity to the axis of rotation. 
b. Adding weight at .90R increases the 3rd flap frequency. This loca-
tion is close to a node, but the centrifugal stiffening effect is Sig-
nificant because the weight is positioned at an outboard location. 
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4.9.5.2 Effect of 3rd Flap Frequency on Rotor Loads 
The effect of the third flap mode natural frequency placement on blade and 
hub shaking forces was analytically investigated. Calculations were made at 
277 kmlhr (150 kts) forward speed and 225 RPM, the nominal rotor speed. 
4/rev vibratory hub loads versus non-dimensional blade 3rd flap frequency 
are presented in figures 4.9.5-3 through 4.9.5-7. These data show the 
following trends: 
a. Vertical and side forces are maximum when the 3rd flap frequency 
is near SO and minimum when it is shifted up in frequency to 
approximately 5.60. 
b. Normal force is minimum when the 3rd flap frequency is on SO and 
increases in magnitude when the mode is raised or lowered in fre-
quency relative to SO. 
c. Pitching and rolling moments are minimum when the 3rd flap fre-
quency is near 5.20 and increase with increasing values of fre-
quency. 
As shown in Figure 4.9.5-8, steady and alternating pitch link loads are not 
significantly affected by the frequency placement of this mode. 
Figure 4.9.5-9 shows alternating flap bending moment versus non-dimensional 
blade radius. These data show that flap bending moments are maximum when 
the blade 3rd flap frequency is tuned near SO and decrease with increasing 
values of frequency. 
4.10 Stability and Control Analysis 
This section evaluates the use of the 34710 or 347/C rotor systems on the 
RSRA and how well they meet the significant flying qualities requirements 
of specification MI L-H-8501A (Reference 19). This analysis made use of the 
Boeing Vertol (BV) computer program Y-92 which contains a strip integration 
analysis of the rotor with airfoil tables complete with mach and stall effects. 
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x = .10 
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FIGURE 4.9.5-6 4/REV HUB PITCHING Mm1ENT VS THIRD FLAP 
FREQUENCY 
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The program was completely specified for the RSRA configuration including 
the fuselage aerodynamic forces based on data from References 11 and 12. 
The match of the BV analysis to Sikorsky for the same S-61 rotor is presen-
ted in figure 4.10-1. In the 74 to 148 km/hr (40 to 80 knot) speed range, 
the higher attitude and more forward flapping and stick are all related to the 
difference in predicting moments on the fuselage; possibly due to inaccurate 
methods of treating rotor downwash effects on the horizontal tail. For con-
sistency, all rotor systems were analyzed and compared using the BV pro-
gram. 
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The comparison of longitudinal trim for the S-61 and 347/0 rotor systems is 
given in figure 4.10-1. The lesser magnitude of aft flapping, due to higher 
solidity of the 347/0 rotor also results in a slightly larger nose down atti-
tude. The 347/0 rotor forward stick margin is as favorable as the basic 
rotor except for speeds beyond 296 km/hr (160 knots) which are not in the 
expected flight envelope. The unstable stick position gradient in the 60 to 
100 airspeed region indicates poor speed stability. However, neither rotor 
system is significantly worse. 
The lateral trim for zero sideslip was identical for both rotor systems. Side-
wards flight was not analyzed. However, since rotor flapping is slightly less 
for the 347/0 rotor system, no serious problems are envisioned except that 
tail rotor margins in a sideslip or sideward flight might be reduced and re-
quire a lower lateral flight envelope. Lateral stability in auto rotation has had 
unstable stick gradients. This should be evaluated during the 347/0-RSRA 
system development program. 
Control power, damping and stability parameters were reviewed for several 
rotor systems and are presented in table 4.10-1. An unexpected result is 
that even with the lower flap hinge offset, all 347 rotor configurations have 
nearly the same or better control power than the basic S-61 rotor system. 
This is largely due to the larger blade, greater tip speed and resulting high-
er centrifugal force. Pitch damping was the only parameter that did not meet 
the requirements of MIL-H-8501A (Reference 19) with all rotor systems defi-
cient. This problem has been reported in Reference 11 for the S-61 rotor 
system. The 347/0 rotor system with the 35.5 cm (14 inch) increase in rotor 
heighth equals the S-61 characteristics; however, the 347/ A rotor system 
does not. 
Table 4.10-1 also notes the longitudinal stability parameters Zw' Mq and Mw. 
The higher solidity of the CH-470 blade causes the higher Zw and less stable 
Mw which will result in greater gust sensitivity and faster divergence with 
SAS failures. The SAS off short period roots are noted and some small im-
provement occurs with the CH-470 blades. The lateral directional dynamics 
should be close to that with the S-61 rotor system as the only change is rotor 
lateral flapping with sideslip. 
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TABLE 4.10-1 
RSRA STABILITY & CONTROL PARAMETERS 
PARAMETER 
NO. OF BLADES (b) 
HINGE OFFSET(e) S 
ROTOR SPEED 
TIP VELOCITY 
LOCK 1iI0. 
rad/see 
m/see 
(ft/see) 
ROTOR RESPONSE FACTOR see • ...lh 
n 
MOMENT CAPABILITY 
MOMENT/DEG. FLAP 
ROTOR SOLIDITY a 
LONG ITUD I NAL (HOVER) 
CONTROL POWR 1/see2/fn 
DAMPING l/see 
} 
222 km/hr (120 KTS) 
SHORT PERIOD 
LATERAL (HOVER) 
CONTROL PWR. 
DAMPING 
Nm ft-lb 
aeg, -reg:-
HIL-H-8501A 
.062 
.26 
.20 
1. 25 
S-61 ROTOR 
5 
3.39 
21.26 
201. (660. ) 
10.71 
.07027 
123375. 
5532, (4080.) 
.078 
.127 
.170 
- .S73 
-1. 220 
- . 00636 
347/0 ROTOR 
NORMAL HT. 
4 
2.22 
23.56 
213, 
(706.) 
10.8 
.06288 
128666. 
5657. (4172. ) 
.1132 
.134 
.1339 
-1 .160 
-1.215 
- • 0021 
347/0 ROTOR 
35.5 em (14") 
INC. HT: 
4 
2.22 
23.56 
213, (706. ) 
10.8 
.06288 
128666. 
6093. (4494.) 
.1132 
.143 
.165 
-1. 049:!:.1. 12j -1. 1 SS:!:.1. 65j .' 
.725 .700 .760 
1. 74 1. 34 1.450 
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347/A ROTOR 
35.5 em (14") 
INC. -HT: . 
4 
2.22 
23.56 
313. (696.) 
97600. 
5348. (3944. ) 
.OS2 
.125 
.1333 
.670 
1. 275 
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The capability to autorotate with the 347/0 rotor system was reviewed and 
found sufficient. On the RSRA, the 347/0 rotor system full down collective 
is at -.2 degrees at . 75R. This is lower than the zero setting on the CH-470 
helicopter, therefore allowing a higher autorotation rotor speed. The 3-blad-
ed CH-470 rotors have been demonstrated to autorotate at 12698 kg (28,000 
Ibs.) minimum for the tandem helicopter and, therefore, would be capable at 
6349 kg (14,000 Ibs) for each 3-bladed rotor or 8435 kg (18,600 Ibs) minimum 
for a 4-bladed rotor. The large change in longitudinal stick from powered 
flight to auto rotation as indicated in figure 21 of reference 11 should be 
slightly improved with the 347/0 rotor system based on classic equations 
due to its higher solidity and equal control power. When the 347/ A or 
347/C rotor systems are used some deterioration of this condition can be 
expected and should be more thoroughly analyzed. 
I n summary, the stability and control of the RSRA incorporating the 347/0 
rotor system with the 35.56 cm (14 inch) rotor heighth extension will closely 
exhibit the characteristics of the S-61 rotor system in trim, control power and 
control margins. In flight test, some care should be taken to explore SAS 
failure effects. Parameter variation of RPM, blade tip shape and solidity must 
be more thoroughly investigated for their impact on stability and control. 
4.11 Technical Risks 
The following potential problems are offered to underscore the most important 
concerns to be addressed and analyzed during the 347/0-RSRA program 
development phase: 
a. Rotor height - aerodynamic instability 
Installation of the 347/0 rotor system on the RSRA required the hub to 
be raised 35.56 cm (14 inches) relative to the current 561 installation. 
Raising the rotor creates a potential aerodynamic problem. Experience 
on the YUH-61A (UTTAS) aircraft has shown that raising the rotor can 
cause unstable and intermittent flow separation on the pylon aft of the 
hub that impinges on the tail rotor in certain flight regimes causing 
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severe low frequency lateral upsets. For the S-61 rotor, installed close 
to the pylon, the current hubcap installation alleviates the impingement 
problem. However, Vertol testing (Reference 18) has shown that the 
hubcap is ineffective when the rotor is raised. 
If a problem is encountered and is severe enough to restrict the flight 
envelope, then the pylon upper contour must be modified to achieve a 
more stable pressure gradient aft of the hub to prevent separation. 
This would require model rotor/fuselage wind tunnel testing to define the 
modifications. A rotor/fuselage model rather than a static model is 
necessary since the interaction of the fuselage flow field on the rotor 
wake has been found to have a significant effect on the separation 
phenomena as described in Reference 18. 
b. Drive System Resonances 
Rotor/drive system dynamics analyses will require the following RSRA 
engine/drive system data: 
(1) Torsional stiffness of main rotor shaft, engine shaft and tail rotor 
shaft 
(2) Torsional inertia of power turbine, tail rotor and all transmissions. 
c. Ground Resonance 
Rotor/RSRA system dynamics analyses will require data on the RSRA 
landing gear stiffness and damping characteristics as a function of land-
ing gear load is needed. 
d. Structural Deficiencies 
Structural (stress) analyses will require the following data: 
(1) Critical allowable rotor shaft moments 
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(2) Endurance limits of each component from and including the trans-
mission actuator attachment up to and Including the stationary 
swashplate member. 
(3) Allowable swashplate thrust and moment on the swashplate bearing. 
e. Hover Performance Test Envelope Reduction 
Aerodynamic analyses addressing this potential problem will require data 
on transmission power or torque limits (30 minute rating) with the gear-
ing changes required to run at 225 RPM. 
f. General stability and control problems -
There are no major stability and control problems when flying with the 
347/0 rotor system when compared to the 5-61 rotor system. However, 
some concerns will require evaluation of 5A5 failures, tail rotor control 
and sideslip envelope limitation. 
g. Control power reductions 
Reduced solidity with the 347/ A or 347/C rotor systems along with the 
small flap hinge offset will result in lower control power. This is 
especially important in the entry into autorotatlon maneuver with the 
large changes of longitudinal stick trim, pitch moments and flapping. 
5.0 Parameter Variations 
5.1 Aerodynamic Parameter Variations 
5.1.1 Basic Aerodynamic Parameter Variations 
In addition to testing CH-470 blades, the 347 rotor will permit the testing of 
CH-47A (347/A rotor system) and CH-47C (347/C rotor system) blades as de-
fined in Table 2.0-2 resulting in the following parameter variations: 
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a. Baseline NACA 0012 Data and Effect of Blade Number 
Testing of the 347/A rotor will provide four bladed baseline rotor data 
for comparison with the more current rotor system designs to be evalu-
ated during the study. Since the 3471 A and 561 rotors have similar 
solidities, twist and the same airfoil section, comparison of existing 561 
test data with the CH-47A results will show the effect of reducing the 
blade number from 5 to 4. As shown in Figure 5.1.1-1, performance 
estimates Indicate that increasing the blade number Increases the maxi-
mum figure of merit slightly. 
b. Airfoil Camber 
The effect of airfoil camber is obtained by comparing RSRA performance 
with four CH-47A blades with data obtained with four CH-47C blades. 
The CH-47C has a BV23010-1.58 cambered airfoil and the CH-47A has a 
NACA 0012 airfoil. The 23010 airfoil retains the same basic thickness 
distribution as the 0012 airfoil however its mean line is cambered. 
Camber was introduced on the CH-47 aircraft primarily to expand the 
rotor staff limit boundaries that define the structural envelope. The 
improved stall characteristics of the cambered section also provides an 
improvement in total aircraft cruise (IJ = .3) LID ratio at lift coefficient 
values above a CT/a of .08 as shown in Figure 5.1.1-2. The Increase in 
section maximum lift coefficient provided by camber also results in im-
proved hover performance at higher thrust coefficients as illustrated in 
Figure 5.1.1-3. 
c. Planform (Solidity or Chord) Changes 
The effect of changing the blade planform by increasing the chord 27% 
will be obtained by comparing four CH-47C blades (a = .0893) with the 
new Phase II blades (a = .1132) as defined In paragraph 5.1.2. The 
classical power required analysis indicates that increasing solidity results 
in a proportional increase in profile power as shown below. 
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FLIGHT 
CONDITION 
Hover OGE 
Minimum Power Airspeed 
PROFI LE POWER ° 
,~ 
TOTAL POWER 
20 
40 
Level Flight 259 km/hr (140 Kts) 30 
0210-11723-3 
POWER DUE TO SOLIDITY ° 
,~ 
TOTAL POWER 
5 
11 
8 
A more rigorous analyses would also consider the effect of Reynolds 
number on profile power and the effect of blade aspect ratio on induced 
power. However, testing of model rotor blades of various solidities has 
shown that even relatively sophisticated analyses including the Reynolds 
number and blade aspect ratio effects do not agree with the test results. 
Varying the chord on the RSRA will provide valuable additional data for 
understanding these effects. 
d. Blade Twist 
The Phase II, 81.28 cm (32 inch) blade will be retwisted from go to 12°. 
The 9 degrees of linear twist corresponds to the 1950 to 1960 generation 
of helicopters while 12° corresponds to the current designs such as the 
CH-47D and YUH-61A rotors. The primary purpose of increasing twist 
is to reduce hover power required. The 3 degrees of additional twist 
will increase the maximum figure of merit approximately 2.4% based on 
the model rotor data presented in Figure 5.1.1-4. As shown, increasing 
the twist from 7° to 14° increased the maximum figure of merit by .04 
over a range of tip Mach numbers. The corresponding induced power 
reduction is approximately 1% per degree of twist. 
The effect of twist on forward flight performance is not well defined. 
Comparisons of rigid and elastic blade analyses show a sizeable elastic 
effect of twist that increases the compressibility power. Full scale test 
data is required to confirm these predictions. 
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e. Low Drag Airfoil 
The effect of replacing the cambered BV 23010-1.58 airfoil with low drag 
VR7/8 sections will be defined by comparing the retwisted 81.28 cm (32 
inch) Phase II blade with the CH-47D blades as defined in Table 2.0-2. 
The VR7/8 is the third generation of airfoils used on Vertol helicopters 
as illustrated in Figure 5.1.1-5. The VR7/8 thickness distribution was 
selected to achieve low drag levels in hover and the mean line was cam-
bered to maintain the 23010 stall boundary improvements in forward 
flight. Vertol model rotor wind tunnel data presented in Figure 5.1.1-6 
shows that the VR7/8 airfoil provides an improvement in both hover and 
forward flight performance for advanced ratios up to .36. As shown in 
Figure 5.1.1-7 the VR7/8 stall boundaries are slightly improved over the 
BV 23010 section at advance ratios between .3 and .4. Figures 5.1.1-9 
through 5.1.1-11 present data for the basic Boeing Vertol developed 
airfoils. 
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FIGURE 5.1.1-7 EFFECT OF AIRFOIL SECTION ON STALL BOUNDARIES 
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FIGu~E 5.1.1-9 DATA FOR BV 23010-1.58 
AIRFOIL' (BV230l0-l.58 tiith 0° T.E. Tab) 
c 
(*) 
AIRPOIL COORDINATZS 
x/c y/cu y/c l 
0.0 -0.0225 -0.0225 
O.OOS -0.0078 -0.0329 
0.01 -0.0024 -0.036:! 
0.015 0.0019 -0.0379 
0.02S 0.0096 -0.0394 
0.035 0.0155 -0.0404 
0.047 0.02U -0.0412 
0.06 0.0265 -0.042 
0.08 O.OlZ7 -0.0';34 
0.11 • 0.0396 -0.OH9 
O.lS 0.0<455 -0.0471 
0.19 0.0489 -0.049<4 
0.23 0.0499 -0.0513 
0.27 0.0<499 -0.0522 
0.31 0.0<497 -0.05:215 
0.35 0.049 -0.0517 
0.39 0.048 -0.0505 
0.43 0.0465 -0.0487 
0.47 0.OH6 -0.0469 
0.51 0.0<424 -0.044 
0.55 0.0397 -0.0412 
0.59 0.Ol69 -0.038 
0.63 0.0336 -0.0346 
0.67 0.0301 -0.0308 
0.71 0.0263 -0.0269 
0.75 0.0223 -0.0226 
0.79 0.0181 -0.0182 
0.83 0.0137 -0.0136 
0.87 0.0093 -0.0093 
0.91 0.0056 -0.0057 
0 .. 9<45 0.0028 -O.OOll 
0.96 0.00235 -0.00235 
1.0 0.00235 -0.C0235 
(*)Coordinates defined in 
the Vertol reference 
system, where the reference 
line approximately bisects 
the aft 50% of an airfoil. 
-_... "."._ ... 
- _ ... -
CHARACTERISTICS 
• Thickness, tic ~ 0.102 
• Leading Edge Radius, 
ric ~ 0.0158 
• Center of Leading Edge 
Circle at x/c :::I 0.0158 
y/c :::I -0.0225 
• Trailing Edge Tab 
from x/c = 0.96 
to x/c :::r 1.0 
TYPE OF DATA AND METHOD OF TEST 
TWo-dimensional tests in 
the Subsonic Insert of the 
Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel 
in Seattle, Wash. 
Lift and pitching moments 
were determined with a balance. 
Drag was determined by a 
traversing wake probe survey. 
Model Chord :::r 16.2 an ( 6.38 in) 
Span :::r 30.5 an (12.0 in) 
SOURCES 
1) LaPrete, R" Storwick, 
E.M., Peterson, L.D., Boeing 
Wind Tunnel Test 927, Boeing 
Doc. No. 02-24066-1, 1966. 
2) Eierman, R.L., Nyho~, 
J.R., Schreiber, R.E., 
Russell, J.H., Data Report 
BSWT 412, Boeing Doc. No. 
06-20518, Dec. 1967. 
3) Dadone, L.U., & McMullen, 
J., HLH/ATe Rotor System Two-
Dimensional Airfoil Test, 
'0301-10071-1, Dec. 1971. 
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AIRFOIL COORDINATES 
x/c y/cu y/cl 
o. o. o. 
.005 .0165 -.00575 
.01 .0218 -.0081 
.02 .0298 -.0109 
.03 .03615 -.0129 
.04 .0415 -.01445 
.05 .04605 -.01585 
.06 .05025 -.01710 
.07 .0541 -.01805 
.085 .0593 -.01985 
.102 .0645 -.02145 
.12 .0691 -.02285 
.14 .0737 -.0241 
.16 .0775 -.0251 
.18 .0808 -.0260 
.20 .0838 -.0266 
.225 .0867 -.0273 
• 255 .0892 -.0280 
.29 .0909 -.0285 
.33 .0914 -.0289 
• 37 .0905 -.0290 
.41 .0887 -.0285 
.45 .0856 -.0275 
.49 .0816 -.0260 
.53 .0767 -.0240 
.57 .0710 -.0220 
.61 .0646 -.0199 
.65 .0580 -.0179 
.69 .0514 -.0158 
.73 .0447 -.0138 
.77 .0374 -.01075 
.81 .0301 -.00845 
.845 .0235 -.0064 
.88 .0167 -.00425 
.91 .0105 -.00235 
.935 .0062 -.0006 
.96 .0050 0.0 
1.01 .01017 \.00517 
CHARACTERISTICS 
• Thickness, t/x • 0.12 
• Leading Edge Circle: 
ric • .0113 
Center at x/c • .01055 
y/c • .004 
• Trailing edge tab: 
From x/c. .96 
. to xl c • 1. 01 
T.E. Tab Thickness, tic ::I 0.005 
TYPE OF DATA AND METHOD OF TEST 
Two-dimensional test in the 
subsonic insert of the Boeing super-
sonic wind tunnel in Seattle, 
Washington • 
Lift and pitching moments were 
measured with a balance • 
Model Chord ::I 16.2 an ( 6.38 in) 
Span ::I 30.5 an (12.0 in) 
SOURCE 
Dadone, L., & McMullen, J., 
AHLH/ATC Rotor System Two-dimension-
al Airfoil Test", Boeing Document 
0301-10071-1, December, 1971 
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AIRFOIL COORDInATES 
x/c Y/Cunn Y/Clnw 
O. O. o . 
• 005 .00850 -.00535 
.01 .01175 -.0737 
.015 .01425 -.00880 
.025 .0183 -.01090 
.035 .0217 -.01255 
.05 .0261 -.01465 
• 07 .0309 -.01685 
.095 .0357 -.0190 
.125 .0402 -.0212 
.16 .0444 -.0232 
.20 .0480 -.0250 
.25 .0510 -.0266 
.30 .0530 -.0277 
.35 .0535 -.0280 
.40 .0525 -.0276 
.45 .0502 -.0265 
.50 .0467 -.0247 
• 55 .0426 -.0225 
.60 .0380 -.0200 
.65 .0333 -.0175 
• 70 .0285 -.0150 
.75 .0237 -.0125 
.80 .0190 -.0100 
• 85 .01428 -.0075 
.89 .01048 -.0055 
.92 .00761 -.0040 
.945 .00524 -.00275 
.96 .003404 -.001596 
1.01 .003404 -.001596 
. 
CHARACTERISTICS 
• Thickness, t/x = 0.08 
• Leading Edge Circle: 
ric = 0.00585 
Center at x/c = 0.0058 
y/c = 0.00088 
• Trailing Edge Tab: 
from x/c = 0.96 
to x/c = 1.01 
T.E. Tab Thickness, tic = 0.005 
TYPE OF DATA AND METHOD OF TEST 
~o-di~ensional test in the sub-
sonic insert of the Boeing super-
sonic wind tunnel in Seattle 
. ' Washl.ngtcn • 
Lift and Pitching moments were 
oeasured with a balance • 
Drag was determined by a traversing 
wake probe survey • 
Model Chord = 16.2 em ( 6.38 in) 
Span = 30.5 em (12.0 in) 
SOURCE 
Dadone, L., & McMullen, J., "HLH/ 
ATC Rotor System Two-dimensional 
Airfoil Test", Boeing Document, 
0301-10Q71-1, December, 1971 
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5.1.2 Expanded Aerodynamic Parameter Variations 
To sort out the effects of the three parameter variations between the 347/C 
and 347/D rotor configurations, a new twistable blade set will be designed, 
tested and fabricated having the following characteristics: 
a. Structural 
(1) Root End - Identical to CH-47D Fiberglass Blade 
(2) Outboard - Polyurethane Leading Edge Erosion Cap 
- Dynamic characteristics to be identical to CH-47D 
blade 
b. Planform - Identical to CH-47D blade (81.28 cm (32 inch) chord - 9.144 m 
(30 ft.) radius) 
c. Airfoil/Twist - BV 23010-1.58/-9 degrees (same as CH-47C blades) 
Following flight test of the above MOD I blades, they will be retwisted to 
-12 degrees (MOD " configuration), reinstrumented and flight tested. The 
techniques developed by Boeing Vertol for changing the twist of composite 
model blades will be further developed for use in twisting these full scale 
blades. 
To obtain the physical properties required to match the dynamic characteris-
tics of the CH-47D blade, graphite stiffening will be included in the spar 
layup to account for the thinner airfoil and the change from titanium and 
nickel to a polyurethane leading edge erosion cap. Figure 5.1.2-1 presents a 
first iteration blade section which has been designed to satisfy this require-
ment. 
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Figure 5.1.2-2 presents a conceptual sketch of a racking fixture used to 
change the twist of composite model blades for wind tunnel testing. The 
technique which has successfully been employed requires that the blade be 
over-racked to account for springback and placed in a cold oven. Heat is 
applied, gradually bringing the temperature of the blade material up to 200 
degrees F., holding at temperature for 2 hours and gradually cooling. 
Approximately 35% springback will result when the blades are released. Addi-
tional springback will result when the blades are dynamically loaded. 
Qualification of this new blade design will require the fatigue test of one 
twisted outboard blade section specimen and a static structural properties test 
of a blade. No root end section or tip section testing will be conducted. 
These tests will not be required as the blade will be qualified in these areas 
on the basis of similarity to the CH-47D blade. 
The 381 cm (150 inch) long outboard blade fatigue test section will be fabri-
cated, twisted, instrumented and set up for test per figure 5.1.2-3 (ST 
51740). The resonance test fixture design is a pin-pin configuration designed 
to apply axial tension load, simulating centrifugal force, through a com-
pressed rubber spring bank. Combined flap and chord bending moment is 
applied by a hydraulic actuator operating at the fixture/specimen natural 
frequency. 
The static structural properties test determines non rotating natural frequen-
cies and stiffnesses (flapwise, chordwise and torsional), mode shapes and 
shear center. In addition, this test will examine flapwise and chordwise limit 
loading on the blade. 
In addition to the above bench tests, qualification will require a structural 
endurance whirl test be conducted on the RSRA (tied down). 
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FIGURE 5.1.2-3 
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5.1.3 Tip Shape Variations 
This phase (Phase IV) of the parameter variation test program will be con-
ducted using the CH-47C blades from Phase III. The blades will be modified 
to receive tip shape variations as presented by figure 5.1.3-1 (VR163B001). 
The blades will be modified by removing the outboard 91.4 cm (36 inches) 
(.10R) and installing the following components: 
a. Spar Attachment Fitting ) 
) 4340 Steel 
b. Joint Reinforcement Fitting ) 
c. Trailing Edge Fairing Lock Assembly 
d. Joi nt Seal (EI astomeric) 
e. Leading Edge Balance Weight 
f. Span Balance and Tracking Weights 
g. Removeable Tip Assembly (Composite Construction) 
h. Flush Fastener Assemblies 
The four removeable tip assembly configurations to be tested as presented in 
figure 5.1.3-2 are as follows: 
a. Set No. 1 - Constant chord with airfoil transition from BV23010-1.58 (see 
figure 5.1.1-3 for data) to BV13006-0.7 (see figure 5.1.3-3 for data on 
this airfoil). 
b. Set No. 2 - 3:1 chordwise taper with same airfoil transition C = 63.5 cm 
(25 in) @ sta 822.96 cm (324 in), C = 21.15 cm (8.33 in) @ tip-sta 914.4 
em (360 in» 
c. Set No. 3 - Same as set No. 2 with a 15° sweep of the twist axis. 
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FIGURE 5.1.3-1 
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FIGURE 5.1.3-2 BLADE TIP SHAPE VARIATIONS 
BV 23010-1.58 
AIRFOIL 
MODIFIED 
CH-47C BLADE (See Figure 5.1.3-1) 
\ 
STA. 914.4 em 1r.-------36 ---.... .-jl (360 in) 
106 
64.13 em (25.25 in) 
CHORD 
, 
21. 38 em (8.4i i ) 
(TYP) 
BV 13006-0. 7 
AIRFOIL 
25° 
SWEEP 
FIGURE 5.1.3-3 DATA FOR 
AIRFOIL; BVl3006-0.7 
AIRFOIL COORDINATES (*) 
x/c y/cu y/cl 
-0.002 -0.0117 -0.0117 
0.0 -0.0064 -0.0171 
0.0025 -0.004 -0.019 
0.0075 -0.0013 -0.0208 
0.0125 0.0012 -0.0219 
0.025 0.0057 -0.0235 
0.05 0.0127 -0.0255 
0.075 0.0177 -0.0268 
0.1 0.0216 -0.0275 
0.15 0.026 -0.0286 
0.2 0.0285 -0.0294 
0.25 0.0295 -0.0299 
0.3 0.0299 -0.03 
0.4 0.029 -0.029 
0.5 0.0265 -0.0265 
0.6 0.0228 -0.0228 
0.7 0.0185 -0.0183 
0.8 0.0131 -0.0131 
0.9 0.0072 -0.0072 
0.95 0.004 -0.004 
1.0 0.0006 -0.0006 
(*)Coordinates definad in 
the Vertol reference 
system, \There the refe:-ence 
line approximately bisects 
the aft 50~ of an airfoil. 
j; -- -_ ....... 
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CHARACTERISTICS 
• Thickness, tic = 0.06 
• Leading Edge Radius: 
ric = 0.007 
• Center of Leading Edge 
Circle at x/c = 0.005 
y/c = -0.0117 
TYPE OF DATA AND METHOD OF TEST 
~o-dimensional tests in the 
subsonic insert of the Boeing 
supersonic wind tunnel in 
Seattle, W,shington. 
Lift and pitching moments 
were determined by integra-
tion of surface static 
pressures. 
Drag was determined by a 
traversing wake probe survey. 
Model Chord = 17.78 an ( 7.0 in) 
Span = 30.48 an (12.0 in) 
SOURCE 
1) Gabriel, E.,"Ana1ysis 
two-dimensional Wind Tunnel 
Tests of Rotor Blade Airfoils 
of Varying Camber and Leading 
Edge Radius", Boeing Doc~~ent 
AERO INV.III-288, November,1965. 
2) Gray, L., Liiva, J,Davenport, 
F., "Wind Tunnel Tests of Thin 
Airfoils Osci11a~ing Near Stall, 
USAAVLABS TR 68-a9A, 1969. 
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d. Set No. 4 - Same as set No. 2 with a 25° sweep of the twist axis. 
The removeable tips will be composite assemblies basically composed of fiber-
glass spar and skins with nomex honeycomb core and a polyurethane erosion 
cap as illustrated in figure 5.1.3-1. 
Qualification of this design will require the fatigue and limit load testing of 
one tip specimen and static structural properties testing of a modified blade. 
In addition to these bench tests, a structural endurance whirl test will be 
conducted on the RSRA (tied down). 
Structural and dynamic characteristics of the modified blade with the 10% tip 
sections with respect to the baseline CH-47C metal blade results in the follow-
ing considerations: 
a. Weight - The weight of each tip section, the attachment hardware and 
balance weights will be slightly heavier. Extra weight is required to 
maintain constant lock number and dynamic balance as the center of 
gravity of the tip hardware is moved inboard and to maintain constant 
centrifugal force of the tracking weights. 
b. Dynamics - Changes in flapwise natural frequencies caused by moving 
the weights inboard are negligible. 
c. Loads - The different tip sections will have a definite effect on loads. 
Vibratory flapwise bending is created by the difference between the 
aerodynamic and dynamic load components. Moving the tip weights in-
board reduces the compensating effect of the dynamic loading and causes 
the local vibratory flapwise moments to increase. Tapering the airfoil 
reduces the aerodynamic component and as a result, the flapwise moments 
are reduced. The corresponding steady flapwise moments are also affec-
ted by the balance of aerodynamic and dynamic forces. The tip changes 
cause a large increase in steady chordwise bending moment due to the 
combined effect of reduced drag and centrifugal force created by aft 
sweep of the tip. The centrifugal force is the dominant effect. The 
amount of lift carried by the tip section is a function of the geometry. 
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The tapered tip sections will carry less lift than the rectangular sec-
tions. Aft sweep of the tip section creates a steady nose down pitching 
moment. The moment arm from the pitch axis to the center of lift on the 
aft swept tip section along with the lift force creates the resulting 
steady pitching moment. Forward speed of the helicopter generates an 
alternating torsion moment due to the same lift offset effect. The loads 
on the tip section require that the removable tip must have a substantial 
structural capability. 
Recent studies have shown that tip shape modifications can be an effective 
means of improving performance. Thin tip, tapered tip and swept/tapered tip 
configurations will be evaluated on the RSRA. The rationale for the proposed 
tip shape variations is presented below. 
a. Thin Tip 
The outboard 10% of radius of the Phase 111/CH-47C blades (23010 air-
foil) will be modified by transitioning to a 13006 section at the tip. The 
13006 section is 4% thinner than the 23010 airfoil and has reduced camber 
to alleviate compressibility effects at high advancing tip Mach numbers. 
As shown by the model data presented in Figure 5.1.1-6, the 13006 tip 
is effective at improving hover and forward flight perfor'mance at low lift 
coefficients and advance ratios. At high lift coefficients the tip effec-
tiveness is reduced due to increased stall power. As shown in Figure 
5.1.1-7, the 23010 stall boundaries are reduced to the NACA 0012 level 
by installing the thin tip. 
b. Tapered Tip 
The proposed tip taper ratio is 1/3 beginning at 90% radius. This config-
uration is based on the results of a sensitivity study conducted using the 
892 vortex theory analyses and presented in Figure 5.1.3-4. As shown 
tapering the outboard 10% of the blade is effective at improving hover 
performance due primarily to reduced induced power. No significant 
additional improvement is obtained by moving the taper inboard of 90%. 
The effect of varying the taper ratio is also shown in Figure 5.1.3-4 
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As noted, decreasing the taper ratio results in a proportional reduction in 
power required. The 1/3 ratio was selected because lower values approaching 
a pointed tip are difficult to manufacture. 
In forward flight the tapered tip also provides an improvement in per-
formance as shown by the full scale 40 x 80 wind tunnel data presented 
in Figure 5.1.3-5. At an advancing tip Mach number of .86 corresponding to 
287 km/hr @ 15°C (155 kt at 59°F), the tapered tip reduced the total power 
required by 2%. This improvement is due primarily to the effect of reduced 
blade tip area on the basic profile and compressibility power. 
The benefits of tip taper in hover and forward flight were demonstrated 
by the elliptical tip evaluations conducted on the YUH-61A aircraft. 
Hover performance improvements were verified by full scale whirl tower 
tests as shown in Figure 5.1.3-6. The forward flight benefits of taper 
were verified by model scale testing as shown in Figure 5.1.3-7. 
c. Tip Sweep 
Tip sweep reduces the compressibility power at high advancing tip Mach 
numbers as shown in Figure 5.1.3-5. The full scale wind tunnel data 
indicates that favorable blade dynamic twist effects of moving the center 
of pressure aft as well as reduced local tip mach numbers contribute to 
this improvement. As shown in Figure 5.1.3-5 the swept tapered tip 
configuration is more effective than the rectangular swept tip at reducing 
compressibility power. The swept/tapered tip with sweep angles of 15° 
and 25° were selected for the RSRA parameter variation test program. 
5.1.4 Rationale for Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Approach 
The aerodynamic parameter variation approach described in paragraphs 5.1.1 
through 5.1.3 represents the most practical, least risk and lowest cost 
approach. This approach offers the greatest potential for immediate technol-
ogy and research payoff. 
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.008 
.007 
.006 
CLR/o = 0.08 
- fibeR = 0.088 
Jl = 0.375 TAPERED 
TIP" 
.005 ""-____ ...1.-____ --'-_____ ......... ____ -.1 
.80 .84 .88 .92 
ADVANCING BLADE MACH NUMBER 
FIGURE 5.1 .. 3-5 EFFECT OF TIP TAPER AND SWEEP ON FORWARD FLIGHT 
POWER REQUIRED 
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Other alternate concepts considered for varying aerodynamic parameters are 
as follows: 
a. Concept A1 - Truncated blades modified with fittings/adapters to accept 
detachable sections having different geometry over the outboard 30% of 
the blade. 
b. Concept A2 - Basic blades (new or existing) or substructures with de-
tachable enveloping fairings having different geometry over the entire / 
length of the blade. 
c. Concept A3 - Multiple blade sets each having different geometry with 
matched structural dynamic properties. 
Subjectively considering these alternate approaches, it has been concJuded 
that each one is prohibitive when compared to the proposed approach based 
on the following reasons: 
a. Cost and schedule resulting from design, tool design and fabrication, 
fabrication and qualification. 
b. Technical risks associated with structural Integrity, and dynamic charac-
teristics. 
In considering the alternate approaches, concept A3 (the multiple blade set 
approach) would be preferred over concepts A1 and A2. With each concept, 
it would be desirable to maintain dynamic properties between each configur-
ation set as close as possible. The use of independent blade sets minimizes 
technical risks and offers maximum testing flexibility. By using composite 
materials, the physical properties of the various blade configurations, such as 
mass, stiffness and inertia can be most nearly matched to minimize aeroelastic 
effects while maintaining structural integrity. This is accomplished by proper 
spar material selection (graphite and/or fiberglass), spar wall and skin thick-
ness variation, and fiber orientation. Composite blades can be molded into 
any number of airfoil shapes and twist distributions to increase performance. 
Thickness and planform may vary and nonlinear twist may be employed. 
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Considering concept A 1; the truncated blade/detachable extension approach 
would limit parameter variations to the outboard 30% span. This would result 
in airfoil, structural and dynamic constraints as a result of the smaller vari-
able geometric envelope. The original spar strength would be duplicated by 
adding structural members and doublers to decrease the concentrated strain 
in the joint area. Therefore, a weight increase would result. Mass distribu-
tion and stiffness increase due to the jOint in the 70% span region would 
result in higher CF, inertias and chordwise natural frequency. Flap and tor-
sional natural frequencies could be closely matched to the baseline blade. 
However, the chordwise frequency change would not have a detrimental effect 
on rotor dynamic characteristics. The higher inertias will increase rotor 
vibration loads. 
Considering concept A2, analysis of this common blade-substructure/detach-
able fairing concept has shown that the mass, stIffness and inertia would 
vary by an appreciable amount between geometry variations. Furthermore, 
the add-on detachable airfoil fairings would distort under the airloads, there-
by altering the aerodynamic properties. In addition, this concept would 
necessitate a costly root-end fatigue qualification program due to higher 
loads. 
The modified CH-47C metal blade approach was selected for tip geometry vari-
ations based on the reduced requirement for span coverage (10% vs. 30% for 
concept A 1). The tip research program is envisioned as one in which plan-
form is the most important shape parameter. Since the attachment jOint is 
moved outboard to a lower bending load region, the structural integrity risk 
is minimal. Also, since the tip balance hardware and weights are located in-
board of the tip sectIon, CF loads on the joint will be minimized. 
5.2 Rotor Dynamic and Flying Quality Parameter Variations 
5.2.1 Blade Natural Frequency Variations 
The purpose of varying blade natural frequencies is to reduce vibrations 
caused by resonance of the blades with some harmonic airload or to increase 
the spread between two modes of vibration likely to couple with each other. 
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The following frequency variation tests will be conducted on CH-47C metal 
blades: 
Table 5.2.1-1 RSRA-347/C Rotor System 
Blade Freguency Test Variations Desired 
CH-47/C Rotor Blade Desired Test 
Test Frequency Nominal Frequency Frequency at 
Case Mode at 230 RPM, win 225 RPM, win 
1 2nd Flap 2.57 2.40 
2 3rd Flap 4.75 5.50 
3 2nd Chord 5.32 6.00 
Case 1 - The 2nd flap frequency will be reduced by adding an internal tun-
ing weight assembly of 15.4 kg (34 lb.) distributed between (.3aR) and 
(.52R). The weight assembly will be tightly fitted to the inside surface of 
the spar with rubber and retained through a CF carrying strap which ter-
minates at the inboard end in a fitting which attaches the assembly to the 
blade through the incidence pin. The weight assembly will be made up with 
50-1.9 cm (3/4 inch) thick steel plates with .635 cm (1/4 inch) thick rubber 
spacers between the plates. This arrangement will prevent the weight assem-
bly from adding stiffness to the blade. This technique was developed and 
utilized on production H-21 helicopter blades in the late 50's and during 
developmental flight testing of CH-47A blades in the early 60's. Figure 
5.2.1-1 presents the design concept employed on H-21 blades. 
Case 2 - As illustrated by figure 5.2.1-2, the 3rd flap frequency will be in-
creased by bonding (.139 cm thick x 25.4 cm (.055 thick x 10.00 in.) wide) 
spanwise unidirectional graphite/epoxy doublers to the upper and lower blade 
surfaces centered on the chordwise C.G. The 15.4 kg (34 lb.) weight as-
sembly installed for test case 1 above, will be retained to maintain the 2nd 
flap frequency at 2.56 cyc/rev. The leading and trailing edges of the 
graphite doublers will be faired with an elastomeric fairing compound. 
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Case 3 - As illustrated by figure 5.2.1-2, the 2nd chord frequency will be 
increased by bonding .043 cm thick x 4.44 cm (.017 in. thick x 1.75 in.) 
wide spanwise unidirectional graphite/epoxy doublers to the upper and 
lower surfaces of the blade. The trailing edge of the doublers will be 
located at 5.08 cm (2.00 inches) forward of the trailing edge of the blade. 
The edges of the doublers will be faired with elastomeric compound. The 
weight assembly and doublers installed for cases 1 and 2 will be removed for 
this test case. 
5.2.2 Effective Flap Hinge Location Variations 
Increasing the effective flap hinge offset increases control power. A second-
ary effect is to increase flapwise natural frequency, which in turn reduces 
phase angle between cyclic pitch input and flapping response. The 347/C or 
o articulated rotor system offers two possible concepts for accomplishing an 
effective flap hinge offset increase. One method is to add a very stiff hinge 
about the flap hinge. This method would also increase loads on the pitch 
change bearings. The method chosen is to physically shift the flap hinge 
outboard by means of a hub arm adapter fitting as presented in figure 
5.2.2-1. 
5.2.3 Control Phase Variations 
Obviously different rotors require different phasing of swashplate tilt to ob-
tain pure longitudinal response to longitudinal stick motion. Some rotors 
require different phasing for different flight conditions or maneuvers. There-
fore, it would be desired to experiment with control phasing to determine the 
best compromise. This parameter variation capability is built into the present 
RSRA controls. It is probable that the best phase setting of the analog mixer 
can be found with a maximum of two variations. 
5.2.4 Control System Stiffness Variations 
Varying the control system stiffness can shift blade torsional frequencies if 
one falls near a harmonic airload or comes near a flap or lag frequency with 
which it may couple. Varying control system stiffness in conjunction with 
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variations in blade tip geometry and CG-AC relationship may produce a sys-
tem for attenuating vibrations produced by the blades. The simplest method 
to vary control system is accomplished by replacing the rigid pitch links with 
soft pitch links with an adjustable spring rate. For correcting undesirable 
torsional resonances, two changes in stiffness should suffice. This approach 
would employ a flexible pitch link similar to the one tested on the BO-105/ 
BMR rotor system in the NASA Ames 40 x 80 Wind Tunnel. Figure 5.2.4-1 
presents the BO-105/BMR flexible pitch link assembly. Figure 5.2.4-2 illus-
trates the difference in stiffness between the BO-105/BMR rigid pitch links 
and the flexible pitch links. The spring assembly Is primarily composed of 
Belleville spring washers stacked In series. The spring rate is varied by 
adding or subtracting washers or by stacking washers in parallel. 
5.2.5 Lag Oamper Variations 
The optimum value of lag damping rate should be the minimum which gives a 
safe margin of modal damping ratio In air or ground resonance even with one 
failed lag damper. Any higher values of lag damping rate would only produce 
higher in-plane stresses due to normal lag motion In maneuvers and steady 
flight. Therefore, once the required lag damping values (rate and/or break-
out) are established, no further variations are anticipated. Variations would 
be accomplished by making minor modifications to the hydraulic dampers, such 
as changing the control valve breakout spring or changing the rate control 
slot dimensions within the damper. 
5.2.6 Flap-Pitch Coupling Variation 
The most common flap-pitch coupling (Al) direction is flap-up/nose-down or 
positive Al. Gust response Is somewhat reduced by this type of A3, as is 
control sensitivity. Angle of attack Instability Is also reduced by positive Al. 
It is proposed that 15° A3 be tested. This variation wUl be accomplished using 
the original Model 347 pitch housing with a new pitch arm Installed. Figure 
5.2.6-1 presents the present Mod. 347 pitch housing which incorporates 30° 
A3 as shown in figure 4.1-1. The new pitch arm will be designed and Install-
ed to provide 15° Al. 
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5.2.7 Mast Height Variation 
Increasing mast height increases the control power of an articulated rotor 
system and decreases vibration caused by downwash interference between 
rotor and fuselage. The adapters required to mount the 347 rotor hub on the 
RSRA rotor shaft will raise the plane of the rotor by 35.56 cm (14 inches). 
It is considered that an additional increase in rotor height will not appreciably 
reduce vibration further. Also, since the rotor shaft is limited in bending, 
there will be no mast height variation testing. 
5.2.8 Lock Number Variations 
Lock number is the product of blade chord, air density, lift curve slope, 
radius to the fourth power, divided by moment of inertia about the flap 
hinge. The higher the Lock number the quicker the tip path plane tilts in 
response to swashplate tilt. Increasing blade chord would increase Lock num-
ber while increasing inertia would decrease Lock number. It is unlikely that 
blade chord could be increased while preserving C.G.-A.C. relationship with-
out a corresponding increase in inertia, thus little or no change in Lock 
number. Therefore, no variations in Lock number will be tested, aside from 
those resulting as a consequence of substituting different blades. 
5.2.9 Blade Sweep Variations 
Sweeping blades forward or backward on a hingeless rotor tends to couple 
flapping with blade pitch change. Aft sweep acts somewhat like A3 in which 
up-flap produces nose down pitch, a stabilizing influence on blade behavior. 
Sweep variations on an articulated rotor would be difficult to achieve except 
by adding a spring in parallel with the lag damper and biasing the blade in 
one direction. This spring would increase lag frequency and loading on the 
pitch change bearings. No variations in blade sweep are proposed. 
5.2.10 Precone Variations 
On a hingeless rotor, precone is a built-in upward slope of the blade pitch 
axis. Droop is a bend in the neutral axis of the blade outboard of the pitch 
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change bearings. Precone and droop together give desirable pitch-lag coupl-
ing to help suppress air resonance. The combination of precone and droop 
results in a blade neutral axis slope in the direction the blade takes in normal 
one g cruise flight. Precone variations on an articulated rotor might be 
possible by building in droop by installing a strong preloaded spring about 
the flap hinge. Reducing or increasing coning angle may have some effect on 
lateral flapping with forward speed, at a cost of high blade root stresses. 
No variations in droop or precone are proposed. 
5.2.11 Controls Authority Variations 
Controls authority is interpreted to mean the range of blade pitch due to 
cyclic or collective control input. Control authority can be changed by vary-
ing control bellcrank arm lengths or stops may be changed to restrict control 
motions. If some change is made to the rotor system which changes control 
sensitivity, it may be desirable to reduce or increase control authority ac-
cordingly in order to maintain the same control response to cyclic stick 
motion. As stated in paragraph 4.4, the installation of the 347/0 rotor sys-
tem requires a new actuator output crank which will keep the cyclic and 
collective pitch throws as near as possible to the original RSRA values. 
However, no variations in controls authority are proposed. 
6.0 Instrumentation 
A list of instrumentation required to define the blade airloads distribution and 
dynamic and structural response is presented in Table 6.0-1 in order of 
priority. As shown, the priority I instrumentation includes a sufficient num-
ber of flap bending and blade torsion gages to define the radial thrust and 
torsion airload distribution for comparison with theoretical predictions as well 
as model rotor and CH-470 flight test data. 
The priority II item is two hot film anemometer rakes located on top of the 
fuselage ahead of the rotor. The rakes will be positioned to record the tip 
vortex strength and location in forward flight. These measurements provide 
an indirect means of verifying the airloads distribution data since the vortex 
strength and lift distribution must be consistent. The relationship between 
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the vortex strength, location and the blade lift distribution will be evaluated 
using the B67 vortex theory analyses. 
Table 6.0-1 
Instrumentation 
Priority (Blade Instrumentation): 
Blade Flap Bending: .09 
.11 
.15 
.20 
.30 
.41 
.55 
.70 
.80 
.90 
Blade Chord Bending: .13 
Blade Torsion: .14 
Priority " (Rotor Wake Survey) 
.27 
.40 
.52 
.67 
.75 
.85 
.95 
(2) Hot Film Anemometer rakes with six probes on each rake and positioned 
on top of the fuselage ahead of the rotor. 
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In addition to blade gaging defined as priority I, the following instrumenta-
tion will also be required: 
a. Pitch link load gages 
b. Lag damper load gages 
c. Pitch shaft load gages 
d. Blade flap angle transducers 
e. Blade pitch angle transducers 
f. Blade lead-lag angle transducers 
It is assumed that rotor thrust and shaft torque and bending measurement 
transducers presently exist on the RSRA. 
7.0 Cost Estimates 
Preliminary cost estimates of the tasks required to implement the 347/0 rotor 
system and proposed parameter varients presented herein are based on FY 180 
dollars. The following summary is presented for pre-planning purposes only. 
A. 347/0 - RSRA Rotor System and Integration 
(1) Design and fabrication of new components, acquisition and prepar-
ation of 347 rotor hub and swashplate and blade instrumentation 
. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $682, 000 
(cost assume new GFE pitch housings) 
(2) CH-47D Fiberglass Rotor Blades (4) ............ $199,000 
Note: Cost of CH-470 blades may be eliminated by arranging for 
Army loan of blades to NASA. 
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(3) Spare CH-470 blades (2) . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . .$100,000 
I 
(4) Structural testing of new rotor components. .$503,000 
(Qualification Bench Testing) 
(5) Modifications to transmission. • ...• $ 89,000 
(6) Modification to emergency escape system and new blade severance 
assemblies. .$343,000 
(7) Installation of 347/0-RSRA Rotor System .$207,000 
(8) Support of ground and flight tests. .$417,000 
(9) Management and Control. . . . . . .$176,000 
Sub-total. . . . • . . . . . $2, 716,000 
B. Parameter Variation Test Program 
(1) Phase - Basic Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests 
.$ 834,000 
(2) Phase II - Expanded Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests . . . . 
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6, 152,000 
(3) Phase III - Rotor Dynamic and Flying Quality Parameter Variation 
Tests .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,871 ,000 
(4) Phase IV - Blade Tip Shape Variation Tests. . . . ... $1,665,000 
(5) .Management and Control. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 520,000 
Sub-total. . . . . . . . . . . . $14, 042, 000 
Total. .$16,747,000 
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Appendix 0 presents the Engineering and Manufacturing preliminary manhour 
estimates for total program requirements upon which the above cost estimate 
summary is based. 
The estimates given are preliminary and are not to be considered as a quota-
tion. 
Off-site activities will consist of installation of the 347/0 rotor system com-
ponents, parameter variation components and attendent instrumentation into 
the RSRA aircraft and support of ground and flight testing. 
It is assumed that the NASA RSRA will be available in flight condition, all 
instrumentation (except that required to be installed for 347 rotor testing) 
functional, and all systems functional. 
8.0 Technology Payoff 
8.1 Flight Envelope 
In order to fully quantify the full capabilities of the selected state-of-the-art 
rotor system and the contributions of individual key rotor system parameters, 
the RSRA test vehicle must be capable of exploring the full design envelope 
of the test rotor configurations. The selected rotor and parameter variation 
rotor configurations defined in Table 2.0-2 can be divided into low solidity 
designs (347/A and 347/C rotors) and high solidity designs (347/MOO 1, 
347/MOO II and 347/0 rotors. The relationship between the rotor design 
flight envelope and the RSRA test aircraft envelope for the low solidity rotors 
will be similar to the 347/C envelope defined in Figure 8.1-1. As shown, the 
thrust coefficient and advance ratio design envelope of the low solidity rotors 
can be thoroughly evaluated for CT values greater than .0050 from hover to 
163 kt. 
The relationship between the RSRA test aircraft envelope and the rotor design 
envelope for the high solidity rotors will be similar to the 347/0 envelope pre-
sented in Figure 8.1-2. As shown, the RSRA flight envelope is less than the 
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design envelope at airspeeds below 74 km/hr (40 kt) and above 259 km/hr 
(140 kt). At low airspeed the RSRA is restricted by the RSRA power avail-
able and at high speeds it is limited by the RSRA control system loads gen-
erated by the 81.28 cm (32 inch) chord blades. The 259 km/hr (140 kt) limit 
will permit testing up to the CH-470 best range cruise airspeed of 250 to 259 
km/hr (135 to 140 kt). 
The forward flight test envelope can be expanded by reducing the tip speed 
to increase advance ratio and thrust coefficient. The power limited envelope 
can be further increased by utilizing auxiliary propulsion. 
The maximum achievable thrust coefficient of the RSRA in hover with the high 
solidity rotors can be increased by reducing the rotor speed and and over-
torquing the transmission. By reducing the main rotor speed during hover 
and exceeding the 30 minute transmission torque limit for 1 to 2 minutes dur-
ing a high thrust and low RPM tethered hover test points, the design CT and 
figure of merit of the 347/0 rotor can be achieved as illustrated in Figure 
8.1-3. The relationship between the 30 minute transmission limit, T58-GE-5 
engine takeoff power available and the 10 second transmission torque limit are 
shown in Figure 8.1-4. The torque limits are assumed to be output torque 
limits and the transmission power limit is proportional to the rotor speed. 
The increase in main rotor thrust coefficients with decreasing rotor speed are 
also shown in Figure 8.1-4. At 206 main rotor RPM and takeoff power, the 
tail rotor begins to stall. The tail rotor tip speed is assumed to be 210 
m/sec (690 ft/sec) at a main rotor speed of 225 RPM. 
The envelope limitations of the MOO II high solidity rotors could be avoided 
by building 64 em (25.25 inch) chord blades with VR7/8 airfoils instead of 81 
cm (32 inch) 23010 blades. However, this would increase the program costs 
considerably since it does not take advantage of commonality with the CH-470 
fiberglass blades resulting in additional qualification and manufacturing costs. 
Another possibility would be to test three-bladed CH-47 rotor systems. This 
could be accomplished with the same rotor - RSRA adaptation hardware. 
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8.2 Model Scale Wind Tunnel Tests 
One additional technical benefit of testing the 347/0 and 347/C rotor systems 
on the RSRA is that it will result in a full scale rotor data base for correla-
tion with existing Boeing Vertol model scale rotor wind tunnel data. Compar-
isons of model and full scale test results will show the effect of Reynolds 
number and other scaling parameters on performance, loads and flying quali-
ties. Model testing is a relatively inexpensive method used by industry to 
develop advanced rotor designs. Boeing Vertol has used model rotor testing 
extensively to develop the latest generation of rotor designs and is currently 
in the process of testing and developing advanced designs. A summary of 
the testing conducted on the 347/C and 347/0 model rotor systems is pre-
sented in Table 8.2-1. 
In order to use model testing to its full potential, the effects of scaling must 
be fully understood. As shown in Figure 8.2.1, the 347/0 model rotor sys-
tem hover and forward flight power required is lower than full scale estimates 
derived from theory. The differences between model and full scale perform-
ance is attributed to Reynolds number effects on profile power. Simplified 
incremental airfoil section drag corrections are typically applied to the model 
profile power. These corrections have been verified in hover, however, in 
forward flight, where there are considerable unsteady aerodynamic effects, 
these corrections have not been confirmed. The RSRA test program will 
afford the opportunity to investigate forward flight scale effects. 
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Table 8.2-1 
BOEI NG VERTOL MODEL ROTOR 
WINO TUNNEL TESTS 
ROTOR 
ROTOR OIA. TEST 
SYSTEM ll§I !ill TYPE OF TEST CONDITIONS 
347/C BVWT 033 16.0 PERFORMANCE AND FORWARD FLIGHT 
BLADE LOADS 
BVWT 040 5.5 PERFORMANCE 1-1=0, 11, .2, .3, .4 
BVWT 048 16. BLADE & HUB 1-1=.2,.3,.35 
LOADS 
BVWT 049 5.5 PERFORMANCE 1-1= • 05, • 1 , • 2, • 2 , 
.4, .5, 16 
BVWT 056 5.5 PERFORMANCE 1-1=.1, .2, .3,.4 
BVWT 065 5.5 PERFORMANCE AND 1-1=.05,.1,.2,.3,.35 
BLADE LOADS 
BVWT 068 5.5 PERFORMANCE AND 1-1=.0,.5,.1,.2,.25, 
BLADE LOADS .3, .35 
347/0 BVWT 256 10.1 PERFORMANCE, 1-1=0,.15,.3,.4,.45 
LOADS AND .5 
VIBRATION 
\ 
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Another key area where scaling effects are not understood is rotor stall limits. 
Airfoil section maximum lift coefficient versus Reynolds number trends indicate 
that model rotors should have stall boundaries considerably lower than full 
scale; however I the limited amount of full scale/model scale comparisons avail-
able show no significant difference as illustrated in Figure 8.2-2. One pos-
sible explanation is that the oscillating airfoil stall delay effects are larger at 
the lower Reynolds number as Indicated by the section data presented in 
Figure 8.2-3. Measurements of model and full scale performance and airloads 
data during the RSRA program could contribute significantly to understanding 
this phenomena. 
8.3 Stability and Control Payoffs 
Changes in flap hinge offset and solidity separately or in combinations would 
provide an ideal opportunity to explore their influence on pitch and roll con-
trol during high rate maneuvering flight. This is especially important with 
I 
military helicopter missions stressing nap-of-the-earth type flight. 
The possibility of gaining insight into Improved gust alleviation and pitch 
stability can be obtained by varying tip sweep and blade aerodynamic cen-
ter - center of gravity offset. 
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9.0 Program Development Plan 
9.1 Preliminary Work Breakdown Structure 
The plan for the development and qualification of the 347/0 Rotor System, its 
integration with the NASA RSRA, development and qualification of parameter 
variation hardware and support of all ground and flight testing is based upon 
the following preliminary RSRA Program Work Breakdown Structure (WBS): 
RSRA PROGRAM 
PRELIMINARY WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
WBS ELEMENT TITLE 
WBS LEVEL 
123 4 
RSRA Program 
RSRA - 347/0 Rotor System 
Design, Fab and I nstall Rotor System 
Ground and Flight Test Rotor System 
Management and Control 
Parameter Variation Test Program 
Phase I - Basic Aerodynamic Par. Var. Tests 
Phase II - Expanded Aero. Par. Var. Tests 
Phase III - Rotor Dyn. and Fly. Qual. Par. Var. Tests 
Nat. Freq. Var Tests (Flap & Chord) 
Eff. Flap Hinge Loc. Var. Tests 
Contra I Phase Var. Tests 
Control Sys. Stiffness Var. Tests (Tors. Freq.) 
Lag Damper Var. Tests 
Delta 3 Coupling Var. Tests 
Phase IV - Blade Tip Shape Var. Tests 
Management and Control 
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The RSRA Program WBS is based upon the program defined under Task II, 
Detailed Study, (paragraphs 4 through 6) and has been developed specifically 
for this type of program. That is, a program where the contractor will de-
sign, qualify, fabricate and install a rotor system and parameter variation 
hardware and support NASA conducted ground and flight testing of that 
rotor system and its parameter variants. 
9.2 Draft Statement of Work 
Recital 
The objective of this program is to develop the 347/0 Rotor System and its 
parameter variants for the NASA Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA), 
implementation and support of all ground and flight testing. The 347/0 Rotor 
System will be used to perform rotor system studies and comparative testing 
which will quantify the capabilities of state-of-the-art and advanced technol-
ogy rotor systems, quantify the contributions of individual key rotor system 
parameters to rotor capabilities, and develop the necessary data base for 
correlation with analytical predictive computer codes. The foregoing pre-
design study indicates that the selection of the 347/0 Rotor System ensures 
the acquisition of a least cost, lowest risk, versatile rotor system that pro-
vides the capability to evaluate the contributions of key rotor system para-
meters to improvements in speed, payload, efficiency, vibration, agility, noise, 
aeroelastic stability and aerodynamic stability and control. 
Statement of Work 
The Boeing Vertol Company, as an independent contractor and not as an 
agent of the Government, shall furnish the personnel, equipment, material 
and facilities necessary to perform the design, fabrication and qualification of 
the 347/0 Rotor System and its parameter variants for the NASA RSRA, in-
stallation of the rotor system and parameter variation hardware, and support 
of all ground and flight testing in accordance with the following tasks: 
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1. Task I - Rotor System Design 
a. Conduct a Preliminary Design Study of the 347/0 Rotor System, 
parameter variation concepts, and Emergency Escape System as 
follows: 
(1) Establish design criteria and specifications appropriate for a 
flightworthy rotor system, parameter variation components and 
the Emergency Escape System for subsequent flight testing on 
the NASA RSRA. 
(2) Obtain and analyze RSRA data on drive system torsional 
characteristics, lower controls and mixing, and control system 
hydraulic actuators. 
(3) Analytically determine static and dynamic loading conditions 
for component structural design. Flight maneuver, gust, land-
ing, autorotating, ground handling, static, and miscellaneous 
loading conditions shall be investigated. Critical design con-
ditions for structural and aerodynamic capability and opera-
tional use of the rotor and airframe will be identified. 
(4) Develop the preliminary design 347/0 Rotor System in accord-
ance with the criteria and requirements established in (1) 
above. Conduct analyses as required to generate preliminary 
design information on the 347/0 Rotor System integrated with 
the RSRA. 
(5) Perform structural analyses to size components and substan-
tiate the design, including fatigue, limit and ultimate loading 
and coupled drive system-rotor system dynamic stability. 
(6) Perform an analysis to identify and assess major risk areas 
associated with the rotor system design including parameter 
variants and the Emergency Escape System. 
\ 
\ 
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(7) Review the rotor system design including parameter variants 
and the Emergency Escape System and define all qualification 
bench test requirements including number of specimens, type 
and magnitude of loading, methods of applying loads, instru-
mentation required and duration of fatigue testing. In addi-
tion, RSRA tie-down endurance whirl testing shall be con-
sidered and defined. 
(8) Review the rotor system design including parameter variants 
and establish flight test instrumentation requirements. 
(9) Present an oral briefing to government personnel at NASA 
Ames to summarize the results of the Preliminary Design. 
b. Upon approval of the Preliminary Design, the contractor will develop 
the Detail Design of all 347/0 Rotor System components, including 
control system components, all parameter variation components, all 
tooling required to fabricate components, all test fixtures, and all 
bench, ground and flight test instrumentation installations. 
2. Task II - Fabrication and Instrumentation 
a. Upon completion and release of detail design documentations, the 
contractor shall manufacture and/or procure the following: 
(1) Tooling required to manufacture the 347/0 Rotor System com-
ponents and parameter variation hadrware. 
(2) 347/0 Rotor System components including RSRA interface com-
ponents, parameter variation hardware and Emergency Escape 
System for subsequent qualification and ground and flight 
testing. 
(3) Bench test fixtures for qualification testing of critical com-
ponents. 
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b. I nstrument components as required for qualification bench testing 
and subsequent ground and flight testing of the 347/0 Rotor System 
and its parameter variants. 
3. Task III - Qualification Bench Testing and Ground and Flight Tests 
a. The contractor shall prepare and/or support preparation of test 
plans for qualification bench testing of critical components, ground 
testing including RSRA tie-down endurance whirl testing and flight 
testing of the 347/0 Rotor System and its parameter variants. The 
test plans for the Emergency Escape System modifications and Blade 
Severance Assemblies will be subcontracted. 
b. Component Qualification Bench Tests: 
Upon approval of the component test plan, a component test pro-
gram shall be conducted in accordance with the approved plan to 
assure flight worthiness of the 347/0 Rotor System and its para-
meter varients. The testing shall include the verification of struc-
tural properties, structural substantiation (fatigue, limit and ulti-
mate loading), data reduction and analyses of test data. 
c. Ground Tests (347/0 Rotor System): 
Upon approval of the ground test plan, the contractor shall install 
the 347/0 Rotor System on the RSRA (in ground tie-down configur-
ation) and support system tests and a whirl test in accordance with 
the approved plan. 
As a minimum, the following systems tests will be conducted: 
(1) Rotor System and Control Tests - Control system interference 
checks and blade static clearance checks shall be completed 
prior to rotating checks. 
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(2) Aircraft systems tests (rotor rotating) shall be conducted to 
provide final checkout of the complete aircraft prior to whirl 
and flight testing. These tests shall functionally check the 
entire system and shall include track and balance of the rotor 
system, cyclic control input at down collective pitch control 
settings and Instrumentation calibration. Rotor and drive 
system stability, structural loads and vibration characteristics 
shall be monitored. 
(3) The blade severance system will be functionally tested to in-
sure proper operation using both the basic and the redundant 
energy transfer Hnes. 
The whirl test of the 347/0 Rotor System shall be conducted to de-
fine stability, performance and stress characteristics of the system 
over a range of power, collective and cyclic pitch, and rotor speed. 
The whirl test shall consist of tracking, a strain and motion survey, 
an overspeed run, and an endurance test. 
d. Safety of Flight Review: 
Prior to flight test, the contractor shall substantiate the flightwor-
thiness of the 347/0 Rotor System on the RSRA during a flight 
verification review meeting at the contractorls facility. 
e. Flight Tests (347/0 Rotor System): 
Upon approval of the flight test plan and satisfactory completion of 
the safety of flight review, the contractor shall support the flight 
test of the 347/0 Rotor System in accordance with the approved 
plan using the RSRA to obtain structural, dynamic and performance 
data at various flight speeds, rotor speeds, maneuvers, load factors 
to 80% of design-limit loads, center of gravity locations and gross 
weights. Testing shall cover a suffIcient range of variables to pro-
vide a comparison of both the characteristics of the basic RSRA (S-
61) rotor system and the characteristics and limitations of the 347/0 
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Rotor System on the RSRA. The contractor shall provide technical 
and maintenance support for the flight program (at the NASA-Ames 
facility), including materials, spare parts, and services and per-
form data reduction of all significant flight-test data. 
4. Task IV - Parameter Variation Flight Test Program 
a. Phase I - Basic Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests 
(1) 3471 A Rotor System 
Following the testing of the 347/0 Rotor System, the contractor 
shall install CH-47/A blades onto the 347 rotor hub and provide 
technical and maintenance support of systems ground checkout 
tests and flight testing of this configuration. 
(2) 347/C Rotor System 
Following the testing of the 347/A Rotor System, the contractor 
shall install CH-47/C blades onto the 347 rotor hub and pro-
vide technical and maintenance support of systems ground 
checkout tests and flight testing of this configuration. 
b. Phase II - Expanded Aerodynamic Parameter Variation Tests 
(1) 347/MOO I Rotor System 
Following the testing of the 347/C Rotor System, the contractor 
shall install the MOO I blades onto the 347 rotor ~ub and pro-
vide technical and maintenance support of systems ground 
checkout tests, endurance whirl testing and flight testing of 
this configuration. 
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(2) 347/MOD II Rotor System 
Following the testing of the 347/MOD I Rotor System, the con-
tractor shall rework (retwist the blades), reinstrument as re-
quired, install the MOD II blades onto the 347 hub and provide 
technical and maintenance support of systems ground checkout 
tests, endurance whirl testing and flight testing of this con-
figuration. 
c. Phase III -Rotor Dynamics and Flying Qualities Parameter Variation 
Tests 
(1) Natural Frequency Variation Tests 
(a) Reduced Second Flap Frequency Tests 
Following the Phase I tests, the contractor shall rework 
the CH-47C blades to install tuning weights to reduce the 
2nd flap frequency of the blades, install the blades onto 
the 347 hub and provide technical and maintenance sup-
port of systems ground checkout tests, endurance whirl 
testing and flight testing. 
(b) Increased Third Flap Frequency 
Following the reduced 2nd flap frequency tests, the con-
tractor shall rework the blades to install (bond) graphite 
stiffeners to increase the 3rd flap frequency of the blades, 
install the blades onto the 347 hub and provide technical 
and maintenance support of systems ground checkout 
tests, endurance whirl testing and flight testing. 
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(c) Increased Second Chord Frequency 
Following the increased 3rd flap frequency tests, the con-
tractor shall rework the blades (removing previously in-
stalled tuning weights and stiffness and installing gra-
phite stiffness to increase the 2nd chord frequency of the 
blades), install the blades onto the 347 hub and provide 
technical and maintenance support of systems ground 
checkout tests, endurance whirl testing and flight test-
ing. 
(2) Effective Flap Hinge Location Variation Tests 
The contractor shall install the flap hinge offset adapters and 
CH-47 C or 0 blades and provide technical and maintenance 
support of systems ground checkout tests, endurance whirl 
testing and flight testing. 
(3) Control Phase Variation Tests 
The contractor shall adjust the rotor controls (analogue phase 
mixer) to test several phase settings and provide technical and 
maintenance support of systems ground checkout tests and 
flight testing. 
Note:These tests may be conducted during the initial ground 
checkout and/or flight testing of the 347/0 Rotor System 
under Task III to determine and set the optimum phase 
positions in the analogue phase mixer. 
(4) Control System Stiffness Variation Tests 
The contractor shall install the flexible pitch link assemblies 
onto the 347/C or 0 rotor system and provide technical and 
maintenance support of systems ground checkout tests and 
flight testing. 
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(5) Lag Damper Variation Tests 
The contractor shall install modified lag dampers to test varia-
tions in breakout force and/or damping rate and provide tech-
nical and maintenance support of systems ground checkout 
tests and flight tests. 
Note:These tests may be conducted during the initial ground 
checkout and/or flight testing of the 347/0 Rotor System 
under Task III to determine and set the optimum damping 
parameters. 
(6) Pitch-Flap Coupling (~) Variation Tests 
The contractor shall install modified pitch housings having 
positive ~ and provide technical and maintenance support of 
systems ground checkout and flight tests. 
d. Phase I V - Blade Tip Shape Variation Tests 
Following the Phase III natural frequency tests, the contractor shall 
rework the CH-47C blades to accept the various tip sets to be 
tested, install the tip shape variations, install the reworked blades, 
and provide technical and maintenance support of systems ground 
checkout tests, endurance whirl testing and flight testing. 
Note:AII parameter variation testing defined for Phase I, II, III and 
IV shall cover a sufficient range of variables to provide a com-
parison of both the characteristics of the basic rotor system 
and the characteristics of the rotor system incorporating the 
variation. Technical and maintenance support of the flight 
test program shall include materials, spare parts and services; 
assistance in monitoring all critical parameters of flying quali-
ties performance, structural loads, and vibrations; and, data 
reduction and analysis of all flight test data as required. 
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4. Reports and Documentation 
The contractor shall submit the following reports and documentation: 
A. Data and Reports 
(1) Perfonmance 
(2) Stability and Control 
(3) Structural Criteria 
(4) Weights 
(5) Specifications 
(6) Structural Analysis 
(7) Detail, Assembly and Installation Drawings 
(8) Maintenance and Inspection Document 
B. Plans 
(1) Qualification Bench Test Plan 
(2) Ground Test Plan 
(3) Flight Test Plan 
(4) Parameter Variation Flight Test Plan 
C. Program Status Reports 
(1) Monthly Technical Progress Reports 
(2) Quarterly Financial Management Reports 
9.3 Data Requirements 
The following data of the latest Issue in effect Is required to accomplish the 
development and testing of the 347/0 Rotor System and its parameter varients 
on the NASA RSRA: 
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A. Drawings 
Drawing No. 
S6110 -21059 
-21073 
-21082 
-21084 
-21085 
-21086 
-213n-8 
-213n-18 
-23001 
-23009 
-23040 
-23351 
-24000 
-24001 
-24002 
-24003 
-24007 
-24009 
-24012 
-24013 
-24015 
-24017 
-24018 
-24019 
-24025 
-24035 
-24050 
\ 
Descri ption 
Cone, Hub Alfgning, Split 
Plate, Pressure 
Nut, Shaft 
Key 
Bolt Assy, Shaft Nut 
Shim 
Cover Assembly 
Fairing Subassembly 
Main Rotor, Upper Plate 
Main Rotor, Steel, Lower Plate 
Main Rotor Shaft 
Rotor Shaft 
Swashplate Assembly 
Swash plate Subassembly 
Swashplate, Rotating 
Liner, Shrink FIt 
Shim, Laminated 
Spacers, Matched Set 
Swashplate Subassembly 
Swashplate, StatIonary 
Liner, Press Fit 
Ring Bearing 
Spacer, Outer 
Spacer, Inner 
Ring, Bearing 
0210-11723-3 
Scissors Assy, Stationary Swashplate 
Scissors Assy, Rotating Swashplate 
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Drawing No. 
S6135 -20011-5 
-20060-5 
-20602-3 
-20625-4 
-20629-5 
-20638-6 
-20639-9 
-20663-2 
-20871-1 
-22048-1 
S6137 -23040-1 
-23053-1 
-23054-1 
72100 -08100 
-08512 
72400 -00010 
-00100 
-00400 
-02200 
SB1555-1 
Description 
Housing, Assy, Upper 
Cover, Rear 
0210-11723-3 
Housing and Gear Assy, Take-Off 
Gear 
Housing, lower 
Cover, Input 
Housing, Input 
Guide, Swashplate 
Gear and Plug Assy, Bevel 
Housing, Upper 
Shaft, Main Rotor 
Gear, Bevel 
Gear, Bevel 
Head Installation 
Scissors Assembly 
Flight Controls Mechanical Schematic Diagram 
General Arrangement, Flight Controls 
Servo Actuator Installation 
Analogue Mixer Installation 
Bearing, Annular Ball 
Note:The drawings listed above were Identified from illustrated parts break-
downs of the Navy SH-3D/G helicopter. In the case where different part 
numbers are used on the RSRA, then the drawing of the applicable part 
is required. 
B. Documents 
Document No. 
SER-72039 
Title 
Systems Requirements Handbook for the 
Rotor System Research Aircraft 
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Document No. 
SER-720042 
SER-72005 
Title 
Unknown 
(Stress Analysis Report) 
Unknown 
(Structural Report) 
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SER-72006 Performance, Stability and Control Report 
C. Additional Data 
(1) Torsional stiffness of main rotor shaft, engine shaft and tail 
rotor shaft. 
(2) Torsional inertia of power turbine, tall rotor, and all transmis-
sions. 
(3) RSRA fanding gear stiffness and damping characteristics (this 
data is needed as a function of landing gear load for ground 
resonance analysis). 
(4) RSRA Airframe modal model with isolation system and with load 
cell system. 
(5) RSRA airframe vibration limits vs. airspeed. 
(6) Transmission torque limitations 
9.4 Planning Price Summary 
The Planning Price Summary for the subject program is given in Figure 9.4-1. 
9.5 Program Schedule 
The Master Schedule for the performance of the subject program is given in 
Figure 9.5-1. 
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Abstract 
Producnon dehvenes of the fiberglass rotor blade for the 
0i-47 Ounook hehcopter will start early m 1981. The blades 
will be mstalIed on both military and commeraal aircraft. 
ThIS paper descnbes the destgn, fabncatlon, and quahty con-
trol techmques reqUIred to produce fhghtworthy blades. It chs-
cusses the coordmaaon reqUIred between Engmeenng, Manufac-
turIng, and Quahry Control and the technological and operanonal 
advancements learned from prCVlOUS programs that are mstIUo 
mental m fabncatmg a Iugh-quahry producnon rotor blade of 
advanced compoSIte matenals at low cost. 
The paper also summanzes the quahficat,on bench, wiurl, 
and ilight tests. Acruevement of destgn ObjectIVes such as 
Improvements m performance, safety, damage tolerance, 
rehabiliry, and mamtamabiliry was venfied durmg quahficaaon 
testmg. 
Introduction 
In June 1972 the Boemg Vertol Company mltlated the de-
SIgn. manufacrurmg technology, and devdopmental effort for a 
0i-47 compoSIte rotor blade under contract to the Ul11ted States 
Army. nus blade was later mcorporated mto the CH-47D mod-
erruzatlon program. The protorype program cOl1S1Sted of fabaca-
non and test of 40 blades: 8 bench-test blades and 32 fhght-test 
blades. The fught-test blades are now mounted on three CH-47D 
and one CH-47C aircraft which are currently bemg evaluated by 
the Army. Productton of these blades With mmor fabncatlon im-
provements was 1I11ttated eatly m 1980 for retrofit on the CH-47C 
hehcopter The objective of trus paper 15 to follow th15 program 
from concept to production, touchIng bne£ly on all phases, I e., 
deSlgll, toohng, fabncanon, quahry control, bench test, and ilight 
test. 
Program Description 
The pnmary obJecttve of the CH-47 composite blade program 
was to prOVIde a SIgIllficant Improvement m the safery, rehability. 
and mamtamabiliry of rotor blades for the 0i-47 aircraft. SpecIfic' 
destgn reqUIrements and obJecnves were estabhshed at the start of 
the program. 
Presented at the Amencan Hehcopter Society Nanonal SpectahstS' 
Meenng on Rotor System DeSIgn. October 1980. - \ 
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The program 15 m two phases, development and production. 
Development 
Development has been completed and consISted of prehml-
nary and producnon blade destgn plus tool deSIgn and tool fabn-
canon, fabncanon of tool-proVIng and test blades; rehabillry 
development, quahficaaon, bench, and whirl tests; and a £light-
test quahficaaon program. 
Production 
The 1I11aal stages of tlus phase are practtcally completed and 
blades are now 111 producnon. ThIs phase conSISted of destgn and 
toohng update; quahficanon of a third source for fiberglass; 
trackmaster program to assure 1I1terchangeabiliry; blade repair-
abiliry program; and development of ground support eqwpment. 
Design Requirements and Objectives 
• lnterchangeabiliry - The root end was configured for m-
stallaaon on eXlStmg CH-47C rotor hubs. The centnfugal 
force (CF) of the fiberglass rotor blade operatmg at 225 
rpm does not exceed the CF load Imposed by the CH-47C 
metal rotor blade when operated at 245 rpm. 
• Performance - Improved rotor performance 15 achieved by 
replacmg the 23010 aU'fou of the CH-47C blade With the 
unproved VR-7 and VR-8 aU'fotls and by ta.donng the 
tWISt at each spanW1se radJ.al section. Moment stall bound-
ary 15 mcreased by mcr=g the blade chord from 25.25 
mches on the metal blade to 32.mches on the composite 
blade. 
• Safery - The use of fiberglass-remforced epoxy With Its 
mherently slow crack propagaaon charactensacs and Its 
Iugh damage tolerance results m a rotor blade of fatlsafe 
construcaon 
• Mamtamabiliry - Reduced mamtenance 15 achte~d by a 
rotor blade that will reqUIre only sunple field mspecaons, 
m1I11mum reqUIrements for mamtenance at alllevds. and 
ma.xunum fidd repaU'ablhry. 
• Rehabiliry - The deSlgll objective for MTBR to depot level 
15 3,600 hours. ThIs 15 acrueved through the use of ma-
tenals that are 1I1senSltlve to the serVIce enVIronment and 
the ehmmatlon of complex safery U'1Specnons. 
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Rotor Blade Geometry 
The use of fiberglass as the pnmary structural matenalm the 
Q-I-47 composIte rotor blade permits the optlIIuzatlon of blade 
geometry to an extent not possIble WIth the extruded CH-47B/C 
metal spar blades Blade :urfoll sectIon, thickness, and tWISt are 
tailored along the span to proVlde an optimIZed dynarruc and 
structural blade configuration This ta110nng of geometry was 
first accomphshed m the u.s Army/Boemg Advanced Geometry 
Blade (AGB) program. In the AGB, eXISting :urfoll sections were 
employed along the span to proVlde an optimum aerodynarruc con-
figuratIon FIgUl'e 1 shows the AGB compared to CH-47 rotors of 
the time Planform taper and a low tWISt onented to high-speed 
fhght were used m the AGB. In the CH-47 fiberglass blade pre>-
gram, Boemg-developed advanced aIrfolls are used along the Span 
to proVlde Improved performance. The fiberglass blade shown m 
Figure 1 has a 12-degree tWISt wluch mcreases the hover figure of 
ment over the 9-degree tWISt of the CH-47B and C blade. 
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Figure 1. Glass Composite Blades Allow Utilization of Advanced 
AerodynamiCS 
The fiberglass blade ramus IS the same as that of the CH-47B 
and C, 30 feet. The chord has been mcreased from the current 
25.25 mches to 32 mches and the nomw operating rotor rpm has 
been reduced to 225 The ~shaped spar termmates at the root 
end m a fittmgless, smgle.pm wraparound Jomt which mates WIth 
the current 0i-47C pItch bearmg hoUSUlg. The blade planform, 
shown m FIgUl'e 2, IS rectangular from apprOXImately 27-percent 
ramus (station 97) to the tip and mcorporates a 30-degree taper 
mboard from 27-percent ramus to mterceptlon WIth the root end. 
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Figure 2. The CH-47 Fiberglass Rotor Blade 
The geometnc parameters are summatlZed below 
Blade Attachment SIZed for mstallatlon 
on CH-47C rotor hub 
No. Blades per Rotor 3 
Blade RadIus 30 feet 
Blade Chord 32mches 
DIsk Loadmg at 30,000 lb 5.9Ib/ft2 
Sohmty 0.085 
TIp Speed 707 ft/sec 
Rotor Speed (normal 225 rpm 
operatmg speed) 
Hub Configuration CH-47CfYCH-47D 
AlrfOll 
Root Cutout to 85%R VR-7 
85%RtoTlp Lmear tranSltlon 
TIp VR-8 
Root Cutout 300 
First Full Alrfolllnboard Approximately 27%R 
TWISt (hnear) 11 0 geometnc 
120 aerodynamIC 
Root End Configuration Smgle-pm wrap 
Rotor Blade Structural Concept 
FIgUres 3 and 4 present the structural concept which was 
lnlnally developed dunng the Heavy-Llft Hehcopter program and 
apphed to the 0i-47, the mam difference bemg one-pm versus 
tw<>-pm root attachments The CH-47 blade conSlSts of a uru-
direCtional and crossphed fiberglass D-spar termmatlng In a ungle 
pm as the pnmary structural element. The unidirectional ma-
tenallS Ia.d In an Increasmgly thick strap from tip to root and 
symmetncally back to the tip. The leadmg edge of the spar IS 
covered WIth a titanium nosecap; the nosecap prOVIdes erosIOn 
protection as well as bendmg and torsIonal Stiffness. A ruckel cap 
IS bonded to the blade In the high-wear area at the tip. The tip 
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Figure 3. Construction DetaIls of the CH-47 Fiberglass Rotor Blade 
Figure 4. Blade Major Assemblies 
weJght fimngs, COns15tmg of stamless-steel tubes surrounded by 
fiberglass, are tntegrally cured tn place dunng the spar and spar 
hed cures. Also cured tn place WIth the spar 15 the nose block 
wluch houses the chordWISe balance weJghts. 
The stngIe-box aft famng cons15ts of a fiberglass trailing-edge 
wedge and crossphed fIberglass slans over a nonmetaIhc NOMEX 
honeycomb core. The famng 15 fabncared as a urut WIth the 
fiberglass hed poraon of the D-spar and aft up weIght f'ittuljt. 
The aft famng slans extend forward under die uUruum nosecap, 
prOVldtng a fadsafe attachment and ehmtnaung any posSlbwty of 
m015ture entry at th1S Jomt. 
The stamless-sted lag damper bracket 15 bonded to the cured 
blade. Th1S assembly 15 then overwound WIth prestressed 
KEVLAR fibers. The preload 15 destgned so that the bond will 
never be tn tensIOn. 
Destgn S11pport tesang was hdd to a mmlmUIn due to the 
apphcability of HIli and UTI' AS data 1,2,3. Th15 expenence 
proVIded data for the folloWIng' 
• Ughtntng conducnVlty 
• Sand erOSlon 
• M015ture entry and nugranon 
• Impact reS1Stance 
• Balhsnc damage 
• Fangue fwure charactensncs 
• Failiafery 
• Matenal propertIes 
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Design Development 
Root End Attachments 
The CH-47 composite root end, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, 
consists of unidirectional and bias-ply fiberglass terminating in a 
single-pin connection. This pin j~int contains a replaceable 
filament-wound sleeve which is cold-bonded in position. The lag 
damper attachment consists of a stainless-steel casting which is 
bonded and filament-wound with KEVLAR onto the fiberglass 
root end shank. This design is unique to the CH-47 blade as there 
was no previous experience with fiberglass single-pin root attach-
ment, fiberglass-wound sleeves, or filament-wound steel fitting 
attachments. Development structural tests were performed sub-
jecting this area (Figure 5) to combined flight loads of CF, bend-
ing, and torsion. The tests proved the feasibility of this concept. 
Figure 5. Filament-Wound Lag Damper Bracket 
The lag damper bracket was redesigned from a forging to a 
casting (Figure 6). The forging required extensive machining all 
over to remove decarb and to match the blade contour. The cast-
ing required machining in the lug area only. thus reducing costs 
c()Usiderably. The coupon fatigue tests shown in Figure 7 were 
conducted to establish design allowables for the casting. Quality 
control inspections of the casting showed a high-quality structure 
free of voids or flaws. 
Figure 6. Lag Damper Bracket 
,c4 ,oi 'co ,.' .01 
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Figure 7. Fatigue Strength of 15-5PH Stainless-Steel Casting 
Fiberglass Material Selection 
Earlier Boeing Vettol fiberglass rotor blades for the HLH and 
UTI' AS used S-glass with a 2500 F cure system. At. a result of a 
design-to-cost study which showed considerable cost savings. a 
change from S-glass to E-glass was made. The cure cycle remained 
the same. 
A comparison of the strength properties in Table I and Figure 
8 shows a strength reduction in &glass of approximately 15 per-
cent. However, the resulting strength margins were satisfactoty. 
TABLB I. COMPARISON OF TENSILE 
PROPBRTIES OF s.GLASS 
ANDE-GLASS 
Fiber 
Prepreg Orientation B 
System (deg) (ksi x 103) 
SP250S 0 6.3 
SP250B 0 5.5 
SP250S ±45 1.8 
SP250B ±45 1.8 
O· LOAD DIRECTION R. 0.1 
F tu 
(ksi) 
153 
130 
23 
20 
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Figure 8. Tension Fatigue Strength of Unidirectional E-Type 
Fiberglass 
Aft Fairing Assembly 
The aft fairing is a Single-box, fiberglass skin and trailing 
edge, NOMEX core honeycomb structilre. The fairing assembly is 
11-2-4 
shown Ul Ftgure 4. Included Ul the assembly IS the precured spar 
heel and the aft tip weIght hOUSUlg The famng root end 13 tapered 
at 30 degrees to reduce the stress concentranon at the spar 
Ulterface 
Fiberglass was selected as the sian matertal because of the 
damage tolerance and durability demonstrated Ul years of servu:e 
on the CH-4 7 A, B, and C hehcopters. Iangue testmg of fiber-
glass blade slans returned from servtce demonstrated that when 
properly protected by pamt there IS no strength degradanon. 
The selecnon of NOMEX as the core ehrrunates the corro-
Slon expenenced Wlth metal. NOMEX also prOVldeS a substannal 
benefit dunng fabncatton. When enclosed between two molds to 
a fixed dtmenSlon, NOMEX deflects and proVldes a back pressure 
agamst the sian. As the temperature Ulcreases dunng the cure 
cycle, the back pressure decreases to zero and the NOMEX sets Ul 
thIS deflected posinon Wlth htrle or no spnngback. Fangue, 
stanc, mo1Sture penetranon, and mtgranon tesong of fiberglass/ 
NOMEX speClmens was conducted dunng the HLH program. To 
reduce costs, as emphasJZed by the Army, fabncanon studtes 
were performed that permltted reductIon Ul core machmmg 
from two-Slde machmmg of contour to one-SIde madwung. 11us 
15 accomphshed by machmmg all contour vanatlon for both upper 
and lower surfaces on one SIde. The core 15 then seated Ul a con-
toured f1Xrure and bonded m pOSInon dunng the fatnng C11re. 
Leading Edge 
An effort was made to form the CH-47 leading edge of n-
tanlum Wlth the same procedure used on the HLH program. 11115 
reqUtred male and female ceramtc molds, between whIch the 
ntanium sheet was placed and then heated m an oven to creep-
form the part. Due to the smaller leadtng-edge ramus, twut, and 
atrfou dtfferences, contour control and repeatability were mcon-
SlStent. A new process was reqUtred to assure a contour wroch 
was preclSe and repeatable at producnon rates. A development 
program was minated and the mcremental hot-stzUlg techntque 
was selected. Th1S process feeds the ntanium sheet between 
heated male and female metal-formmg dtes m mcrements of ap-
proXlmately 30 mches unnl the entire leadmg edge of about 300 
mches 15 formed. The formed part 15 then chemtcally milled to 
remove scale and cleaned to prepare the part for bondmg. 11us 
new process gives contour repeatability, reduces chem-mtllmg 
arne (due to less heat exposure arne), and Ulcreases productIon 
rates. The CH-47 blade leading edge 15 now bemg formed Wlth 
th15 process at costs and rates compatlble Wlth the CH-47 moder-
mution program requIrements. 
Tip Weight Fittings 
TIp wetght fitttngs presented a problem In proVldmg an ade-
quate structural attachment m the fiberglass blade. Attachment 
of the fittUlgs to the spar Wlth metal blade techmques such as 
nvets, bolts, or hard-to-hard bondmg dtd not appear feaSlble 
Wlthout unacceptable butldup or mternal contour control of the 
fiberglass spar. Dnlhng holes at the np through the ntanlum 
leading edge for nveung or bolong created holes wroch could not 
be deburred at the tItaruum/fibergiass mterface. Hard-to-hard 
bondmg, wroch was tned on the HLH fiberglass rotor blade, reo 
qutred dtfficult Ulternal control of the fiberglass spar contour. 
The CH-47 destgn evolved as statnless-steel rubes wroch carry the 
np wetghts embedded Ul UnIdtrecnonal fiberglass. The tubes are 
placed m the uncured fiberglass whIch 15 shaped to the reqwred 
contour. 11115 subassembly of tubes and unC11red fiberglass 15 
then assembled Wlth the unC11red spar for the forward fittmg and 
the uncured heel for the aft fitang. The spar/forward fitong and 
heel/aft fittmg assembly are then COC11red, creatmg assembhes. 
mat are homogeneous structures. 
Bonded Assembly 
The HLH fiberglass rotor blade bonded assembly COnsISted 
of a subassembly of a cured spar and Cltred aft fatnng nus type 
of assembly reqUtred a spar Cltre, fatnng C11re, and bonded-assemb-
ly cure; It also created a cured surface-to-cured surface Ulterface 
at the cnncal spar heellfatnng bondhne. ThIS type of bondhne 
IS subject to VOIdmg due to mtSmatch or trregulanties. The 
CH-47 fiberglass rotor blade bonded assembly conStSts of a sub-
assembly of an unCltred spar and CtIred aft famng; thIS reqwres a 
fatnng C11re and bonded-assembly cure only. The spar IS cured 
durmg the bonded-assembly C11re, thereby ehmmatmg a separate 
spar cure cycle. The cntlcal spar heel/fatnng bondhne IS now a 
hard surface-to-soft surface bond due to the spar bemg cocured 
and bonded m one operanon; thIS ehmmates mtSMatch and tr-
regulannes between Ulterfaces, creaang good bondhnes. This 
type of assembly also permtts the aft fatnng skms to be extended 
forward under the titanlUm nosecap, proVldmg a faIlsafe attach-
ment (see Figure 9) and ehrrunanng any pOSSlbility of mOlStlIre 
entry at thIS mterface. 
Lightning Protection 
The rotor blade has been destgned for all-weather fhght 
capability. The destgn cntenon for hghtnmgIS that the blade 
will be capable of Wlthstanding a 200,OOO-ampere strIke Wlth get-
home capability and muinple SO,OOO-ampere stnkes WIth only 
mmor repatr reqUtred. The maUl hghtnmg protectIon member IS 
the titanlUm nosecap: thIS component protects the spar graprote 
and Internal balance and trackmg wetghts. The aft fatnng IS pro-
tected m the cntlcal areas of tIp and tnm tab by alummum mesh 
screens. The screens carry any stnke over the famng Ulto the 
nosecap. The nosecap 15 grounded to the hub through a ntanlum 
stnp connecung the nosecap and the hub hghtnmg ground cable. 
Full-scale blade tests have shown that hghtntng stnkes up to 
200,000 amperes will be earned on the surface of these compo-
nents and grounded Ulto the atrcraft WlthOut major damage to 
the blade 
Integral Spar Inspection System 
Due to the slow crack propaganon Inherent to fiberglass, 
the actIve spar trlSpectiOn system requtred for metal blades 15 un-
necessary. Tesong of both HLH and UTl'AS speetmens has 
shown that spar damage will become dearly VISlble before any 
Stgnlficant structural degradatlon. nus damage will become ap-
parent through chordwue craclang of the titanlum nosecap, a 
nonfhght-cnncal part, m the atrfou area, or delammatlon of the 
outer torSton wrap m the root end area. Deletion of the Integral 
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Figure 9. Production Composite Rotor Blade Manufactunng Concept 
Spar inspection System elmunates one of the major causes of un-
necessary blade removal, malfunctIon of the ISIS mdlcator. 
Tooling and Manufacturing Development 
In order to meet goals and objectives estabhshed by de51gn 
cntena andreqwrements of the 0i-47 rotor blade, a coordmated 
effort between DeSlgll, Toolmg, and Manufacturmg was requtted. 
Key representatIves from each functional department partlC1pated 
m development of the toolmg and manufacturmg concept. The 
baSIC blade desagn concept, deta1l parts, and components were 
analyzed to IdentIfy tool requttements, processes to be used, and 
mherent nsks. Otarts of sequennal operatIons for each part of 
the blade from deta1l through final assembly were developed; 
these charts Identified every element of work and process mvolved 
m the fabncanon of a part or assembly. Tools, shop aads, and 
facility requttements were also ldenttfied. In many cases prob-
lems were ehmmated or nsks nurunuzed durmg sequence develop-
ment pnor to fabncanon. S1gI11ficant deSlgll and toolmg changes 
were Idennfied and mcorporated before hardware fabncanon, 
resultmg m cost aVOidances m the blade fabnCatlon. The major 
production toolmg and manufacturmg concepts are Idennfied m 
Fagure 9. 
Major toolmg or fabncatlon changes mcorporated between 
prototype and production desagn mclude the followmg 
• Aft weaghtlheel assembly female sohd rubber mandrel 
replaced With an m£latable mandrel to Improve contour 
and quailty of lammate. The sohd rubber mandrel pro-
VIded unequallammate pressure and poor corner 
defin1t1on. 
• Prototype core was machmed on both SIdeS, trus reqwred 
two temporary skm bondmg operations for chuclang 
purposes. A contoured bondmg fucrure and machme 
fixnue were requtted. The core 15 now machined on one 
SIde only by bondmg one temporary skm on a flat bond-
mg fIxture and machmmg With a flat machme fJ.nure. 
All the contours, both upper and lower, are combmed 
and machmed on one SIde. Dunng the famng cure the 
core 1$ dISplaced to form upper and lower aarfou contours. 
Th15 process ehmmates the followmg. 
- one Side machmmg 
- one temporary bondmg operation 
- a contoured bondmg fixture 
- a contoured machmmg 6xrure. 
• The prototype blade reqwred a heel and roOt shank 
closure. These parts were combmed for production by 
extendmg the heel mboard to mclude the root shank 
closure. nus elmunates one part and one cure cycle 
(see Fagure 4). 
• 'The produCtIon leadmg edge and root shank closure were 
modified mto one part the same as the heel and root 
shank closure. 
Quality Control 
Dunng the prototype program, extenSIve 1n5peCtlons were 
performed on mcommg matenals and throughout all stages of 
fabncatlon. Based on the prototype 1n5pecnons and testing of 
prototype hardware, 1n5pectlons and acceptance cnccna were 
developed • 
Incommg matenals receive the normal mspectlons for strength 
and phySIcal properties. As each component 1$ fabncated only 
VlSuai mspectlon 1$ performed. Major subassembhes such as the 
leadmg edge and aft famngs are V1SUally and ultrasOnically m-
spected. The final blade assembly 1$ 1n5pected VlSually, ultra-
SOnically, and by X-ray. A111n5peCtlons are nondestructive and 
Within the eXlStIng state of the art; no exotic 1n5pectlon develop-
- ments were req=d. FIgUres 10 and 11 show some of the major 
areas of concern for reqwred 1n5pectlons. 
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Figure 10. Root End SectIon Inspection Areas of CH-47 
Composite Rotor Blade 
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Figure 11. Outboard Section Inspection Areas of CH-47 
ComposIte Rotor Blade 
Contour mspecnons show that the closed-metal-mold con-
cept of fabncanon produces blades Wlth repeatable conSIStency 
and Wlthm the reqwred tolerances. Contour mspecnon of each 
blade will not be reqwred m productIon. 
Test Results 
Bench Tests 
Fagure 12 shows the bench quahficanon tests that were 
conducted on SIX blades. The structural concept of thIS blade IS 
very suruIar to those of the HLH and UI"rAS and the structural 
performance demonstrated Wlth those blades can also be apphed 
to the CH47. Therefore, no addInonal tests such as ballJSnc un-
pact or fallsafety were cOllS1dered necessary. 
, ... 
ULTIMA 
1----.1IIIOT1-
Figure 12. CH-47 Fiberglass Blade Bench Quallficataon Tests 
The stanc tests of a complete blade confirmed the blade 
phySIcal propernes and natural frequenCIes. Speaallurut-Ioad 
tests were conducted to ensure that buckhng of the spar wall and 
trailing edge would not occur. 
The most S1gIUficant test sccnon 15 the one mcludmg root 
end retentIon. In the fatIgUe testUlg of the root ends,loadUlg 
Ulcludes a combUlatlon of £lap, chord bendmg and torSIon, plus 
a steady aJOalload for centnfugal force. The tests were run con-
Slderably above £lIght loads m order to mduce fallures and to 
venfy the reqwred hfe m a mmImum of test nme. 
The results of the tests are shown m Fagure 13. The strength 
m terms of flap bending IS the most unportant SInce It 15 thts 
loadmg that produces the lughest stresses m the fiberglass loop. 
The chord bendmg moment was apphed to produce the lag damp-
er load across the lag hmge or verncal pm. 
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Figure 13. CH-47 Fiberglass Blade Root End Fatigue Test 
The concUrtent tOrSIonal loads were also consIderably above 
fhght loads. The loadmgs were selected to gIve an L-N shape 
between lOS to 107 cycles. The strength levels obtalned and the 
endurance hmlt deternuned agreed Wlth those anncIpated from 
the earher developmental test and analysIS. The margm between 
the endurance lurut and the maxunum level-£lIght load mdIcated 
that the fangue hfe obJecnve would be met. SpeClmen No. S 
was subjected to 862 hours of soalang at 95-percent relanve 
hUmldlty and l2So F m order to show the reSIstance of the desxgn 
to a poSSIble enVIronmental condIuon. Speamen No. 7 was 
tested at -6So F pnmanly to evaluate the effect oflow tempera-
ture on the KEVLAR filament wmdmg, whlch has a negatIve 
thermal coeffiClent of expanSIon. Both speamens fell Wlthm the 
scatter of the other four; thesc condltlons apparently have no 
effect on the strength. The endurance hmlt was determmed by 
conSIdenng all S1X specunens as belongmg to the same fanuly. • 
The tesnng on each speamen was terminated when clearly VIS1ble 
damage had occurred, although structural mtegnty snll eXISted. 
The damage conslSted of crackmg of a fiberglass pad on the blade 
surface around the verncal pm bore, by craclang and delamma-
non of the outer fiberglass ±4S-degree crossply, and by separa-
non of the crossply from the urudlrectlonalloop. These condI-
tIons are illustrated Ul Figure 14. 
There were no faIlures of the damper bracket KEVLAR fila-
ment wmdmgs. SpeClmen No. 2 was subjected to hnut and uln-
mate loads to show adequate remammg strength at thIS pomt of 
damage. The loads conSISted of lOO-percent destgn ulnmate £lap 
bendmg moment, lOO-percent deSIgn ultunate tOrSIonal moment, 
II-2-7 
Figure 14. Typical Failures of Root End Test 
1M-percent design ultimate damper load, and lOS-percent 
design ultimate centrifugal force load. Failure occurred at the 
latter load condition in the loop area during a subsequent load 
application. 
The outboard spar sections were tested with a steady axial 
load and alternating flap bending in a resonant beam fixture. The 
fhlP bending moments produce practically all of the alternating 
tension stresses at the critical locations of the spar structure. The 
results of tests are shown in the 5-N diagram of Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. CH-47 Fiberglass Blade Outboard Fatigue Test, 
Fatigue testing of the outboard spar sections generated no 
failures in any fiberglass structure. This was fully expected based 
on the HLH and UTl'AS testing and the design and manufactur-
ing improvements incorporated into, the CH-47 blade. 
Fatigue testing of the outboard spar sections did generate 
failures in the titanium nosecap. Previous failures of titanium 
nosecaps were attributed to processing defects similar to those 
which always showed up in metal fatigue tests. For the CH-47 
production blade, changes were made to eliminate the previously 
identified defects. The failures of the full-size titanium nosecap 
occurred somewhat lower than coupon tests and showed the same 
wide scatter typical of metal blade tests. However, the safety of 
the blade is not at issue since, after a titanium failure, the fiber-
glass at every spar station is capable of carrying the flight loads 
for hundreds of hours. 
The remaining chordwise airload and blade tip testing all 
met Of exceeded the design objectives. 
Whirl Test 
The rotor whirl test provides a simulated flight environment 
before actual flight testing. A 123-hour test was conducted in-
cluding blade tracking, load measurement, natural frequency 
determination, and blade performance evaluation. 
The three fiberglass rotor blades were flat-tracked within 
1/16 inch and collective-tracked within 1/4 inch by adjusting 
pitch links, trim tabs, and tracking weights. Tracking was 
accomplished by the fourteenth run, which is excellent for a set 
of new blades. 
Rotor blade natural frequency was determined by using 
spectral analysis of blade bending and pitdl link gages as a 
function of rpm. Harmonic content increases in the loads point 
to natural frequency responses. The data shows good correlation 
with predicted frequencies. 
The stress and motion survey produced no surprises as loads 
fell within predicted values. Stress data was collected on blade 
bending at several stations and on all three pitch links, in addition 
to gages monitoring tower components and test conditions. A 
27 S-rpm overspeed condition .was successfully demonstrated. 
Performance test data substantiates the power required of 
2,523 horsepower at 42,500 pounds gross weight when referred 
to 4,000 feet/9SoF. The most likely fairing of the data indicates 
a figure of merit of 0.738 at the design condition. Figures 16, 17, 
and 18 show these results. 
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Figure 16. Fiberglass Rotor Blade FreqUency Spectrum 
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Figure 18. Figure of Ment From CH-47 Fiberglass Blade Whirl 
Tower TIIS1S 
The postwlurl-test InSpecnon of the rotor blades revealed no 
pnnwy structural problems and ptonded the ba5lS for releasmg 
the YCH-47D fiberglass rotor blades for fhght tcstmg, 
Flight Test 
The fught testmg of the CH-47C and YCH-47D WIth fiber-
glass blades has covered performance, flymg quahnes, nbranon, 
and loads evaluation. & a dIrect result of the new rotor blade 
WIth its mcreased chord and improved atrfoUs, the CH-47 per-
formance and flymg quahnes at hIgh gross weIght have been 
greatly tmproved. The mam benefit of the fiberglass blade, how-
ever, 15 its structural performance and safety. The success of the 
blade 15 largely dependent on the accuracy of load predtcnons 
and the companson of measured fught loads WIth the fatIgUe en-
durance hmlts estabhshed durmg the bench tests. A complete 
account of fhght load survey data for the rotor blade 15 beyond 
the scope of tm paper. Eighty-two fhghts were conducted for 
load survey measurements and structural demonstration at gross 
weIghts between 33,000 and 50,000 pounds. 
In summary, the blade desgn bending moment predtcnons 
correlate extremely well Wlth the measured loads for what ap-
pears to be the most cnncallevel-fught condmon. The compan-
son of predicted and measured flap and chord bendmg moments 
15 con tamed m Figures 19 and 20. 
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Figure 20. Correlation of Predicted Design Chord Bending 
Mom.,t With Measured Flight Test Data 
The structural fught envelopes for the metal-blade CH-47C 
and for the CH-47 WIth the fiberglass blades are shown m F'tgure 
21. A conSlderable mcrease m speed 15 obtamed at the hlgh gross 
wetght and at 33,000 pounds at high alntude due to the mcreased 
stall boundary and acceptable blade loads. 
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FIgure 21. Improved Structural Fhght Envelope With FIberglass 
Rotor Blade 
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Combmmg the measured £lIght loads, bench test endurance 
hnuts, and hehcopter nusSlon prome to perform a fatJ.gUe Me 
calculation shows that the blade fiberglass components, the 
damper bracket, and KEVLAR wmdmgs will have essentWly un-
hnuted fatigue Me. The fatJ.gUe hfe of the tltamum nosecap for 
the aft rotor blades IS calculated to be Just over 10,000 hours, 
whIch exceeds the ongmal deSIgn objeCtive of 3,600 hours. Be-
cause of the prevtously mentioned fa!lsafety, the blade fatigue hfe 
will be on condmon when a nosecap faIlure occurs The method-
ology used to calculate the tltamum nosecap Me IS the same as 
that used for components cntlcal to fhght safety and IS therefore 
very conservatlve for thIS apphcatlon 
Conclusions 
The fiberglass rotor blade represents a major advance m rotor 
system fa!lsafety and rehability. 
A fabncatlon sequence has been defined for a truly produc-
tlon-onented compoSlte rotor blade WIth a cost eqwvalent to that 
of current metal blades The rotor blade IS now m productIon for 
retrofit on the CH-47C hehcopter. 
The quahficatlon tests have been completed venfymg the 
strength and faIlure charactenstlcs and that fa!lsafety can be 
achIeved Simply by VISual mspectlon. 
The U.s. Army has completed ItS development and opera-
tional test program, accumulating 467 fhght hours on two hehcop-
ters. No major problems were encountered and mlnal reru!ts 
mdlcate that the rehability prediCtions will be met. The Army IS 
presently conducting a rehabwty and mamtamabwty program. 
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Appendix B 
CH-47 FIberglass Blade 
Structural and Dynamic Properties 
(Excerpt from Boeing-Vertol 
Document No. 145-SS-607 .1.1) 
(Reference 8) 
0210-11723-3 
PREPARED BY: R.W. Sandford 
CHECKED BY: 
TH& BOEING CO ..... ANY DATE: 12/13/77 
7.0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
7.1 Structural Properties 
NUMBE~S-SS-607.l.1 
REV LTR 
MODEL NO. YCH-470 
The blade structural section properties versus blade sp~ are 
shown in Figures 31 through 38. The physical constants of 
materials used are given in Figure 39. The properties included 
are: 
Weight Distribution 
Chord Center of Gravity 
Flap Stiffness 
Chord Stiffness 
Torsion Stiffness 
Axial Stiffness 
Chord Neutral Axis 
Pitch Inertia 
Difference Pitch Inertia 
Shear Center 
The distribution of physical properties for the CH-47C rotor 
head used for natural frequency and load analysis are given 
on Page 65.1. 
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FIGURE 39 
PHYSICAL CONST~~TS OF MATERIALS USED IN THE 
COMPUTATION OF CH-47 ATB PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
MODULUS OF 
ELASTICITY DENSITY 
MATERIAL PSIX10-6 #/ IN3 
SP-2S0 0° Uni 6.3 0.067 
+45° Xply 1.78 0.067 
90° Uni 1.74 0.067 
Graphite 0° 18.0 0.055 
90° 2.0 0.055 
Simulated De-Ice Blanket 
+ 4So 1.78 0.67 
Ti tani um Nose Cap lS.0 0.16 
Nickel Erosion 
Strip 2S.0 0.322 
Steel Balance 
Weights 
.-
29.0 0.288 
Tungsten Balance 
Weights 60.0 0.609 
Nomex Core 2~/FT3 O.OlOS 0.00116 
Nomex Core 3#/FT3 0.017S" 0.00174 
Buna 'N' Rubber Cap 0.0 0.062 
EA 9628 Adhes~ve 0.0 0.062 
FM-37 Foam Adhesive 0.0 0.043 
FM-123-2 Adhesive 0.0 0.042 
EA 2216 Adhesive 0.0 0.0382 
Titanium Primer AF-30 0.0 0.042 
Paint, Magna Coat 0.0 0.108 
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8.0 DYNAMIC Cr~RACTERISTICS 
8.1 Natural Freauencies 
145-55-607.1.1 
NUMBER 
REV L TR 
MODEL NO. YCH-47D 
The flapwise, chordwise and torsional blade natural frequency 
spectrums are established using the L-Ol computer program. 
The program is based on the Leone-Myklestad method of rotor blade 
free vibration analysis which em~loys transfer equations to cal-
culate the free vibratory response of the rotor blade. The analys~s 
involves the representation of the structure by a number (u~ to SO) 
of elastic beam segments whose mass is concentrated at ~he centers. 
The quantities~ shear, moment, slope .and deflection, are calculated 
at the centers of each of these segments in terms of the quantities 
at the blade tip by means of transfer equations derived fo~ a finite 
beam segment. Equations involving relationships between these 
quantities at the blade tip and the blade root are obtained by 
sequential application of the transfer equations from the tip to the 
root_ After applying the boundary condition equations to the 
equations governing the tip and root quantities, a characteristic 
equation evolves of a very high order. The roots of which are the 
system natural frequencies. The characteristic equation is solved 
for its roots using a trial and error scheme. By substituting each 
root into the boundary condition equations, the tip and root unknown 
quantities are solved for each natural mod~, which in conjunction 
with original finite diffe~ence equation~ de£±nes the total response 
of each beam section for that mode. 
The spectrums are plotted over a range of rotor speeds in Figure 40 
and the non--dirnensional frequencies are tabulated in Figure 41. 
The f~eauencies ove~ the 225 to 250 rpm rotor speed range are 
comcarable with the CH-47C blade frequencies for its operating rotor 
speed range. The frequencies are sufficiently displaced fro~ blade 
integer harmonics so as to alleviate aircraft ~librations. At 250 rpm 
the second mode flap freauency is close to 5/rev. Helicopter 
flight and wind tunnel loads surveys have experienced no excessive 
load amplification attributable to this type of condition. 
10.2 Classical Flutter 
The results of the classical flutter analysis using L-Ol computer 
program indicate ~~at the rotor blade is free from flutter up to 
at least 1.25 times the limit rotor speed (281 rpm) for forward 
speeds up to 233 knots. This favorable characteristic is 
attributed to the blade shear center location and ~~e mass center 
both lying forward of the aerodynamic center. 
233 Knots =: 1.~5 _~_ VD ___ (VD = 1.15 x 176) 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This proposal is prepared and submitted in response to Boeing 
Vertol letter 8-4435-5-0145, dated 5 September 1980 for a blade 
removal subsystem compatible with the RSRA and a modern four-bladed 
rotor system manufactured by Boeing. " 
The program proposed herein involves the design, development test 
and integration of a new Rotary Transfer Unit (RTU) and blade 
severance device for this four (4) blade rotor system. 
Since the proposed system is essentially the same as the current 
system, with adaptation of the RTU plates and reshaping of the 
Blade Severance Assembly (BSA), no formal qualification of the system 
is proposed. Two (2) half system tests of the TRU will be conducted 
and sufficient BSA tests to verify the charge size and cutting 
capability. 
This proposal is based entirely on the scope-of-work defined herein 
in lieu of a detailed Request for Quotation from Boeing. Pricing 
contained herein is based on September 1980 dollars. 
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2.0 PROGRAM PLAN 
This proposed program is presented in schedule format under Figure 2-1 • 
As noted, it is expected to require a total of 45 weeks plus holidays 
to complete the planned effort from receipt of contract to installation 
of the hardware on the RSRA vehicle. 
Schedule Items I and II will involve the necessary release of 
procedural direction at Teledyne McCormick Selph (TMc/S) plus 
a meeting at Boeing to resolve all the details associated with 
the system concept, installation and mounting of the final system. 
Subsequent to full base line agreement, TMC/S will proceed with 
desig~/design updating to fully define the system and modifications. 
New design details will be created for the Shaft Cam, Rotating 
Plate, Stationary Plate and Blade Severance Assembly. The Shielded 
Mild Detonating Cord (SMDC) and Flexible Confined Detonating Cord 
(FCDC) will be simple configuration additions to existing drawings 
upon completion of Item IV mock-up. Item IV will require a TMc/S 
employee to make physical mock-ups of the SMDC 'and FCDC lines 
on the rotor head plus the RTU section when available. This phase 
will extend well into the program and cannot be completed until 
about the twenty-eighth week, since the TRU components will be 
required to finalize the SMDC configurations. 
Developmental testing under Task V will be directed at charge 
sizing for the FLSC used in the BSA. For planning purposes TMc/S 
proposes to conduct up to 16 tests against Boeing-Vertol supplied 
flat plate samples representative of the blade cross section at 
approximately Station 46.78. Three (3) FLSC sizes will be considered 
in the range of 125 to 200 grain per foot. These will be incremental 
tests subject to charge size modification at each step. The data 
resulting from these tests will be analyzed and an optomized charge 
selected. This-selected charge size will be tested against full 
blade cross sections. 
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2.0 PROGRAM PLAN (Cont'd) 
Item V includes hardware procurement and assembly for all end 
item components needed to conduct the design verification testing, 
lot acceptance testing and provide the air vehicle deliverable 
hardware. Two (2) BSA's will be fabricated to final configuration 
before the main lot is committed to fabrication assembly. These 
two (2) units will be tested at temperature extremes under Task VII 
against Rotor Blade Sections provided by Boeing-Vertol. Upon 
successful completion of these tests, the balance of the BSA lot 
will be assembled and acceptance tested on additional rotor blade 
sections. Under Tasks VII and VIII a test stand will be fabricated 
with the stationary, rotating and cam sections of the RTU. Two (2) 
half sy~tem tests will be conducted of the sequencer, cam thruster 
and firIng pin assembly components to verify the entire RTU design 
and blade severance positional sequence. 
TMc/a proposes to supply one engineering technician for a period 
of hwo weeks to install all TMc/S supplied hardware on the air 
vehicle under Task IX. 
1 
A Crit~cal Design Review (CDR) is proposed in the twelfth week 
(' of the program to review the design concept and details. This 
j meeting is scheduled for two days at Teledyne in Hollister, California. 
Minimum data is proposed for this program pending further definition 
by Boeing-Vertol. These data will include: 
a. Development Report with RTU test addendum. 
b. Lot Acceptance Test report. 
c. Letter progress reports on a monthly basis. 
d. Top assembly drawings of the production hardware. 
e. A system reliability report addressing the modified 
portions of the system, proposed with an unbiased 
confidence. 
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2.0 PROGRAM PLAN (Concl'd) 
Task XII will cover all elements of Program Management plus those 
nonrecurring elements of Planning, Test Engineering and Quality 
Engineering. 
The only other apparent element not considered in this proposal 
relative to hardware is the RTU enclosures installed on the bottom 
of the RTU/transmission. Teledyne does not possess details of 
the enclosure(s) which may require rework/redesign to accommodate 
the repositioned Sequencers/Cam Thrusters. 
The proposed hardware for this program is shown in Table 2-II. 
A total of sixteen (16) Boeing-Vertol supplied flat plate rotor 
specimens will be required plus ten (10) actual rotor sections. 
One extra rotor section will be required for use as a master jig 
or from which a master tool can be fabricated for BSA production. 
-6-
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SYS OTY 
Stat10nary Plate 1 
Sequencer 2 
Cam Thrusters 4 
CDF L1nes 2 
MaJufo1d 3-Part 2 
Man1fo1d 4-Part 1 
Cam Plate 1 
Rotating Plate 1 
Fir1ng Pin Assembly 8 
I 
....... SMDC - Lower Man1fo1d 8 I 
Lower Shaft Manifold 1 
Rotor Shaft SMDC 8 
Upper Shaft Manifold 1 
FCne Rotor Head 8 
Double Unions 4 
SMDC - BSA 8 
BSA 4 
Boeing Supplied Blade Flat P1~te Samples 
Boeing Supplied Blade Sections 
f .... -:,'" 
{-"~'" .. , 
.' 
: 
PLN DVT 
72750-08324 (MOD) 1 
815971 2 
815643 4 
815581-1 to -6 2 
816008 4 
816000 2 
72750-08323 (MOD) 1 
72750-08322 (MOD) 1 
815630 8 
815612 8 
816005 (MOD) 0 
815612 0 
816004 (MOD) 0 
815581-7 0 
815989 0 
815612 0 
2 
16 
6 
t>RODUCTION PLAN 
Table 2-11 
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3.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The proposed task requires the modification of the existing Rotor 
Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA) escape system to convert the 
current five (5) blade rotor system to a four (4) blade configura-
tion. 
Blade severance angle will be dictated by the necessity to ensure 
that the aft blade clears the tail assembly of the aircraft. 
Figure 3-1 defines the angular severance position for the aft 
rotor blade as currently established for the 5-blade RSRA configura-
tion. This configuration presents a problem in that the proposed 
severance charge may contain slightly more explosive than the 
current RSRA Blade Severance Assembly. It is therefore important 
to sever the forward blade with the maximum possible rotational 
clearance with respect to the flight crew. Figure 3-2 shows an 
alternate plan for blade severance. Figure 3-2 presents a shortcoming 
in that the aft blade is severed with a trajectory generally corre-
spondlnq with the aircraft flight path. Therefore the overall 
philosophy of blade severance angles must be studied in depth 
to achieve the optimum severance angles for this proposed system. 
3.1 BLADE SEVERANCE ASSEMBLY (BSA) 
The major effort anticipated for this proposed program will be 
th~ establishment of an optimum FLSC charge for severing the 
Boeing-Vertol blade. It is important for air crew safety to use 
the smallest possible explosive charge while ensuring maximum 
or total severance of the target. TMc/S proposes to approach 
this by first testing various si7.es of FLSC against flat plate 
specimens followed by partial to full functional tests of the 
GSA against actual hla~e cross sections. 
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I 3.1 BLADE SEVERANCE ASSEMBLY (BSA) (Conc1'd) 
r -
I An analysis of Boeing drawings 1l4Rl702 and 1l4R1710 indicates 
that the severance point will be immediately adjacent to Station 
~ 46.280. Adjusting for the centerline of the BSA, the actual 
I severance point will be at Station 46.780. The current RSRA 
severance point is at Station 45.50 which means that the proposed 
design will protrude an additional 1.28 inches into the air crew 
ejection path. At this time there does not appear to be an accept-
able alternate severance point inboard of this station7 however, 
the added intrusion into the aircrew ejection envelope does not 
appear to be significant. 
The target at the proposed severance point appears to be approxi-
mately 1.00 in thick. Based on past experience with fiberglass, 
kevlar or graphite composites, a charge size of approximately 
180 grains of CH-6 per foot is expected to sever the blade. 
3.2 ROTATING TRANSFER UNIT (RTU) 
When revised for this application this unit will consist of: 
a. New cam shaft extension. 
b. New rotating plate. 
c. New stationary plate. 
d. Two (2) sequencers. 
e. Four (4) cam thrusters 
f. Eight (8) firing pin assemblies. 
g. Necessary interconnect lines from the stationary side 
of the aircraft to the BSA's. 
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4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Quality Assurance for this proposed program has been established 
in conformance with MIL-Q-9858A and is documented by the Quality 
Control Plan contained in Appendix A of this proposal. Further, 
this proposal is based on Teledyne Material Review Board authority 
for all nonconformaties associated with the hardware designed by 
TMc/S, except for interface controls, as may be defined at a later 
date by Boeing-Vertol in the form of interface control drawings 
or specification. 
-13-
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5.0 PRICING 
The following prices are presented for the proposed program. 
( 
: The~~ prices are in September 1980 dollars and are based strictly 
, 
1 
\ 
t 
on the scope-of-work presented herein. 
Nonrecurring: $ 71,824 
Production Hardware: 132,636 
Data and Meetings: 43,935 
Total Program: $248,395 
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QUALITY CONTROL PLAN 
FOR 
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Teledyne McCormick Selph 
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IN'rRODUC'l'ION 
The Teledyne McCormick Selph (TMc/S) Quality, Safety, Environmental 
Assurance Program (Q-SEA), has been structured to satisfy the 
requirements as defined in Military Specification MIL-Q-9858A, 
"Quality Program Requirements". These requirements and Teledyne 
McCormick Selph's ability to satisfy the Quality Assurance 
r requirements of Boeing Vertol Company, are delineated in detailed 
t 
instructions which are part of the TMc/S Quality Assurance 
Manual. For purposes of this proposal, the following brief is 
sub~itted to familarize Boeing Vertol Company with the quality 
system adhered to by TMc/S. 
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1.0 SCOPE 
The purpose of this Quality Program Plan is to familiarize 
customers with the quality program as adhered to by Teledyne 
l-lccormick Selph. 
2.0 ORGANIZATION 
The Quality Assurance Department is divided into five (5) 
divisions. These divisions report to the Executive Vice 
President, thereby assuring that Quality Assurance management 
has full and unimpeded access to executive levels. (See 
_ Exhibit A) 
These five (5) divisions are: 
3.0 
Reliability 
Quality Control 
Test 
System Safety 
Environmental Control 
RELIABILITY 
The Reliability Division is responsible for implementation of a 
Reliability program which assures that contractual Reliability 
goals at the specified confidence levels are inherent in the 
product design and are not degraded during subsequent manufacture 
inspection or test. The Reliability proqram shall include the 
. 
following elements to the extent necessary to economically attain 
the specif~cd Reliability goals: 
(A) preparation of contractually requirpd Reliability 
Program Plans. 
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3.0 
4.0 
RELIABILITY (Continued) 
(B) Reliability Indoctrination and Training. 
(C) Reliability Prediction and Estimation. 
(D) Failure Mode Analysis. 
(E) Human Factor Evaluation of the Manufacturing, 
Inspection and Testing Operations. 
(F) Design Reviews. 
(G) Failure Reporting and Analysis. 
(H) Design and Experiments for Reliability Evaluation. 
(I) Systematic and Periodic Assessment of Demonstrated 
Product Reliability. 
QUALITY CONTROL 
Quality Control Division (Quality Engineering and Inspection) is 
responsible for developing and maintaining a continuous Quality 
Program which encompasses all quality requirements trom review 
of customer contracts to the shipment of the end product. The 
sections that follow define the various elements of control 
employed by TMc/S in producing quality products in accordance 
with contractual requirements. The system employed satisfies 
. 
the requirements specified in MIL-Q-9858A. 
4.1 PROGRAM REVIEW 
Early Quality planning is an important aspect of the quality 
program due to the diversity of programs, products, and customer 
requirements. Quality Engineering and Test Engineering shall 
conduct an ear~y and comp~ete review of the requirements of the 
Contract/purchase Order to identify and make timely provision for 
planning, special controls, processes tooling, skills, etc., 
necessary to insure compliance with the imposed quality requirements.' 
~2-
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All Purchase Requisitions and/or Purchase Order changes are 
reviewed and approved by Quality Engineering. Quality Engineering 
assures all spe9ifications, quality system requirements, drawings, 
processes, preservation and packaging requirements, test reports, 
source and/or government inspection, inspection records, certifi-
cations, which are applicable, are specified on the Requisition 
and/or Purchase Order. See Exhibit B, Form 842 "Procurement 
Quality Assurance Provisions". In addition Quality Control 
maintains an active program for the formal evaluation and approval 
of procurement sources. The Quality Control divi~ion exercises 
review and approval authority on the adequacy of all procurement 
sources. All approved sources are listed in the TMc/S "Approved 
Vendor List" (AVL) which is issued on a quarterly basis. Only 
suppliers listed in the AVL shall be acceptable for procurement 
activity. Each supplier shall satisfy one of the following 
conditions prior to being added to the AVL: 
a. Have a previous record of supplying high quality/ 
reliable articles of the type being procured. 
b. Be listed in current issue of CASE Manual 
(Coordinated Aerospace Supplier Evaluation). 
c. Have been added to AVL on basis of an acceptable 
TMc/S on site survey conducted jointly by Quality 
Engineering and Purchasing Division. 
d. Have been approved as an acceptable supplier by 
a TMc/S customer. 
The quality capabilities of TMc/S supplier's are objectively 
evaluated on a quarterly basis and these evaluation results are 
made available to all operating departments. On a quarterly 
basis, a Vendor Defect Report is prepared and issued by Quality 
-3-
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4.2 PROCUREMENT CONTROL (Continued) 
Control, which summar~zes vendor cumulative performance for the 
reporting period. Vendors are rated on the basis of unit percent 
dafect~ve of the total number of units received (See Exhibit C). 
Suppliers ratings are made available to them and assistance 
provided by Quality Control to effect improvement in unsatis-
factory performance rating when required. Suppliers with 
unsatisfactory ratings are removed from the AVL. 
TMc/S performs source inspection at a supplier'S facility in cases 
where the quality of a product cannot be adequately ascertained by 
TMc/S Receiving Inspection due to the nature and complexity of the 
procured material. When required, TMc/S source inspection 
requirements will be imposed and so indicated on the applicable 
procurement document. 
4.3 RECEIViNG INSPECTION 
Quality Inspection shall perform receiving inspection of procured 
materials; and review vendor supplied inspection records, test 
reports, certification, etc., to the extent necessary for adequate 
assurance of vendor quality performance. The amount and type of 
inspection is as specified on the "Inspection Plan and Report" 
(IP&R) which is prepared by Quality Engineering and approved by 
the Product Engineer. This document is used by inspection to 
record all of the inspection observations (See Exhibit D). In 
addition, TMc/S has chemical and physical test analysis performed, 
by an independent test lab, on every tenth (lOth) item of raw 
mater~al received at TMc/S to verify the validity of the test 
reports received from suppliers. All receiving inspection 
records are maintained by Quality Control and provide data as to 
the number of parts accepted and rejected. Complete documentation 
tracedb~11ty is available and on file for review. 
\ 
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4.4 IN-PROCESS AND FINAL INSPECTION 
Manufacturing process instructions and detailed quality control 
inspection criteria are integrated into production planning 
(Operation Sheets) Exhibit E. Operation Sheets are prepared by 
Process Engineering and reviewed and approved by Quality and 
Product Engineering prior to release. Operation Sheets delineate 
inspection points where inspection (e.g. dimensional, visual, 
functional, physical, etc.) shall be performed to verify that 
the product is manufactured according to the requirement as 
specified by drawing, specification or design disclosure. The 
Operation Sheet shall be used by inspection to record the 
"as built" condition of the product and will reflect quality 
acceptance of each manufacturing and inspection function completed. 
Inspection points are established at those points which will 
minimize potential delays resulting from deficiencies, and are 
at or before the last point at which the acceptability of an 
r- operation may be completely verified. Final inspection shall 
be performed on completed items before submission to the 
Government/Customer for acceptance. The extent and quantity of 
final inspection shall be sufficient to provide assurance that 
. 
the required quality is present. 
4.5 TESTING 
Quality Control conducts in-process and final testing (non-
destructive and acceptance) on all products as required by the 
drawing and/or specifications. Performance testing, in nearly 
every case, is destructive in nature and, therefore, performed on 
a sample basis. Performance testing shall be in accordance with 
the customer requirements and shall normally be performed to test 
procedures developed by Test Engineering which is part of the 
Q.A. organization. As requ~red by contract test procedures are 
normally customer approved and all testing is usually witnessed 
I by the customer representat~ve. Results of tests ,are documented 
in formal test reports wh~ch are prepared by Test Engineering 
and are maintained in file for customer review. 
-5-
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4.6 X-RAY AND Nf-:rJTRON RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION 
All products requiring x-ray, are processed in accordance with 
the requirements specified in MIL-STD-453. Interpretation of 
x-rays by inspection is in accordance with the accept/reject 
criLI..:.ria incorporated in the operation Sheets. Personnel 
performing x-ray interpretation are certified in accordance 
with the specification requirements. Neutron Radiography is 
performed for TMc/S by an independent testing agency. Only 
certified TMc/S personnel who have received special training 
on neutron principles and practices perform neutron inter-
pretation. 
4.7 HANDLING, PACKAGING AND SHIPPING 
Quality Control shall provide for adequate inspection instructions 
for handling, packaging and shipping, to protect the quality of 
products and prevent damage, loss, deterioration, degradation, or 
substitution of products. Detailed inspection instructions are 
incorporated in The TMc/S Operation Sheets and are subject to 
Quality Engineering approval. In addition, inspection shall 
witness the final packaging and shipping operation to assure that 
products are packaged in accordance with contractual requirements 
and that data items (certifications, test reports, etc.) required 
by contract accompany each shipment from TMc/S. 
4.8 CONTROL OF NONCONFORMING MATERIALS 
The TMcVS quality program provides an effective and positive system 
for controlling nonconforming material, including procedures for 
its identification, segregation and disposition. All nonconforming 
supplies are positively identified, segregated as appropriate, and 
controlled to prevent unauthorized use, shipment and intermingling 
with conforming supplies. When materials are found to be defective, 
the condition is documented on TMc/S Form 82 "Discrepancy Form" 
(See Exhibit F) and the defective material is routed to. an 
"inspection bond" where it is held pending Material Review Board 
(MRB) action. 
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TMc/S ma~ntains a Material Review Board (MRB) which is composed of 
one (1) representative whose primary responsibility is product 
quality and one (1) representative whose primary responsibility 
is product design. When Government Source Inspection (GSI) is 
contractually imposed, the resident Government representative 
functions as the third member of MRB. The MRS representative shall 
be responsible for the internal disposition of nonconforming 
material. TMe/S assumes full MRB authority on all products over 
which TMc/S has design cognizance. In all cases, the acceptance 
of material which deviates from customer specifications and/or 
interface dimensions is the prerogative of and shall be prescribed 
by the customer. 
4.10 CORRECTIVE ACTION 
The Quality Control organization effects a program which detects, 
at the earliest possible point, conditions adverse to product 
quality. Design, purchasing, manufacturing, testing and other 
operations which could result in, or have resulted in, defective 
supplies, services, facilities, technical data, standards, etc.; 
and, which could create excessive losses or costs, are identified 
and changed as appropriate by actions which are a part of the 
quality program. The TMc/S system provides for rapid feedback 
to suppliers, information concerning nonconformances which are 
detected during receiving inspection, fabrication or assembly 
operations, or during test or use. The supplier shall insure that 
prompt remedial and preventive action· is taken to preclude 
recurrence of nonconformances. Failure of suppliers to provide 
effective corrective action shall be cause for removing the 
supplier from the "Approved Vendor List" (AVL). Quality 
Engineering shall be responsible for obtaining and coordinating 
all Corrective Action responses for nonconformities attributable 
\ 
to TMc/S. The TMc/S corrective action system inc~udes the 
following activities: 
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4.10 CORPECTlVE ACTION (Continued) 
(1) Analysis of defects or failures to determine the 
extent and cause of the defects or failures. 
(2) Analysis of the quality trends in processes or 
performance of work to correct unacceptable 
quality performance. 
(3) Introduction of required improvements and corrections, 
including the initial review of the adequacy of such 
measures and the monitoring of the effectiveness of 
the corrective measures once they have been 
instituted. 
All Quality Assurance Division Managers are responsible for providing 
management with visibility into problem areas. This visibility is 
~ _ovided in reports which are issued to TMc/S Executive Management 
on a bi-weekly basis. 
4.11 RECORDS 
TMclS maintains records of inspections and tests performed through 
the entire manufacturing and acceptance process. These records 
provide evidence that the required inspections and tests have been 
performed and indicate the number of rejections in each lot, the 
reason or cause for rejection, and the responsibility for corrective 
action. The records are suitable in format, accuracy and detail to 
permit analysis, as required, for initiation of specific corrective 
actions. Control of records and component traceability is a 
function of Quality Control and records will be maintained for 
the period of time specified in the procurement document. 
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4.12 DRAWING AND CHANGE CONTROL 
TMc/S provides for control of specifications, drawings and drawing 
changes to insure that specifications, drawings and drawing changes 
required by applicable controlling documents are, in fact, used 
for production of hardware per contract requirements and that 
obsolete drawings are not available for use. 
Drawing initiation, release, distribution and control are 
accomplished in accordance with the TMC/S Drafting Room Manual. 
Quality Control as part of the quality audit program, performs 
continuous audits to assure that obsolete drawings are removed 
from the established Master Control Stations. 
All changes to engineering drawings and/or specifications are 
reviewed and approved by Quality Engineering prior to release. 
Quality Engineering assures that the change notice (E.O.) is 
properly prepared and that effectivity points (lot number, job, 
date, etc.) are clearly established. The E.O. is also used by 
TMc/S as a vehicle to disposition material affected by the 
t~ proposed change. 
I. _ 
~ --
4.13 CONFIGURATION CONTROL 
TMc/S shall exercise configuration management techniques in 
accordance with TMc/S Interdepartment Procedures. The basic 
document for Confiquration Control is the Indentured Data List 
(IDL). Additions, deletions or changes to the IDL are reviewed 
and approved by Quality Engineering prior to incorporation. 
Manufacturing and inspection operations shall be performed to the 
drawing, procedure, specification, revision as specified on the 
IDL. Inspection shall verify the "as built" condition in the 
manufacturing/inspection work instructions. 
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4. ] ) CONFIGURATION CONTROL (Continued) 
As materials flow into the production cycle, configuration checks 
are performed by Inspection to assure that only materials 
identified with the proper revision letter enter the production 
cycle. The results of these configuration checks are recorded 
in the body of the manufacturing work instruction document by 
Inspection, thereby assuring closed-loop traceability to the 
original inspection acceptance records. 
Configuration controls as exercised over suppliers are as defined 
on the TMc/S Purchase Order. Quality Engineering is responsible 
for reviewing and approving all Purchase Orders prior to release. 
During this review Quality Engineering is responsible for assuring 
that products, services and supplies are procured to the baseline 
established configuration. Configuration verification is performed 
by TMc/S at receiving inspection when materials are received from 
the supplier. 
4.14 INSPECTION ST~US IDENTIFICATION 
TMc/S maintains a system for identifying the status of material 
(i.e., accept, reject, provisional, scrap) throughout the 
manufacturing and inspection cycles. The indication of the status 
is maintained through the use of inspection tags, stamps, and labels. 
In-process inspection acceptance status is indicated on the 
accompanying documentation. Status indications are the responsibility 
of the Quality Assurance department (See Exhibit G). 
4.15 LIMITED LIFE ITEM CONTROL 
TMc/S maintains a system for the identification, use and control 
of limited life items. All items having ~imited life are 
identified as such as part of Receiving Inspection. Expiration 
dates of limited life items are specific as to month, day and year. 
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4.16 HANDLING OF GOVERNMENT/CUSTOMER FURNISHED 
EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 
TMc/S maintains a program for positive, identification, segregation 
and control of Government/Customer furnished equipment and materials. 
The controls are established when equipment and materials are 
received and processed through Receiving Inspection. Information 
relative to materials or equipment found damaged, malfunctioning 
or unsuitable for use during Receiving Inspection shall be reported 
to the Government/Customer through the TMc/S Contracts department. 
Inspection tags and/or labels are identified so as to note that 
material is Government/Customer property. 
4.17 TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL 
TMc/S maintains a training program for product quality, calibration, 
manufacturing, and other personnel who have an effect upon or who are 
responsible for the determination of product quality. This program 
includes a method of measuring the proficiency of personnel 
completing the course. Training needs are continually assessed to 
determine requirements for additional training. Where special 
skills are required in the manufacture, inspection, and processing 
of products, TMc/S maintains an active certification program. 
Certification consists of a training program followed by a formal 
testing procedure to assure the proficiency of each individual. 
Personnel satisfactorily completing a certification program are 
given a "Certification Card" as objective evidence of achieving 
certification. In accordance with company procedure, an IBM report 
is issued on a monthly basis listing all certified personnel, a 
description of operation certified, and dates of certification and 
recertification. 
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4.1H QUALl T'l J\U[>I.'f 
Quality Audits are performed to provide an impartial evaluation 
of the Quality program and include an assessment of the adequacy 
of quality program procedures, inspections, tests, process 
controls, certifications and calibrations. Audits are performed 
on a continuous established frequency by Quality Assurance 
personnel. Results of each audit are maintained by the Quality 
Assurance organization along with the corrective action taken to 
eliminate the documented deficiencies. Summaries of detailed 
product quality audits and corrective actions taken are prepared 
and ,distributed as required to contractors and/o~ top management. 
4.19 SAMPLING INSPECTION 
TMc/S employs the use of sampling plans to determine the quality 
of articles. TMc/S standard sampling plans and procedures conform 
J~~ to the requirements as specified in MIL-STD-10S. The establishment 
of "Classification of Characteristics" by project and Quality I 
! 
\ 
\ -
, 
I 
l _ 
Engineering, determines appropriate AQL levels of acceptance in 
accordance with MIL-STD-10S. If alternate sampling plans are 
developed, they shall be prepared in detail to show the lot size, 
sample size, acceptance criteria and operating characteristics. 
These plans are subject to customer approval. 
4.20 COSTS RELATED TO QUALITY 
TMc/S maintains a system which provides for the collection and 
analysis of quality cost data. Cost data is used as a management 
element to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the quality 
program. Quality cost data is used to serve the purpose of 
identifying the costs of rework and reinspection. The TMc/S 
Finance Department issue monthly reports which summarize the 
rework/inspection costs for the previous month. 
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The Test Division is responsible for nondestructive testing, 
functional testing, Test Engineering and Metroloqy. 
5.1 TEST ENGINEERING 
Test Engineering is responsible for the following activities as 
a minimum: 
\ 
1. Reviews customer contractual requirements as 
related to testing of TMc/S products and 
prepares test procedures to implement the~e 
requirements. 
2. Monitors the testing activity within TMc/S and 
at independent testing aqencies. 
3. Designs functional and environmental test 
fixtures. 
4. Reviews requests for testing. 
5. participates in failure analyses as required. 
6. Participates in Desiqn Reviews as required. 
7. Ass~sts in proposal preparation. 
8. Performs data reduction and prepares test reports 
of the testing performed by the Test Division. 
9. Provides data of testing to the Reliability 
Division for analysis. 
5.2 NON-DESTRUCTIVE AND FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
Non-Destructive and Functional tests are performed within the Test 
Division in accordance with approved test procedures and standard 
practices. In order to perform these functions the Test Division 
maintains tes~ equipment and qualified test persoqnel capable of 
ensur~ng data collection with sufficient accuracy and reliability 
to meet contract requirements. 
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5.3 METROLOGY 
The Metrology Department is responsible for the calibration of 
measurinq and testinq equipment and production tooling which are 
~ed to verify product confo~ance to technical requirements. 
The laboratory has capability of calibrating tools, gages, 
electronic test equipment, pressure,torque and force equipment 
used in the manufacture and testing of the product. The TMc/S 
Calibration System satisfies the requirement of MIL-C-45662 
Calibration System Requirements. All equipment is calibrated 
in accordance with established approved preocedures using 
standards traceable to NBS. These standards are subject to 
periodic calibration at approved independent laboratories. 
A recall system is maintained to ensure periodic calibration 
of inspection and test equipment. Each item is labelod to 
clearly indicate when the next calibration is due. Records 
are maintained to record each individual calibration and is 
periodically analyzed to determine trends of dete~±o~attmDn 
and to provide realistic revision of calibration intervals. 
6.0 SYSTEM SAFETY 
The System Safety Division has the responsibility of implementinq 
an effective system safety program. The System Safety division 
has been comissioned by TMc/S Executive Management with the 
authority and responsibility for the accomplishment of the 
followinq tasks z 
1. Establishing safety design criteria, safety 
objectives, and preliminary engineering desiqns 
which identify hazards, methods of detection, and 
any required safety changes. 
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6.0 SYSTEM SAFETY (Cont~nued) 
2. Participating in the design review program. 
3. 
4. 
Participating with the Reliability Division in 
failure analyses and accident investigations 
including the establishment of corrective action. 
Determining, evaluating, and providing safety 
considerations in tradeoff studies. 
5. Approving engineering test procedures to assure 
safety verification of design. 
7.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
The Environmental Control Division has the responsibility of 
identifying both Federal and State environmental regulations 
applicable to THeIS and the establishment of the necessary 
programs and controls required to satisfy these regulations. 
As a minimum the following areas shall be attended to: 
(A) Air Pollution Control 
(B) Water Quality Control 
(C) Hazardous Waste Disposal 
(D) Toxic Substance Control 
(E) Explosive Classification 
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Procurement Quality Assurance Provisions 
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Teledyne McCormick Selph 
3801 UNION ROAD, HOLLISTER. CA 95023 
Procurement Quality Assurance Provisions 
(CLAUSES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY AS NOTED BY CODE ON PURCHASE ORDER) 
SECTION 1 - QUALITY ' .. OO .. AMIIVITOI .. IQUI .. EMINT 
The .1I.r'. a .... "y Progr.mr.n~an av- 111.1 conform to die _ 
pllQbIe IPKIf'Clltian, • IrnpoMd bv conu.n 8IId II .. btect to Inapectlan 
end 1IIPrOV8I bY TMcJS ClueIlty A.u_. 
1.1 MiL-O-98IIA 
1.2 MI L-I..o6I2OI 
1.3 MIL-O-Z'ISoW 
,,. NHI13OO.4 118' 
US NPC200-3 
,. MIL-c-.taMI 
2.' ......... I~ 
SlCTlON 2 -IOU .. ClINIPICTlQN 
TMcIS III.' perform IntPeCtlan/tllt of productI/..mc.. .t the euppt .... 
fecility. priOl' to tech IIIlpn1111t, TIle -.lien notlcl PGllltIIe 1IIeI' be fu",. 
ItMcI to TMcIS ~'" _ ...... pIMI for 1"-'"" In~. FIMI 
A_bly IntplCtlanlTld of !IfOCIuot: 01' MN. to I*ft'IIt mutuel ...... 
8IId TMcJS tdledule end uhdli'''''idInt of iUCII lnapec:dan palntllnd"-
n.tudI. The .11 .. IIIeII furn'lII ~ _ .. reledw contnct, 
...., end IPKiflClltian dIU: end n-v equiprnlnt Ind .- to per-
form IUCh .nlPlCtlan/...... EecII contrllat lIIiprnlnt mutt ., ~ of 
TMcJS In~on/tllt. un_ otIIerwItI..,.,. bv TMcJS. 
2.2 a ... _ts.n.l~ 
GOMnmInt Iflll)8Ctlan I. requlrwcl prlOI' to IIIlprIWIt fl'Ol'l'l your pl8nt. 
~ ~ of dli. order. promptly furn"" • CCIIIV to the G_ .... ,t 
R.-tatIw whO hOnNIly .."... your pl8nt 01', If _. to the _ 
we Amrf. NIV¥. Air FOI'GI 01' DlfMllSuppIy AqIftfIt lnapec:dan 0fftcII to 
tMt 1IIP'OPri- pl8nn1", fOl' GQII 'nlI'.'llntpellUOl'l eM be -.1 ..... 
In the _t 1M ~... 01' oHIoICMIlotbe l-.d. our JlurcllMllll 
Aeint lllouid be notlfltd IIMlIclewIy. 
U a.'.'_' ...... I .......... CNAIA, NttaaaaAUI' 
IP.-ty NPC 200-2) 
All _k an dli. ordIt I. -bilct to 1 ........ 1nd tilt by tile a--• 
.. cnv time Ind pI_. The Gooo .. n_1 Quellty R.-tatIw who 11M 
t.n dIIcgatid NASA ClueIlty ~ functI_ an dill ..-r-t 
"'., be rlotlfled IlIlIIlIIIIeteIy \IIMIfI ,....,. of dill ordIt Ind mutt be 
nOtIfied forty.""t 148' Iloun In ___ of tile lime IrtIcIII 01' metert .. 
-rwdY for I~ 01'''' 
2.4 00_ •• ,_1 (NASA) 1 .......... ..---. MMI aoct.A (11' 
(F~ NPC 200-21 
The Gowrnment 11M the right to InlPKC any 01' .1 of tile ~ Induc:lld In 
dll, ordir d the .. ppI ..... pl8nt. 
SlCTlQN 3 - ClmplCATiaN 
1 t CertIfIeN of ConlIII .... 
Eech 1111.",.." III.' ~ ICCOIftCIIIlItd by two (21 IlIQIbIe cop'" of I IIgned 
Su!lPCIer Can"'- of Conform- I"arm 8381 wIllell oertlfln diet .1 
r.qu1~tI of die Pu~ Ordlir !leW t.n aampIled wltfl. ",. mrtI-
flcaw .. III Identity the pena/meterIIII mrtIfled •• 1 ..,.. "umber; for 
.,I.,ud '*" or lot numblri fOl' 1_ identified II¥ .ot number. enct aIIeIl 
II10w 1M Pun:IIeM Ordlir number. 
11 CcrtIfIefte of M..w c.,--
Eech IIIlprrIIIlt 111.1 be ~1IId II¥ two 12I111Md IlIIItIIe cop/tt'of I 
Supplier (:enlflcati of Conf_ lPorm 8311 wIllch centflc; did _ 
Pu"" Ordlir l.me ___ pracIuaIII from .".., •• for which tile .. I ... II. 
abjectl ... IVI~ •• alIMII. for ...... ,nctlan (l!IIIIIflco dati or CItflII' abIIct-
tt... IVldInoel to tile effect lftat die metII'I8I _fanM to .. I chwIllI end/ 
or IPIIIIflatian rlQUlrementa. In eddItion oertlflcctlon will ref .... tile 
_ill type end ICIKiIlClltiaft numblri. 
3.3 CcrIItIade of ....... Canf __ - TMeII Pam .... 
Eech "'''''''''t IIIeII be ICCOIftCIIIlIed bot twa (2' ~ llllitlle cop," of • 
SupoI .... Cemflcate of Conf_ (liarm 8311 which centf'" diet die 
Pu~ Ordef ltema MeW produced from rncIIrieli furnllhed by Teled¥nc 
McCormick Selph Ind the CIirtIflcate ..... 1 II .. tile PII1 number. ~
ordIt/ __ cwdir numbII' Ind I"/D" number _ found an the Iflll)8Ctlan 
Cerd ~ylng tile 1IlIWI8I IIIIpped to 1M ....... 
3A Cer1HIIIiIof .............. 
Eech IIIlpment 111.1 be IQ/:IIIIIpMItd by two (2) iIIncd llllible cooIft of • 
SUppl.... CemfiCIN of Con'- (Form 83IJ wIlldl ldenllft. tile 
IMt8rieI Ind lnaiudli InflWlNtlon required fOl' con1i'Ol of • ......tIw 
metII'IeI InaiudlllI the cure dltli/dIU of 1IWIIIfIaurw. ldentlflcnton of 
"..,1. by lot nulllblr. nplmlOII IMI 01' ,....... of ..... , hfe (1tIIII If In-
deflnlallnd ............ 1nd IlIIldIIItt requ'-'tl If lIllY. 
U CenIfIIIIIof au.l1fIId "..... 
E.tI III..",.." IIIeII be 8QIlOIIiPM1td bot two 12) Iigned I .... caple; of I 
SuppI.... CcnIflcate of Confarmenw CPOI'M 83IJ which .dentlf," the 
IIldIrieIe _ QU8llfied to tile requlrwcl lII*IfIcItIon end lIitl1d an en 
offIcW Quelified Praducti LIit (QPLI. MeN.,..,... It quelified but not 
Inclad In _ QPL the CIII'1IfIco8IIOIIIIIeII rtfMct tile quelltylng tilt fIPOI'I 
numlllr. tile 811C1RM1lI egancy Ind tile IlllllifladOnlchwlllI numtlll' 01 
tile ........ queI'fIed. 
U CenIfIIIIIof ....... "-
EecIlIhIPlllllll ..... ' be ~ by twa C2J ..... lIIIiblc __ of .. 
SuppI.... Cettlflcate of c.'om... CJIorm 131) whldl Idllltla. 1/1 
..... ~ ... foInNd to tpICIIftGctIon ........ but not """ted to: 
,... trICCInt ........ iDIdirInt. ... to INIII .... , ... cnadztng. c:IlemIc:.I 
fll"". IlCIIHIenructIw ...u.. .... Ind ......... 1Itct tile proc:onIIng _ 
pwfornlld to IPICIIfICIIIon requ.......... CcnIfIcnt ..... 1 IdIIltIfy .... 
...- by 1lIIIlI ..... fIatIoft number (IYI'C 1Il6,,-,.ldIntIflcMlon of 
.ufIcd __ Ind tile IlIIIlIInd ... of ...... 1Itct pwfDlmed 
tile ..--If otIIcr1tlcn tile ....... 
IICTIQN .. - "ICORDI AND "!POlITI 
.. , 11liIII8CtIcn ...... 
EecII IIIlfII'IlIIlt iIIII' be ~Itd by twa C2J ,....... __ of en 1ntp800 
tlan fIPOI'I rwfIllltlnt NaIl .. of IlIInipeot1Qft ... 'oomed ..... red by dli. 
Pun:IIeM 0rdIir. TIle I'IPOI'tI ....... "*"murn Wlnllly the 11IIn1i' In-
IfI8Ctcd by PI!" n_. pert nu ...... rwIiIon __ Ind .... nulllblr If 
eppIlabIe: dI. 1p8CIf1cnlon Ind toIercncIe IPPIIccbIc to the g/vM ~ 
tllriidc(.': emmI dlrnenllonll n .,.,. where tile dlaleatIIlitICI 
c:IlectCIId II out of toIInnoe: Ind Idcndtrc.llon of tile IftIPKIOI' who PI!'" 
'ormed tile 1nIpecdan. CNOT! - CoIftpIIcnae to TMc:JS Q.A. Form 211 
wMn PII1 til tile PurcllMc Order II1II1 atWy tNt requlrementJ 
4.2 T ........ 
lech lII ....... t IIIeII .. ~1Id W _ (2) ...... CGDIM of I tilt 
report I'IfIcc:dnt ,.,1 .. of ., ... perfOOmed (1MatnGII. funcrtIon8I._ 
vlranmen .... 1IlIdIcn1oll. CIIIIrGfCIn8I. proof. ~ 1_ 01' odlcr ..., 
• required bv dli. JlurcllMc Ordlir. TIle,...,. IIIeIl •• minimum identify 
die 1 .... (.1 __ • tile ell .............. "" IIWtflaIj of teed"" the 
.. flection enct toIII'IIlOI lfltlllacbIc to IIIC __ cfIII .... IftIci. 8CtUII 
.. ,.,1 •• __ tIJIt IIIC ... ___ wltIlIn .aflatlon 1Im1 .. 
Ind the ......,,. of II'8IIIIOIlIII11c '._."',, of tile ....... 
U NOilJ ...... T ....... 
E.... III'~t ..... 1 be IIIDIftlCIIIlIcd by twa C2I llllilllc CCICIIft of 8CtUII 
IICIIIdeitrucIt tilt ,....,.. Idcntlfllblc wldl I ... I'IQUII'IINft1I Ind 
Ind metII'I8I iUtII'IlIttcd. 1"-....,.. mutt contlln _ 1Ignctu,. vf ..... 
IPCIMIbIc ,......tettw Of tile IIIIlOV perfoI mll\g tile IllIPIC'lon 8IId mutt 
_,. conform- to .... fIed requll'lmlnti. X ...... /N ...... filll'ii 01' 
cnIlII' ~nt .~ 111.1 bIcome tM property of TMcIS Ind III'" 
~'Y die tlltl'lPOl't'. 
form 842 
(CLAUSES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY AS NOTED BY CODE ON P~CHASE ORDER) 
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Teledyne McCormick Selph 
Procurement Quality Assurance Provisions (continued) 
(CLAUSES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY AS NOTED BY CODE ON PURCHASE ORDER) 
"" a.-oc.lPhy ..... T .. t R ...... 
EICI> lII.pment "'all be _.ad by two 12. leGIble cap ... of Ktu" 
resulu of chem.cal/pilYlicai teeU ~ on _terlaiS IUbmitted. 
RlOor .. lIIail Identify maN"aI .-clflClltlon 8IId _ilion. NIts conduded 
IIId _Its 8IId Identify the _Nro" lot utlhz8d. 
'-II c.allntlon Twt A.-n 
5.1 
IL2 
.. , 
EKh stupment lIIall t. _18d by two (2' leGlbI. cop'" of a tan 
report reflecting results of ai, cahbratlon. perfonned • ~Ulred by this 
Purdl_ Order. Tha -" lIIaI' • a minimum Include reNla of 
CIIitntlon(sl perionned. daN(,' of calibration. IpeCllicationlal to which 
C81lbratad, _denCII of trllCMblllty of calibrat,onls! to the N.tlonal 
Bureau of Standardl. the _ of the eo-ncv pnrformlng the calibration ... 
II othar than the .. liar. IIId the slgn8U.Ire of a rftQOftllbi. ~r.tiw 
of that agency. 
seCTION. - PLANIJI'ROCEDURES 
Fatory ',...nIOft end T_ PI .. 
The IeIler III.' snc-. and meintain .. 'lIIPKUon end Tftt Plan Including 
a product flow chan of operational IeqUerICII of 1n.-ctIOft. tan. end 
~ control potnts for the It_ to t. f __ ted on til,. purch_ 
ordIr. Type of In.-etlon or tan at qc:II poont mun t. suffloltntly 
cIIIIcnbId end Identified. One 11' legible end reproducible copy of 1M plan 
111111' be submitted to TMcIS Quality Control • m.nimum of two _lei 
prior to n.n of fabrication. Th. plan Is IUbiect to the dlapproval of 
TMcIS raprnetltetiwl ~ It don not ~illl III obIectivft. 
WIldIng end BnIt", ScMdu_ 
The .lIar lIIall f~ to TMc/S _ It, legible copy of the ~ 
_Iding IIId/or brazing IChecIuIe for ~II, on 1M lorme SUpplied by 
TMcJS Quality Control. prior to ptOductfon. 
aCTION. -IDENnPICATION 
T,....,I", 
~. ulld must t. Idlntlflabl. b'I lot number. _.11 type, speclfl-
CIIIIoI'I end .lcabIe ch .... l_ 01 numlllr. hut or meitlltlfllt.r,lI11:., 
IIId trec.ebl. to reCords of ~. Pana fDlceted by the Sell ... "'"I 
t. Idllltifled WIth tile lot of -cal ut8d. When two (2' or _ petti _ 
Joined In 11'1 _mbly, Sell. IhaII ."..,.,. III _bly 1*11 lin ldend. 
fylng NCII part In tile _blyr by 1*1 number II'Id .rlil numt.r II'Id 
tile lot 01 meterl" from wtlloII flbrlcatld when fabrlcl1ed by 1M Sellar or 
10\ =ntrol numt.r ...... n tile II8r1 " • ItIIIdIrd purcn-d part. Tr_ 
Dllty ~ lIIell be _18bIe for ravIew b'I TMcII. 
.. 2 SertllIutIon 
Sellar "'II' Identify NCII compo".nt, sub ..,.,.", IIId -.nbIy by .,,11 
number In ~e» WIth purch_ order, drawl,. "'d/or speclllcatlon 
requirements Seller's .,llIlzatlon SVAern ... 111 OIICIudi the ~bohty 0' 
clUDilCatlon of -..I numberl. SIll ... •• Quality ComrollYltlm "'"I pnwlde 
for trec.eblilty of III ....... Iz8d IUppil. to 1M _rw. When two or more 
...... c'Iz8d petti _ ,olned In 11'1 _Iby, • lin for ndI .-nbIy .c.t 
number, =nlllnl,. pan numblrl, dIII\tt 1_ IIId MriII nurnbIn of 
complI".nll, must ~ Mdt IIIlpment. 
U ~fw&,.... Lot or ..... Numller 
All pertS and/or ",_rl". end ICIPIlc:abIe documents. mull t. Idlntlfled by 
a mIIIuf.mmng lot Of betell number by the Sellef. Where lremDing 0' 
Indlvldu" par" II not practical due to lize or III ... , the menulecturlnll 101 
or betdt numOet lIIall t. IlWllCled Oft the IlMlIeIt unit pac:kagtId by the 
supplier NOT! In III. _nC8 of a Lot ContrOl ScleciflCIIllon r.c!Ul~ 
by thl. purcll_ orde, •• 101 or betdt nUfllbw "'"I t. dlflned .. pera 
and/or _III lM'oduc:ed by _ l1III'IufeclUret' In._ unchll'lged 1ItOCIIII, 
In _dII'Iae With ttl. __ drftWi,. IIIdIw specification Iftliion 
.A Heet fftdIor MeltllMn'lflaation 
All per" ... dlor ",,,.rl.l. end ICIPIlclbl, documen ... mull ~ .den"flad by 
e he" number. " •• t code. ".allot number or .... 11 by lhe Sellar Whe,. 
stamPIng of IndivIdual parll II not practical due 10 liZ. Ot "'ape. I'" he" 
number. heet coda. hi .. lot numt.r. or melt number ..... 1 be .t.~ on 
the IlMlIen unit peck. by the Seller 
• .5 .s..._~ 
Sellar IhaII Idlnllfy all • """tM pam ¥IdIor _url.ls h_ h.."ng 
cn-.lflCI IUICIPtIbi. to QUality __ tlon with •• IUch n but not 
limited to rubber, tYntlletlc r"bber, 1dheSIwt, rellns. pl .. toc-bae pe.nU. 
"momers, .tC I. • .. nlltM ,_ mun t. merk8d In such • mll'ln.r .. 
to Indicate tile data et wtllcII the critical life _ Inllll1ld and when the 
UMfullife WIll tIIl.pendid 10 .. ,nlf hfe •• .,.rltlonl. 
SECTION 7 - SAMPLES 
7. , ,,1m ArtIIIe 
The tirst artlcl.(I' procIuCIId mun t. subrnltNd to, end Inspecled end 
_pted by, TMcIS Qu.llty Control prIor to further ptQductlon Com-
DiIIllCll WIth requirements will be dI~ b'I IfltpeCflon 01 _ per~ to 
eppIlcabIe ~nga end speclflcatlona. un_ _ tIIen _ pen .. 
specafled on tile purch_ order When submitted to TMcIS. first ertlcla 
IlIms "'all be ~Ied by _ SeIIer'I flm er1icIa In.-etlon report. 
First .,.lcI .. 111111 bI la9IIId or otherwl. Identified to Ihow the tool 
number, toal .,,11 number, II'Id when eppIlCIIbIe, tile Indlvldull CIVIty 
number ut8d. (When _ IIIIon __ Ity Ia IIIICI, flm artlCIn from ndI 
QIIlty ItKIn t. subml1tld.1 
7.2 Twt ... - c:.tI"II 
The .. .., II1II1 fumllh to TMc:IS with Mdt IIIlpment of CIII1Inga, two 12' 
_ bers recw-n1ltiw of nell hut treat IDt IIId madI from the __ mel~ 
• the CllAlnga supplied IIId OM (11 ...... IICIIIIPhIc: die repntlft1ltivo of • 
tile antlre hnt or melt. The _ bon IIId ...... 1I'OII'1Ph1c: dill: must t. 
permll'llntly Idlnllfled .WltII tile _terIaI hut 1ItIfIIt.r, heat trait lot 
numt.r, lI'ay Identification, end tile TMcII purch_ ordIr number. The 
tee, blrlllleI' conform to FedIrII Twt lundIrd Nil. '51. 
7.3 T_ Ban- P""", 
The III.., "'*1 lumllll to TMcIS WltII ... IIIIjMNn1 of fCH;l1lgl, two 121 
teet batt ~ from tile _ heat of mnirlaf .. ,... 10000ngasuppiled. 
The tnt ben mun t. pennll'l8fltIy Identified WltII the _tin" hut 
number, heat treat IDt number. IIlay IdIIItlflClldon. IIId 1M TMcJS 
purclt_ order number. T.at ben mun ,,_ 1M ....,.. perce111111 of .... 
ductlon .. tile 1*'11 augplied. Ten bon 111111 conform 10 Federll T"t 
S1IIIcIord No. IIU. 
7.' WIld Joint Spea_ 
The "'Ier II1II1 ~ tIIrM 131 typical jolnll of lid! Mid reqUIred by 
tile purcn- ordIr. using the __ matinal required for tile finIshed pert. 
FebrlClldon of Mid .-cl_n. lIIell t. In ~ Wttheppllcabl ...... 0-
_nt specaflClltlon IIId IhaII be wltn~ by .. TMcIS auallty Control 
rwprnerI1ItM. 
SECTION. - SPICIAL P"OVIIIONS 
.. , Hom~A..,cr-ta 
All 1*11 supplied undlr th .. purch_ order 111111 t. from _ lot. homo-
gmeou. IIId IdenllCIII, tII.t II, tI\ere 111111 be no cIIII\vIln 111","11, pro-
_. dia,,,,. or method of manuf_re b'I tile .lIer unl ... sucII cII"", II 
approved by TMciS", IIId IUc:h ell.,.. II IndlClltld by • ctoangll In IDt 
numberls. 
1.2 "'-A....,.., ... 
Spedal pnx:etIft ,uell ... but not IImltId to: 1M114i"" heat treatinG, 
anodizing, cllemlcal filma, nondllUUCtive tntIng IIId lIlY subo:ontrecllng 
tIIerwof, reQUIre approval or cenlflClltlon of ~, equipment. ~ 
du_, WId p.nonnal, .. IndlClltad In eppIlcobIe speclfiClltlons IIId I1l1\6o 
erell T'IIII approvll mull til enablllhed wltII TMcIS prior to 'abrlcatlon 
un_ Ihl, contrect The .. lief I. rtIDOIIllbio 'or special pr_ specaflCIIo 
tlon compliance by ell of hI. subcontrlCtOn, end mUit maintlln objective 
IIVlellnca of such compllane». 
(CLAUSES ARE APPLICABLE ONLY AS NOTED BY CODE ON Pl,IRCI-fASE ORDER) 
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EXHIBIT C 
Vendor History Card 
\ 
C-l 
r- --.. 
P.O. JOB 
DATE NO. DWG. NO. NO. 
-
C'l 
. -
-
VENDOR H ISTORY CARD 
FORM NO. 76-B 
..- -, 
- -.., ........... -. 
DR/IR LOT 
NO. SiZE 
, 
~~ 
~ 
Ei M 
U ~ 
• M M INSP 01") 0 
Z t1 
-
TIME CL 
, 
MATERIAL RATING 
S = SIMPLE 
C = COMPLEX 
D = DIFFICULT 
..---- '--'\ '_., 
• 
'---' 
J 
~-, 
- .... ,. ~--. 
I 
ACCtlHULATIVE TOT.:u.s 
~ ~ ~O ~ LOTS UNITS 'to U HU ACC RTV t! Ul RECD §5! REJECT DEFECT 
, 
-
VENDOR NAME/ADDRESS ________________ __ 
CATEGORY NO. ____ _ 
f ( 
r 
,-
I , 
\ 
\-
\ 
( 
i , 
I 
\ 
----
EXHIBIT D 
Inspection Plan and Report 
D-1 
. " , 
r 
I 
~ 
\ ~ 
HW rj('l _________ AEV._ I ... NO, _____ • _ -
..,~ TELEDYNE McCORMICK SELPH 
INSPECTION PLAN 
AND REPORT 
VENDOR: _____________ _ ~INO' ________________ _ 
.• ( P. O. NO, ________________ _ ~TS,uln~ ___________ __ 
{ ITEM eLSF CHARACTERISTIC INSPECTION AQI. NO. NX. AEJ. REMARKS I NO. eOOE METHOD INS. J 
.-
\ { 
I 
\ 
"\ 
1 
(.-~ 
-r 
1 ( 
~ , 
-J 
I 
, 
\ 
, 
\. 
"i 
{ 
..: 
\ . 
. 
- -
TOTAL 
'REPARED BY: ~~~.-------------------------
Q. C ___________ _ INSPECTO'lbR. ____________ _ 
ENGR ____________ _ 
In8pect~on Time: 
D-2 
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EXHIBIT E 
Operation Sheet 
E-l 
tzj 
I 
N 
STEP 
NO. 
FORM Oc.::2~ 
..- ~ ,.---~ ... , ---, 
---., 
ITLE 
DATE 
DATE 
DATE 
MANUFACTURING INSTRUCTIONS 
~1 -.. 
\ I 
) 
OPERATIOO 
PRELOAD I -TEST 
~-. .;~----... -----, 
------. - -. r----, , 
\ 
) 
SHEET REv.1 I IPAGE Of 
SS SHIP LOT NO. 
INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS 
t1j 
I 
w 
-~ ---., -, ...---.. 
\ 
) 
~--.. 
, 
----, --I 
) 
) 
,,-- --. 
""~'DYN' M,CORM'CO SELPH' OPERATION SHEET CHANGE RECORD PAGE OF TITLE PART NO. 
EFFECT. APPROVAL REV BPL REF REF DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE DATE, LTR REV PAGE STEP LOT, SIN PROD. ENGR PROC ENGR OJALllY E 
, 
. 
. 
. 
. 
-
FORM OC.-:2-A 
r-
I 
. I 
\ 
f 
EXHIBIT F 
f -
~ 
-
Discrepancy Report 
f 
L_ 
r -
I 
\ 
( 
F-l 
• .. ..,.w~ __ ., W' 
VE:NOOR OR WORK AREA 
_______________________________________________________ OWG. NO. ______ _ 
P(, 'WI:I NO ____ JuS NO. ____________ REFER TO _______ _ 
A_ _ __ LOT SIZ~ ________ SAMPLE SIZE _____________ _ 
r I OItSCRIPTaON OF OEF!_':..i'_ -~=~ __ ~~ ~ 11~ip~r~~~~iM~__ SA_M_P __ ~_-- -.-__ 1_00_1._ ...... _. ________ _ 
ITEM OWG III/OR SPEC. ACTUAL A Q L QTY '00':'. 
--------.-~--------------------------------+_~--~------r------------
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applied when the specific characteristic or 
parameter is in complete conformance with 
acceptance criteria (drawings, specification, 
etc.) 
applied when specific characteristics or 
parameters for material or process varies 
from inspection requirements and is being 
released to PRB or MRB for disposition. 
applied when material is not to be used for 
its originally intended purpose and will be 
referred to salvage for disposal. 
applied to denote acceptance of product after 
X-Ray per operation sheet and/or procedure 
requirement. 
applied to materials released from stores to 
denote that released materials conform to the 
drawing or specification reqQirements. 
applied to Test or Measuring Equipment to 
denote proper calibration. 
applied to documentation to indicate approval 
or acceptability by Quality/Test Engineering. 
applied to documentation to indicate approval 
or acceptability by the Chief Chemist or 
personnel assigned to the Chief Chemist. 
applied to documentation to indicate 
acceptability of Test results. 
, , 
applied to materials or documentation to indicate 
Penetrant Insepction compliance with MIL-I-6866 
applied to materials anq/or documentation to 
indicate welding in accordance with applicable 
specification. 
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STAMP 
ClIEM LAB 
TECIINICIAN 
!.FE 
TECHNICIAN 
POWDER BLENDING 
TECHNICIAN 
MASS SPEC 
HRB 
NEUTRON 
RADIOGRAPHY 
TEST 
TECHNICIANS 
@ 
-" ~ 
,H T ~ 
applied to Cllem Lab documentation for purposes 
of identifying personnel performing in process 
work and/or testing. 
NOTE: This stamp is not intended to denote 
material or process acceptability. 
applied to LFE documentation for purposes of 
identifying personnel performing in process 
work and/or testing. 
NOTE: This stamp is not intended to denote 
material or process acceptability. 
applied to material/documentation to identify 
personnel performing powder blending work. 
In addition stamp applied to various tags which 
are attached to THc/S explosive powder products. 
Stamp applied to explosives being transferred 
from storage to manufacturing area. 
applied to materials and/or documentation to 
indicate compliance with Mass Spec testing. 
applied to materials and/or documentation to 
indicate material acceptance through Material 
Review Board (tmB) action. 
, 
applied to materials and/or documentation to 
indicate that materials have been inspected 
and accepted through the Neutron Radiography 
method of nondestructive testing. 
applied to documentation to indicate performance 
of required test. (Does not denote acceptability 
of results.) 
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Appendix 0 
Manhour Estimates for 
347/D-RSRA Rotor System Development 
and Implementation and 
Parameter Variation Test Program 
0210-11723-3 
I BASIC PROGRAM ESTmATE 
347/0 ROTOR SYSTEM FOR THE ROTOR 
SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRftFT (RSRA) 
ENGINEERING MANHOUR ESTIMATE 
A. ITEr~S 1. TH RU 7 AND ITEM 10 (S EE REFERENCE b. 10M 8-7545-ARS-014} 
ITEM 1. REMOVE 347 HUB, ROTATING SWASHPLATE 
AND DRIVE SCISSORS (FT. RUCKER MUSEUM). 
RETURN THESE TO BOEING VERTOL FACILITIES. 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ROTOR SYSTEM/PROJECT ENG'R (1/2 MAN FOR ONE WEEK) 
ITEM 2. DESIGN AND FABRICATE "DUMMY" HUB (WELDMENT) 
FOR 347 DISPLAY AT FT. RUCKER I~USEUM. 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENG'R -
ONE SKETCH @ 60 H/H 60 M/H 
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT @ 60 M/H 36 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 24 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 2.) 
HEM 3. ASSEMBLE MOCKUP DISPLAY ROTOR FOR 347 
ASSUMPTI ON : ALL COMPONENTS WILL BE GOV'T 
FURNISHED CH-47C COMPONENTS. 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENGR 
1/4 MAN FOR TWO WEEKS 20 M/H 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1/4 MAN FOR TWO WEEKS 20 
SUB-TOTAL ENGIN~ERING (ITEM 3.) 
ITEM 4. INSTALL MOCKUP DISPLAY ROTOR (LESS THE 
ROTATING SWASHPLATE) ON 347 (FT. RUCKER MUSEUM) 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENGR 
1/4 MAN FOR ONE t4EEK 10 M/H 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1/4 MAN FOR ONE WEEK 10 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 4.) 
'- - - - -
20 M/H 
120 M/H 
40 M/H 
20 M/H 
I BASIC PROGRAM ESTIMATE (Cant/d) 
---
A. ITEM 5. PERFORM COMPLETE TEARDOWN INSPECTION OF 
ALL 347 ROTOR AND SWASHPLATE COMPONENTS 
a. ENGINEERING: 
,-
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENGR 
1/2 MAN FOR 1 WEEK 20 M/H 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1/2 MAN FOR 1 WEEK 20 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 5) 40 M/H 
ITEM 6. REFURBISH AND REASSEMBLE 347 °ROTOR (SEE 10M 8-7545-ARS-014) PROGRAM R~QMTS 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENGR 
1/2 MAN FOR 1 WEEK 20 M/H 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1/2 MAN FOR 1 WEEK 20 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 6) 40 r~/H 
ITEM 7. DESIGN - INTEGRATION - INSTALLATION OF THE 
REFURBISHED 347 ROTOR SYSTEM ON RSRA. 
a. ENGINEERING: 
1. ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN 
14 DWGS @ 200 M/H EA. 2,800 r~/H 
2. TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT @ 60% 1,680 
3. PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1 MAN FOR 6 MOS. 960 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN & SUPPORT 5,440 M/H 
4. INTEGRATION/LIAISON 
ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN ENGR 
1/2 ~'AN FOR 6 MaS 480 M/H 
TECHNOLOGY 
1/4 MAN FOR 6 MaS 240 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 
1/4 MAN FOR 6 ,.,OS 240 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 7) 6,400 H/H 
ITEM 10. DESIGN, FABRICATE, INSTALL AND CALIBRATE 
INSTRur~ENTATION (ONE CH-47D FIBERGLASS 
BLADE FROM ITEM 8) 
a. ENGINEERING: 
INSTR. ENGR 12 GAGES @ 40 M/H EA. 480 M/H 
TECHNOLOGY/DESIGN SUPPORT 60 
PROJECT ENGINEERING 1/4 MAN FOR 3 MOS 120 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING (ITEM 10.) 660 M/H 
-
TOTAL ENGINEERING LA. 7_~Lln M/U 
I B. ITEM 8. FABRICATION OF FOUR CH-47D FIBERGLASS BLADES (NOTE: BLADES MAY BE USED ON LOAN BASIS AS 
--, GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED). 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ANY ENGINEERING REQUIRED IS COVERED BY 
LIAISON UNDER ITEM 7. 
C. ITEM 9. FABRICATION OF TWO CH-47D FIBERGLASS BLADES 
(THESE ARE REQUIRED AS SPARES) 
a. ENGINEERING: 
ANY ENGINEERING REQUIRED IS COVERED BY 
LIAISON UNDER ITEM 7. 
D. ITEM 11. STRUCTURAL TESTING OF NEW ROTOR COMPONENTS 
INCL. DESIGN AND FAB. OF TEST FIXTURES 
a. ENGINEERING: 
1. PITCH ARM ATTACHMENT FATIGUE TEST 
(a) ENGR'G LABS ENGR'G 
FIXTURE DESIGN (4 WKS) 
TEST PREPARATION (6 WKS) 
TESTING (16 WKS) 
TEST REPORT {2 WKS} 
(b) TECHN/DESIGN SUPPORT @ 25% 
(e) PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN 28 WKS 
SUB-TOTAL ENGR'G 11.a.1 
2. ADAPTERS/LINKS/SHAFT FATIGUE TEST 
(a) ENGR'G LABS ENGR'G 
FIXTURE DESIGN (8 WKS) 
TEST PREPARATION (8 WKS) 
TESTING (16 WKS) 
TEST REPORT (4 WKS) 
(b) TECHN/DESIGN SUPPORT @ 25% 
(e) PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN 36 wKS 
SUB-TOTAL ENGR'G 11.a.2 
TOTAL ENGINEERING 1.0. 
- 160 M/H 
240 
640 
80 
280 
280 
1,680 M/H 
320 M/H 
320 
640 
160 
360 
360 
2,160 M/H 
-0- M/H 
-0- M/H 
3,840 M/H 
I E. ITEM 12. MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING EMERGENCY ESCAPE SYSTEM 
INCL. NEW BLADE SEVERENCE ASSEMBLIES. THIS ITEM WILL 
BE SUB-CONTRACTED (TELEDYNE MC CORMICK SELPH) 
a. ENGINEERING: 
1. ROTOR DESIGN ENGR 
PREPARE SPEC. 
VENDOR LIAISON/~/ITNESS TESTS/ 
TRAVEL, ETC. 
2. PROJECT ENGR'G 1/8 MAN FOR 6 MOS 
TOTAL ENGINEERING I.E. 
F. ITEM 13. INSTALLATION OF THE ROTOR ON THE ROTOR SYSTEM 
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (RSRA) 
a. ENGINEERING: 
TEST ENGR 1 MAN FOR 2 WKS 
ROTOR DES./PROJ. ENGR 1 MAN FOR 2 WKS 
TRANSMISSION EFFORT 
TOTAL ENGINEERING I.F. 
G. ITEM 14. SUPPORT OF GROUND TESTS AND FLIGHT TESTS (INCL. 
GROUND TIEDOWN TEST TO PERFORH STRUCTURAL 
CHECKOUT OF THE ROTOR SYSTEM AND INSTRU~1ENTA­
TION CALIBRATION AND CHECKOUT 
a. ENGINEERING: 
320 M/H 
320 
120 
80 M/H 
ao 
760 
1. GROUND & FLIGHT TEST PLAN (NASA WRITTEN) 
B/V SUPPORT TO PLAN 1 MAN FOR 1 MO. 160 M/H 
2. TEST PREPARATION 
TEST ENGR - 1/4 MAN FOR 2 MOS 80 M/H 
INSTR. ENGR - 1/4 MAN FOR 2 MOS 80 
DES./TECHN. ENGR - 1/4 MAN FOR 2 MOS 80 
PROJECT ENGR - 1/4 MAN FOR 2 MOS ~8~0 ____ __ 
SUB-TOTAL TEST PREP. 320 M/H 
3. GROUND TEST (INCL. 50 HR. TIEDOWN RUN) 
TEST ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 8 WKS 320 M/H 
INSTR. ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 8 WKS 320 
PROJ~CT ENGR - 1/2 MAN FOR 8 WKS 160 
DES./TECHN. ENGR - 1/2 MAN FOR 8 WKS ...,;.;16;;.,;;0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND TEST 960 M/H 
4. FLIGHT TEST (ASSUMED 30 FLT. HRS) 
TEST ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 6 !~KS 240 M/H 
INSTR. ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 6 WKS 240 
PROJECT ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 6 WKS 240 
DES/TECHN. ENGR - 1 MAN FOR 6 WKS =24.;..;;0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL FLIGHT TEST 960 M/H 
760 M/H 
920 M/H 
\ 
" 
I G. ITEM 14. a. 5. TEST REPORT (NASA WRITTEN) 
--', 
B/V SUPPORT TO REPORT 1 MAN FOR 1 ~10. 160 M/H 
TOTAL ENGINEERING I.G. 2,560 M/H 
II PARAMETER VARIATION TEST PROGRAM COSTS 
A. PHASE I - BASIC AERO - ITEM lS.a. 
ITEM 15. PARAMETER VARIATION TEST PROGRAM 
1. PHASE I - BASIC AERODYNAMIC PARAMETER VARIATION TESTS 
a. CH-47A BLADES 
(FOR WORK REQUIREMENTS SEE 10M 8-7545-ARS-014) 
(1) NO ENGINEERING . -0- M/H 
(2) INSTRUMENTATION 320 (3) GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTING 
TEST PLAN (S/V SUPPORT OF NASA) 40 M/H 
TEST PREP - 1 MAN FOR 2 WKS 80 
GROUND TESTING - 3 HEN FOR 2 WKS 240 
FLIGHT TESTING - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS ~96~0 ___ __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST 1,320 M/H 
SUB-TOTAL CH-47A BLADES 1,640 M/H 
1,640 M/H 2. CH-47C BLADES (SAME AS CH-47A) 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II A.l. 
B. PHASE II - EXPANDED AERO - ITEM 15.b. 
2 •. PHASE II - EXPANDED AERODYNAMIC PARAMETER VARIATION TESTS 
a. DESIGN AND FABRICATE FOUR NEW BLADES (FOR WORK REQUIREMENTS SEE 10M 8-7545-ARS-014) 
(1) ENGINEERING 
(a) BLADE DESIGN 
3,280 M/H 
15 DRWGS @ 140 M/H EA. 2,100 M/H 
• StIPV. ADfUN. @ 15% 300 
TECHN. SUPPORT @ 100% 2,400 
PROJECT ENGR'G (1 MAN - 9 MOS) 1,440 
TOOLING/MFG LIAISON (1/2 MAN - 12 MOS) 960 
--"~--
SUB-TOTAL SLADE DESIGN/LIAISON 7 ,200 rf/H 

B. PHASE II - (Cont·dl 
, . 
2. j. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTING 
TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 
TEST PREP - 1 MAN FOR 2 WKS 
GROUND TEST - 3 MEN FOR 3 WKS 
FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 
TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II B.2 
C. PHASE III - ROTOR DYNAMICS AND FLYING qUALITIES 
40 M/H 
80 
360 
960 
80 
1. ITEM 1. NATURAL FREqUENCY VARIATION TEST (FLAP AND CHORD) 
a. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND INSTALL MID SPAN 
TUNING WEIGHTS TO REDUCE FLAP AND CHORD 
FREQUENCIES 
(1) DESIGN - 4 DRWGS @ 140 M/H EA. 560 M/H (2) DES/TECH SUPT @ 100% 560 
(3) MFG LIAISON 1/2 MAN FOR 3 MOS 240 
(4) PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN FOR 6 MOS 240 (5) TEETER BALANCE .:.;:12:.;;..0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN, FAB., ETC. 
b. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND TEST ONE FATIGUE TEST 
SPEC. _-- .::~ 
FIXTURE DESIGN 
TEST PREP 
TESTING (8 WKS) 
REPORT 
DES/TECH. SUPT 
PROJECT ENGR'G 
SUB-TOTAL FIXTURE DESIGN, TEST, ETC. 
320 M/H 
160 
320 
120 
240 
240 
c. INSTALL ON AIRCRAFT AND PERFORM 20 HOUR GROUND 
TIEDOWN TEST AND INSPECT. 
1,520 M/H 
14,480 M/H 
1,720 M/H 
1,400 M/H 
MANHOURS -.SEE NEXT ITEM -0-
d. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 160 M/H (2) TEST PREP (1 r,tAN FOR 4 WKS) 160 (3) GROUND TEST INCL. 20 HR. TIEDOWN 
3 MEN FOR 6 WKS 720 (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) _1;...;..60 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST . 2,160 M/H 
e. REMOVE TUNING WEIGHTS 
MFG LIAISON 40 
-' - --
C. PHASE III - Cont'd) 
1. f. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND INSTALL GRAPHITE 
STIFFENERS TO INCREASE FLAP FREQUENCY 
GROUND RULE.- NO TESTING REQ'D 
(l) DESIGN - 4 DRWGS @ 140 M/H EA. (2) DES./TECH SUPT @ 100% 
{3} MFG LIAISON 1/2 MAN FOR 3 MOS 
(4) PROJECT ENGR 1/4 MAN FOR 6 MOS {5} TEETER BALANCE 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN, FAB, ETC •. 
560 M/H 
560 
240 
240 
120 
g. INSTALL ON AIRCRAFT AND PERFORM 15 HOUR GROUND 
TIEDOWN TEST AND INSPECT -
1,720 M/H 
MANHOURS - SEE NEXT ITEM -0-
h. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
{l} TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 120 M/H 
(2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 3 WKS) 120 
(3) GROUND TEST INCL. 15 HR. TIEDOWN 
3 MEN FOR 4 WKS 480 (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) _1.;.;;;;2..;;...0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST 
f. REMOVE STIFFENERS 
MFG. LIAISON 
j. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND INSTALL GRAPHITE 
STIFFENERS TO INCREASE CHORD FREQUENCY 
GROUND RULE - NO TESTING REQ'D 
(l) DESIGN - 4 DRWGS @ 140 M/H EA. 560 M/H (2) DES,/TECH SUPT @ 100% 560 
(3) MFG/LIAISON - 1/2 MAN FOR 3 MOS 240 
(4) PROJECT ENGR'G - 1/4 MAN FOR 6 MOS 240 (5) TEETER BALANCE _1.;..;;;2~O __ 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN, FAB, ETC. 
k. INSTALL ON AIRCRAFT AND PERFORM 15 HOUR GROUND 
1,800 M/H 
40 
1,720 M/H 
TIEDOWN TEST AND INSPECT. MANHOURS - SEE NEXT ITEM -0-
-- --- ---------- - --_. - - --- --- - - - -
C. PHASE III - Cont'd} 
\ 
1. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(l) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) (2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 3 WKS) (3) GROUND TEST INCL. 15 HR TIEDOWN 
3 MEN FOR 4 WKS (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 
(5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TESTS 
m. REMOVE STIFFENERS 
MFG. LIAISON 
120 M/H 
120 
480 
960 
120 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.l. 
II C. PHASE III 
2. ITEM 2. EFFECTIVE FLAP HINGE VARIATION TESTS 
a. DESIGN AND FABRICATE HUB ADAPTERS AND PITCH 
ARM ADAPTERS (ONE SHIP SET AND ONE SET FOR 
THE FATIGUE TEST) 
(1) DESIGN - 6 DRWGS @ 200 M/H EA. ls200 M/H (2) DES./TECH SUPT @ 60% 720 
(3) MFG. LIAISON 1/2 MAN FOR 4 MOS. 320 (4) PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN FOR 8 MOS 320 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN & FAB ADAPTERS 
b. DESIGN FIXTURES AND FABRICATE AND PERFORM 
FATIGUE TEST 
(1 ) TEST PLAN 160 M/H (2) FIXTURE DESIGN 240 
(3) TEST PREP. 240 (4) TESTING (16 WKS) 640 (5) TECH/DESIGN SUPT @ 25% 320 ( 6) TEST REPORT 160 (7) PROJECT ENGR' G 1/4 MAN FOR 32 HKS ~32;;..;;0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL FATIGUE TEST 
c. INSTALL ON AIRCRAFT AND PERFORM 15 HOUR GROUND 
ls800 M/H 
40 
12,440 M/H 
2,560 M/H 
2,080 M/H 
TIEDOWN TEST AND INSPECT. MANHOURS - SEE NEXT ITEM -0-
d. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 160 M/H (2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 4 WKS) 160 
(3) GROUND TEST INCL. 15 HR. TIEDOWN 
3 MEN FO~ 4 WKS 480 
(4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) _1;..;;,6.;;...0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST l s 920 M/H 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.2. 6,560 M/H 
II C. PHASE III 
--- \ 3. ITEM 3. CONTROL PHASE VARIATION TESTS 
GROUND RULE - NO HARDWARE REQUIRED 
a. ADJUST AIRCRAFT ANALOGUE PHASE MIXER (4 MEN FOR 1 WK) 160 M/H 
b. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 80 M/H (2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 2 WKS) 80 (3) GROUND TEST - 3 MEN FOR 1 WK 120 (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT - (B/V SUPT OF NASA) ...;;8:.;;,0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.3. 
4. ITEM 4. CONTROL SYSTEM STIFFNESS VARIATION TESTS 
(TORSIONAL FREQUENCY) 
a. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND TEST (TWO FATIGUE) 
FLEXIBLE PITCH LINK ASSEMBLIES SIMILAR TO 
SK28296. 
(1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11 ) 
DESIGN - 5 DRWGS @ 140 M/H EA. 700 M/H 
DES./TECH SUPT @ 100% 700 
MFG LIAISON 1/2 MAN FOR 3 MOS 240 
PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN FOR 6 MOS 240 
TEST PLAN 120 
FIXTURE DESIGN 160 
TEST PREP - 1 MAN FOR 3 WKS 120 
FATIGUE TEST (12 WKS) 480 
TECH./DES/SUPT @ 25% 220 
TEST REPORT 120 
PROJ ECT ENGR' G - 1 14 MAN FOR 22 WKS 220 
1,320 M/H 
1,480 M/H 
SUB-TOTAL DES./FAB/FATIGUE TEST 3,320 M/H 
b. INSTALL ON AIRCRAFT AND PERFORM GROUND CHECKOUT (PROOF LOAD) TEST - SEE NEXT ITEM -0-
c. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 160 M/H (2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 4 WKS) 160 (3) GROUND TEST INCL. PROOFLOAD 
3 MEN FOR 4 WKS 480 (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) _1,:..:6;.;:.,0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST 1,920 MIH 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.4. 5,240 H/H 
11 C. PHASE III 
-, 
--', 5. ITEM 5. LAG DAMPER VARIATION TESTS 
a. DESIGN, FABRICATE/PROCURE, INSTALL AND 
TEST DAMPER MODS TO VARY BREAKOUT AND/OR 
DAMPING RATIO 
NOTE: VENDOR TO ACCOMPLISH 
(1) SPEC. MODS 320 M/H 
(2) VEND. LIAISON/WITNESS TESTS/ 
TRAVEL, ETC. 320 
(3) PROJECT ENGR'G .....,;3;.;;;;2.;:;.,.0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL DES./FAB/ETC. 960 M/H 
b. INSTALL AND CHECKOUT (SEE NEXT ITEM) -0-
c. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 160 M/H 
(2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 4 WKS) 160 
(3) GROUND TEST INCL. CHECKOUT 
3 MEN FOR 4 WKS 480 
(4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 
(5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) --,1;..;;.60~_ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TESTS 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.5. 
6. ITEM 6. ~ 3 COUPLING VARIATION TEST 
a. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND TEST (ONE FATIGUE) 
PITCH ARM ADAPTER TO CHANGE ~3 
(1) DESIGN - 3 DRWGS @ 140 M/H 420 M/H 
(2) TECH. SUPT @ 100% 420 
(3) MFG. LIAISON 1/2 MAN FOR 3 MOS 240 
(4) PROJECT ENGR'G 1/4 MAN FOR 6 MOS 240 
(5) TEST PLAN 120 
(6) FIXTURE DESIGN 120 
(7) TEST PREP 1 MAN FOR 3 WKS 120 
(8) FATIGUE TEST (6 WKS) 240 
(9) TECH/DES. SUPT @ 25% 160 
(10) TEST REPORT 120 
(11) PROJECT ENGR 'G 1/4 MAN F?R 18 WKS _1;..;;,8.;;;...0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL DES./FAB/FATIGUE TEST 
1,920 M/H 
2,380 M/H 
2,880 M/H 
II 
' .. 
C. PHASE II I 
6. ITEM 6. (Cont'd) 
b. INSTALL AND CHECKOUT (SEE NEXT ITEM) -0- M/H 
" c. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPT OF NASA) 120 MIH (2) TEST PREP (1 MAN FOR 3 WKS) 120 
(3) GROUND TEST INCL. CHECKOUT 
3 MEN FOR 3 WKS 360 (4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 6 WKS 960 (5) TEST REPORT (BIV SUPT OF NASA) _1:..=2.;;..0 __ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 1,680 M/H 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II C.6. 4.060 M/H 
D. PHASE IV - BLADE TIP SHAPE VARIATION TESTS 
1. DESIGN AND MODIFY FOUR CH-47C BLADES. 
- - -
---:.--
-~ -- --
ASSUr.1PTION - BLADES OBTAINED FROf·' ARHY - NO COST. 
a. BLADE DESIGN MOD 
14 DRWGS @ 80 M/H EA. 
MFG. LIAISON 
SUPV./ADMIN. @ 10% 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN ENGINEERING 
b. TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT ENGINEERING @100% 
c. PROJECT ENGINEERING 1 MAN FOR 6 MOS 
d. NATURAL FREQUENCY TEST (7 WKS) 
(1) ENGR1G LABS (2) SUPPORT ENGR1G 
SUB-TOTAL NATURAL FREQUENCY TEST 
SUB-TOTAL ENr,INEERING 0.1 
1,120 M/H 
240 
140 
240 M/H 
80 
1,500 M/H 
1,500 
960 
320 
4.280 tVH 
D. PHASE IV - Cont'd) 
~- " 2. DESIGN, FABRICATE AND TEST (ONE FATIGUE) 
FOUR SETS (4 EACH) OF TIP COVERS - 36" LONG 
a. TIP COVER DESIGN 
12 DRWGS @ 80 M/H EA. 
MFG. LIAISON 
SUPV./ADMIN. @ 10% 
960 M/H 
160 
120 
SUB-TOTAL DESIGN ENGR'G 1,240 M/H 
b. TECHNOLOGY SUPT ENGR I G @ 100% 1 ,240 
c. PROJECT ENGINEERING 1 MAN FOR 6 MOS 960 
d. BLADE TIP FATIGUE (8 WKS) 
(1) ENGR 'G LAB 560 M/H 
(2) SUPPORT ENGR 'G 140 
SUB-TOTAL TIP FATIGUE 800 
e. SUPPORT GROUND AND FLIGHT TESTS 
(1) TEST PLAN (B/V SUPPORT OF NASA) 120 M/H 
(2) TEST PREP - 1 MAN FOR 4 WKS 160 
(3) GROUND TESTI NG - 3 MEN FOR 4 WKS 480 
(4) FLIGHT TEST - 4 MEN FOR 8 WKS 1280 
(5) TEST REPORT (B/V SUPT OF NASA) _1;..;;;.20~_ 
SUB-TOTAL GROUND & FLIGHT TEST 2,160 M/H 
SUB-TOTAL ENGINEERING 0.2 
TOTAL ENGINEERING II D. 
---- -- - -- ------- --
/ 
/ 
6,400 M/H 
10,680 M/H 
----
.---
347/0 ROTOR SYSTEM FOR THE ROTOR 
SYSTEM RESEARCH AIRCRAFT (RSRA) 
'. 
Attachment (2) 
Page 1 of 2 
TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS 
• 
I. BASIC PROGRAM 
A. ITEM 1 THRU 7 AND ITEM 10 
1. ONE ONE MAN/TWO DAY TRIP TO FT. RUCKER (HUB REMOVAL) 
2. ONE TWO MAN/ONE DAY TRIP TO FT. RUCKER (DISPLAY INSTIL) 
3. TWO TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
4. TWO TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (RSRA INSTIL) 
5. ONE ONE MAN/ONE WEEK TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (INSTRUMENTATION) 
B. ITEM 8 
NONE 
C. ITE14 9 
NONE 
D. ITEM 11 
. 
1. TWO TWO MAN/TWO DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
E. ITEM 12 
1. FOUR TWO MAN/TWO DAY TRIPS TO TELEDYNE 
F. ITEM 13 
1. ONE Two MAN/TWO WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (ROTOR INSTALLATION 
IN THE RSRA) 
G. ITEM 14 \ 
1. TWO TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
2. ONE TWO MAN/EIGHT WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (GROUND TEST PROGRAI1) 
3. ONE TWO MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST PROGRAM) 
4. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST PROGRAfII) 
. 
II. PARAMETER VARIATION TEST PROGRAM ~ 
A. PHASE I - BASIC AERO 
1. ONE THREE MAN/TWO WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES 9 CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
2. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
--
r--
w 
Attachment (2) 
Page 2 of 2 
TRAVEL REQUIREMENTS 
II. B. PHASE II - EXPANDED AERO 
1. SIX TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
2. ONE THREE MAN/EIGHT WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
3. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
4. ONE THREE MAN/THREE WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
5. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
C. PHASE III - ROTOR DYN. AND FLY. QUAL. .... 
1. NATURAL FREQUENCY VARIATION 
a. SIX TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
b. ONE THREE MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
c. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
d. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
e. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
f. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
g. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
2. EFFECTIVE FLAP HINGE VARIATION 
a. FOUR TWO ~AN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAH COORD) 
b. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF.(GROUND TEST) 
c. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. ( FLI GHT TEST r 
3. CONTROL PHASE VARIATION 
a. ONE THREE MAN/ONE WEEK TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
b. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEK TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. ( FLI GHT TEST) 
4. CONTROL SYSTEM STIFFNESS VARIATION 
a. FOUR TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
b. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF:(GROUND TEST) 
c. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEK TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
5. LAG DAMPER VARIATION 
a. ONE TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
6, ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
c. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
6. ~3 COUPLING VARIATION 
a. TWO TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
b. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
c. ONE FOUR MAN/SIX WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
D. PHASE IV - BLADE TIP SHAPE VARIATION 
1. FOUR TWO MAN/THREE DAY TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (PROGRAM COORD) 
2. ONE THREE MAN/FOUR WEEKS TRIPS TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (GROUND TEST) 
3. ONE FOUR MAN/EIGHT WEEKS TRIP TO NASA AMES, CALIF. (FLIGHT TEST) 
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RFE 8059 
OPERA~IONS P~R DIE"f T~VE~f ~NP ~OPQIN~ ~EQUJ~~HENTS 
ACTIVITY 
1. OEV HECI,. :t f-lEJi ~(; PAYfi 
I 
4. DEV ~EC". l HEN XI2 DAYS 
1~. PEV HECH. lO "EN X l WEEK 
QUAt lTV ~ HE~ ~ l WE~~ 
14. DEV HECU 10 ttEli X 1.-1 Wf!EKfi 
QUALITY 2 tsEN X l1 WEEJ<& 
AI~FARE 
~ 
.., 
10 
2 
P,IASE I BASIC AEROOYNAMIC PARAMET~R V~Rl.A~ION!TEST 
1. Cd) DEV HEC~ 10 ~EN ~ a WEEK~ 
QUALI'fY 
2. DEV HECIi. 
QUALITY 
2 HEN X a WEf:J<S 
1Q HE~ X P WEEKS 
2 HEN X 8 WEEKS 
f?UASE II EXPANDEP AERODYNAMlC PARAMETER VARIAT~O~ TEST 
4. DEV MECII. 
QUALITY 
5. DEV MECH. 
QUALITY 
10 MEN X ~ DAYS 
2 MEN X 3 PAYS 
10 MEN x 14 WEEKS 
2 f-tEN X 14 WEEKS 
Chll RE~'fl\l. 
3 
2 
~p 
~9~ 
.a2i 
2~1 
12 
392 
8-4650-80-560 
Attacfment (2) 
J,l&ge Qf 4 
Pf.:R DIE~ 
9 
6 
70 
~4 
9aQ 
196 
560 
112 
560 
112 
30 
6 
980 
196 
LODGING 
9 
6 
10 
14 
980 
196 
560 
112 
560 
112 
30 
6 
980 
196 
) Page 2 of 4 / 
Rf- 8059 Attachment (2) 0-4650-80-560 
OfE~TlONS fE~ Dl~~, TRAVE~, ~P LOPGlNG R~PPlR6MENTS (CON~JNUEP) 
PHASE II EXPAND~D AEROP¥NN1lC rl\~l\l-tETER V,*RINl'l0N TEST (CON'l'ItiUEJ)) 
,*CTIVIT¥ I AIRFnAME I CA~ RE~T~ I Pf,:R DIEM I LODGING 
9. pEV.HECQ. ~O HEN X 2 PA¥~ I I 0 I ~Q 20 QUALlT)!' ;! H~N X 2 PA¥~ ... • I .. 
10 DEV MECn. lQ HEN ~ $ WEE~~ ... 25~ I fi30 630 
QUALITY 2 H~ti lC ~ W~J::J<S I I l26 126 
PII1\SJ:: III ROTOR D¥NNiIC l\ND fLY1NQ QUl.\ltlT¥ J?ARN1J!:'fEll 
1.c DEV HECIt. lQ M~N ~ p WJ::J::KS t ~ PAya lap I 450 450 
QUALITY 2 HEN x p WEJ::KS t ~ D~¥S ... 90 90 
1.4 DEV HEcn, lO ~EN x 6 W~EKS lfi8 420 420 
QUALITY 2 ,..Eli x 6 WEEKS '!'" 84 84 
log PEV HECH. 10 HEN ~ 3 WEEKS t l pAY 88 220 220 
QUALITY 2 MEN lC ~ WEEKS t 1 PAy 44 44 
1.0 DEV MECII. 10 MEN X 6 WEEKS 168 420 420 
QUALITY 2 MJ::N ~ 6 WEEKS 84 84 
1.i DEV MECfI. 10 HEN X 1 DAY .. 10 I 10 QUALITY 2 HEN x 1 DAY 2 2 
1.k DEV MECH. 10 ~EN X 3 WEEKS + 1 D,*Y 8a 220 I 220 QUALITY 2 HEN x 3 WEEKS t 1 DAY 44 44 

) 
) I ) 
~f~ ~059 
( rage .. of .. Att~chment (2) 
8-4650-80-560 
.I' ! 
OfERATIONS r~~ DJ~~f TR~V~~f ~~O LOUQING R~QU1~~~~NTS (CON~JNU~P) , 
~CTIVITY I ~lRrARE 'CAR ~E~~AL' 
rIlAS~ IIJ ROfOR PYN~JC A~P fLYING QP~~J~Y fARA"~T~R (CO~~IHPED) I 
PEa DIEH I LODGIliG . j 
5,0 DEV MECH. 
OUP.J.ITY 
6.h DEV HECH. 
OUALITY 
6.0 PEV tiECQ, 
OUALITY 
:J.Q HfiN ~ ~ WEEJ<~ 
~ M~ti ~ fi WEf,!J<~ 
10 "~~ ~ l W~EI< 
2 t1J:!N ~ t WEEI< 
lP ~EN ~ a WJ:!E~~ 
~ HE~ ~ P WEEKS 
PHASE IV BLAOE 'fIr SnAPE VARIAfIO~ T~S'J'S 
2 • DEV MEcn. 1-0 "Eli ~ :J. 2 WJ:!E~S * 
QUALITY 2 "EN ~ 12 WEE~a. 
~Last Week is 5 D~¥Q - ~eturn PO f~i~ay 
TQT~L 1-5 
168 
~Q 
~ 
?2i 
328 
:l,865 
420 
84 
10 
14 
560 
1-12 
820 
164 
11,595 
420 
84 
70 
14 
560 
112 
820 
164 
11,595 
NOTE; a OfF-SITE SUfPORT fOR ALL ACTIVITY IS ~ASED ON DEV. HECQ. 10 HEN (5 M X 2 Shifts) 
& QUALITY 2 HEN (1 H X 2 SHIfTS) 'FOR ALL BUT INITIAL OFF-SITE ACTIVITY, l/li 1.84. 
a AI~FARE ~PRESEliTS NUMBER OF REO'D ROUND TRIP FARES. 3 FARES FOR l/N 1.84. 
I~ITIAL ACTIVITY, 12 FARES fOR REMAINING ACTIVITY. NO faoVlSION IS MADE FOR CREW 
REPLACEME~T OR ROfATIOli. . 
,./'/ 
I . 
. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I t 
I, 
MAIN TRANSMISSION MODIFICATION 
MANUFACTURING MANHOUR ESTIMATE 
~. Familiarization Course 
3 men x 1 week x 1 shift 
1 supervisor 
1 crew chief 
1 transmission mechanic 
2. Remove Rotor Blades, Hub Assembly and 
Main Transmission from RSRA Aircraft 
5 men x 3 days x 1 shift 
3. Disassemble Transmission, Remove and 
Replace Input Pinion and Bevel Gears 
Pattern New Gear Assembly 
2 men x 12 days x 1 shift 
- -- - -- -- -- --
I 4. Install Main Transmission in Aircraft 
5 men x 3 days x 1 shift 
, 5. Ground Run Aircraft - Run Transmission 
Torque Tests as Required 
5 men x 2 days x 1 shift 
6. Remove Rotor Blades, Hub and Transmission 
5 men x 3 days x 1 shift 
, 7. Disassemble Transmission - Check Gear 
Pattern - Reassemble 
2 men x 3 days x 1 shift 
8. Install Transmission, Hub Assy & Blades 
in Aircraft 
5 men x 3 days'x 1 shift 
9. Ground Run Aircraft - Xmsn Tests 
S men x 2 days x ~ shift 
10. Secure Aircraft 
5 men x 2 days x 1 shift 
SUB-TOTAL MANHOURS 
Quality Control 
TOTAL MANHOURS 
MANHOURS 
120 
120 
192 
120 
80 
120 
48 
120 
80 
80 
1,080 
304 
1,384 
~ - -
Estimate is based on the following planning factors: 
o Operations manhours estimate to be used as pre-planning 
information only. 
o All work to be performed off-site at NASA-Ames facility utilizing 
Boeing/Vertol personnel. 
o This program to be accomplished in conjunction with the proposed 
347/0 Rotor System program on the RSRA. 
o NASA to provide work area, work stands, special transmission 
tools, lubricants, gages etc. as required for disassembly and 
assembly of the main transmission. 
o The estimate assumes that aircraft and/or transmission related 
Engineering data or assistance will be provided by NASA. 
o In lieu of a transmission test stand, the NASA-RSRA will be 
ground run at various transmission torque loads. 
o NASA (aircraft) to be available and in ground run mode prior to 
removal of transmission. 
----------------------- -- -- ----- - -- - --
---- -. -. - ,-
o -A one (1) week aircraft familiarization course is to be provided 
to Boeing/Vertol personnel. 
o The transmission modification is limited to the replacement of 
the main input bevel pinion and bevel ring gear. 
o Transmission parts are all considered as buy. 
o No provision is made for returning the main transmission to an 
original configuration after tests are completed. Any estimate 
for accomplishing a refurbishment of the transmission would be 
the result of separate negotiations. 
o No manhours for instrumentation included. 
o No planning manhours included due to the fact that all work is 
to be accomplished off-site. 
o All work will be directed by Engineering. 
o Recommendation is made that this program be performed by the 
aircraft manufacturer.' 
RSRA TRANSMISSION MOD 
TRAVEL & PER DIEM 
0 FAMILIARIZATION 
TRAVEL 
(1) Supervisor x 2 days 
(1) Crew Chief x 2 days 
(1) Transmission Mech x 2 days 
Inspector x 2 days 
PER DIEM 
(1) Supervisor x 7 days 
(1) Crew Chief x 7 days 
(1) Xmsn Mech x 7 days 
Inspector x 7 days 
0 REMOVE XMSN FROM AIC 
PER DIEM 
. (5) AIC Crew x 5 days 
(1) AIC Inspector x 5 days 
0 MODIFY XMSN 
TRAVEL 
(2) Xmsn Men x 2 days 
(1) Xmsn Inspector x 2 days 
PER DIEM 
(2) Xmsn Men x 37 days (Include run Ale) 
(1) Inspector x 37 days 
0 GROUND RUN Ale 
TRAVEL 
(5) Ale Crew x 2 days 
(1) Inspector x 2 days 
PER DIEM 
(5) Ale Crew x 28 days 
(1) Inspector x 28 days 
) 
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